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Executive Summary 

Purpose As requested by the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Public 
Assistance and Unemployment Compensation, GAO analyzed the poten- 
tial effects of fully extending Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), Medicaid, foster care, Child 
Support Enforcement, Food Stamps, and federal income taxes to Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa. 

The United States treats these insular areas differently than states in 
providing federal aid and taxing income. Welfare coverage is generally 
more limited, leaving many needy individuals with less support, 
although it is sometimes more liberal than the states’ counter-pare pro- 
grams. Area residents and businesses generally are exempt from federal 
taxes, and business tax incentives encourage the areas’ economic self- 
reliance. Recently, there has been congressional interest in making wel- 
fare programs and income taxes more comparable between the areas 
and states. 

Background For decades, the federal government has fostered social and economic 
development in the areas through welfare programs and special tax 
treatment. Some of the six programs GAO analyzed operate in the four 
areas, but federal funding and sharing rates often are lower and pro- 
gram requirements different than in the states. .%I is not available in the 
areas, although some have counterpart programs; only the Virgin 
Islands and Guam have Food Stamps, although Puerto Rico’s Nutrition 
Assistance Program is patterned after Food Stamps; and American 
Samoa has only Medicaid. 

US. corporations, by using the U.S. Internal Revenue Code’s section 936 
tax credit or foreign tax credit, pay reduced or no federal taxes on their 
area income. Also, area businesses and residents are exempt from U.S. 
taxes on their area income, but such income is subject to local income 
taxes, which are patterned after federal taxes. 

Results in Brief Using 1984 data, GAO estimates that federal expenditures in the four 
areas would have doubled-from about $1 to 82 billion-had the six 
programs been fully extended to those areas. Federal increases would 
result from higher benefits, more recipients, and greater cost sharing. 
Conversely, areas’ costs would have decreased about 37 percent-from 
$244 to about $154 million, due to fulI federal funding of SSI. lower cost 
sharing, and fewer Medicaid participants than the areas’ counterpart 
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Medicaid programs. Most area leaders favored extending SSI, but views 
on the other programs varied. 

GAO estimates from 1983 data-the latest available-that federal tax 
revenue. negligible in 1983, would have been about $2.7 billion more and 
area tax revenue % 1.4 billion less if federal income taxes had been fully 
extended and replaced area income taxes. But, because such changes 
could adversely affect local business activity, GAO believes annual fed- 
eral tax revenue could decline significantly over the long term as some 
businesses close, relocate, or down-size operations after tax incentives 
disappear. Nearly all area leaders strongly opposed federal income 
taxes, citing the likely flight of businesses and other taxpayers and 
depressed economies- which in turn could lead to more welfare costs 
and less area tax revenue. 

Because of their susceptibility to variation, GAO advises caution in using 
the interdependent cost and revenue estimates, as well as their overall 
net effect. 

GAO’s Analysis 

Federal Costs Would 
Increase 

Comparing 1984 actual with estimated program costs shows that fede?al 
cost increases .would have differed by program and area. SSI would cost 
about 27 times more than the areas’ counterpart adult assistance pro- 
grams, due to full federal financing of benefits and higher participation 
under more liberal eligibility criteria. Federal AFDC costs would increase 
about l-l/2 times, due to increased federal cost sharing and higher par- 
ticipation under more liberal eligibility criteria. Medicaid costs would 
increase nearly 5 times- assuming areas’ costs would eventually 
approach states’ costs-due to higher federal cost sharing and removal 
of federal funding ceilings. Federal costs for Food Stamps already 
extended to the Virgin Islands and Guam, would increase about 25 per- 
cent if extended to American Samoa and Puerto Rico-mostly due to 
removing the federal funding ceiling on Puerto Rico’s Nutrition Xssis- 
tance Program. 

Areas’ Costs Would 
Decrease 

Areas’ costs would decrease, mainly because (1) with SSI, their adult 
assistance program costs would shift to the federal government and I 3) 
the number of Medicaid participants would decrease about 133 percent 
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under more restrictive eligibility criteria. Puerto Rico would have the 
greatest decrease- about $88 million, or 38 percent. 

Representatives’ Views on Most area leaders surveyed by GAO favored extending SSI and many 
Extending Programs favored extending AFDC, Medicaid, and Food Stamps, but not foster care. 

Varied They saw (1) more adequate benefits. (2) better services, and (3) fairer 
treatment for residents. They were concerned about (1) welfare depen- 
dency and work disincentives, (2) immigration from neighboring islands 
to obtain assistance, and (3) disruption of their area cultures, particu- 
larly in American Samoa. 

Federal Income Tax 
Revenue Increases Might 
Decline Over Time 

Expected revenue from extending federal taxes would result mainly 
from eliminating section 936 credits for U.S. corporations operating in 
Puerto Rico. GAO estimates that in 1983, federal corporate tax revenue 
from the four areas would have been about $2.14 billion and personal 
tax revenue about $531 million, but believes that-mostly because of 
the loss of business tax incentives-over the long run annual federal 
revenue could decline to less than $2.1 billion. 

Area’ ‘I’= Revenue Would Areas would have lost about $524 million in corporate and $892 million 
Decrease in personal tax revenue had U.S. taxes replaced area taxes. Estimated 

federal corporate tax revenue is higher than area losses because federal 
tax law would not have allowed all of the areas’ tax systems’ exemp- 
tions and rebates. Estimated federal personal tax revenue is lower than 
area losses mostly because federal income taxes are lower than some 
areas’ taxes. 

All Areas Oppose 
Extending Taxes 

Business leaders and nearly all area officials opposed extending federal 
taxes because, they told GAO, businesses would relocate, revenues and 
jobs would diminish, and the need for welfare would increase, as would 
areas’ fiscal dependence on the United States. Some were concerned 
about taxation without representation, and the Puerto Rico governor 
and other officials there questioned whether, without area concurrence, 
the United States legally could impose taxes on their area-an issue 
involving U.S.; Puerto Rican political relationships. 
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Estimates Subject to 
Variation 

Many factors could affect G-40'S estimates, including ( 1) areas choosing 
different designs for fully extended programs than were envisioned dur- 
ing GAO'S review, (2) changes in areas’ economies or business activities 
that affect the demand for welfare services or potential income tax rev- 
enue, and (3) recent and future legislative changes. Thus, GAO advises 
caution in using the estimates. 

Matters for 
Congressional 
Consideration 

. 

. 

There are inherent uncenainties in predicting the effects of fully 
extending welfare and, particularly, taxes to the areas. Should the Con- 
gress endeavor to make changes in the programs or taxes, it should 
consider: 

Extending one program at a time to an area or subarea on an experimen- 
tal basis and determining the actual costs and the extent and nature of 
other effects. Area vriews would help in selecting experiments. 
Gradually increasing corporate tax revenues (such as by decreasing sec- 
tion 936 credits) up to the cost of the program extension. rather than 
eliminating business tax incentives altogether. 

Agency Comments GAO received comments from Puerto Rico’s governor, Senate president, 
and resident commissioner; the Virgin Islands’ governor; Guam’s 
speaker of the Legislature: American Samoa’s governor and Senate pres- 
ident; and the Ir.S. Departments of Agriculture, Treasury. Interior. and 
HHS. (see p. 74-80.) 

Area officials generally restated their positions-as discussed in the 
report-on fully extending welfare programs. Also. all area officials 
restated strong opposition to fully extending federal income taxes, reem- 
phasizing the likelihood of reduced business activity, increased unem- 
ployment, and the consequent need for more welfare. 

Agriculture said GAO downplayed the significance of Food Stamps in the 
areas and the Nutrition Assistance Program in Puerto Rico. Treasuq 
said that GAO’S long-term estimate of the revenue effects of tax exten- 
sion should be deemphasized. GAO. however, believes the report properly 
characterizes these matters. Interior opposed any policy that would 
extend additional programs or taxes, citing its interest in having area 
residents attain self-government and plan their own futures. HHS said 
the report was a fair and accurate portrayai of its programs in the 
areas. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The United States provides financial and other assistance to its territo- 
ries and possessions. which in the Caribbean include the Commonwealth 
of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands and in the Pacific, Guam and 
American Samoa (see figure 1.1). Historically, these “insular areas” 
have depended heavily on federal programs and such other forms of 
assistance as special tax treatment. The need for such treatme!lr items 
in part from factors limiting the areas’ ability to attain economi -rlf- 
sufficiency and social development. These factors-varying in ,lica- 
bility among the areas- include scant natural resources, geogrl K 
remoteness from major world markets including the U.S. mainland, 
small land areas and populations, and limited investment capital. 

Figure 1.1: U.S. Territories and Possessions 

- Amerum Samoa 
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Over the years, the United States has contributed to the social develop- 
ment of the areas by extending federal assistance programs. It has sup- 
ported schools, hospitals, housing, and other infrastructure projects. In 
addition, grant programs have provided resources that enable the areas 
to deliver various social services. 

In some cases, grant programs are extended differently to the areas than 
to the states. Often the historical reasons for different treatment are not 
readily discernible. Sometimes programs were tailored to meet special 
area needs and circumstances. For example, under federal Law that 
authorizes the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HIS) to waive 
most Medicaid requirements for American Samoa, a unique program was 
established to meet the area’s needs. 

Long-standing federal policy also has aimed at fostering the areas’ fiscal 
autonomy and economic self-reliance. For several decades, area 
residents and corporations have been exempted from federal taxes on 
income earned in the areas, and area governments have been allowed to 
retain the proceeds of area taxes. Also, as early as 1954 special tax 
incentives were enacted to encourage U.S. businesses to locate and 
otherwise operate in the areas, thus helping to enhance the areas’ 
economies. 

There were significant demographic and economic differences among 
the four areas in 1984-the general base period for our study (see table 
1.1). For example, Puerto Rico’s population of 3.3 million dwarfed those 
of the other three areas. Likewise, Puerto Rico’s labor force of 953.000 
was almost 10 times larger than the combined labor forces of the other 
three. American Samoa had the smallest labor force-about 11.900. 
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Table 1.1: Selected Characteristics of the 
Four Insular Areas 

Characteristic 
Virgin Americar 

Puerto Rico Islands Guam Same; 
Populationa 3.270.000 107 500 112 100 35 30 
Labor force 953.000 43 470 44 389 11 93, 

Number employed 742.000 40 230 11 569C 10 .lCd 

Number unemployed 210.000 3 240 2 800 1 5j! __- 
Unemployment rate cpercenr) 22 75 6 12 

Per capita Income St.096 87 455 $7 504: 13 2: 

“July 1984 eSIlmaIe Cwllan poplrlatton shown for Guam no acbve-auly lo ‘j mlbtar:, personnel 
wuaed 

DAn employee *as counwd at eacn place employed Thus 11 employed by IWO or mwe employers ‘ne 
employee would De counted more than once 

:Excluaes mllltary salanes 

Puerto Rico had the highest unemployment rate, averaging 22 percent ir 
1984-from a 1983 high of 23.5 percent. Guam’s rate, 6 percent, was 
the lowest, partly because it reflected approximately 10.000 active-dutl 
U.S. military personnel. (Guam’s rate was close to 8 percent when mili- 
tary personnel were excluded). Per capita income also varied widely 
among the areas, with American Samoa having the lowest per capita 
income and Guam the highest. 

Additionally, the areas are unique culturally and politically, both from 
the 50 states and from each other. Puerto Rico, whose Spanish heritage 
is evident in its vernacular language, architecture, and culture, is umque 
in that the area’s political relationship with the United States permeates 
virtually all public policy, economic, and social issues. Guam is charac- 
terized by an extensive U.S. military presence, which covers much of its 
land area and directly influences the area’s economy. American Samoa, 
the only area whose residents are not U.S. citizens but LT..% nationals, 
has a culture based on the tightly knit extended family, which affects 
not only its economy but also its demands for social services. 

Each of these areas is represented in the U.S. House of Representatives 
by a resident commissioner (Puerto Rico) or delegate who can vote in 
committee but not on the floor. Its residents provide delegates to L:.S. 
political party conventions, but do not vote in presidential elections. 

Over the years, attempts have been made in the Congress to remo1.e 
some of the differences in program and tax treatment between the are% 
and the states. For example, bills have been introduced. but not enacted 
to extend SSI as it exists in the states to the areas. In a similar way, 
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attempts have been made to reduce or eliminate special tax treatment 
for the areas. For example, a proposal that led to the Tax Reform Act of 
1986 provided for repealing the major tax incentive for U.S. businesses 
operating in the areas. This proposal was not adopted. 

Noting the interest in extending certain federal programs to areas where 
they do not exist or are extended differently than in the states and the 
lack of adequate information upon which to legislate, the chairman and 
the ranking member of the House Ways and Means Committee’s Subcom- 
mittee on Public Xssistance and Unemployment Compensation asked us 
to determine the possible effects of fully extending selected major wel- 
fare programs and income taxes to the four areas. As agreed, the pro- 
grams included in our review were: 

. Supplemental Security Income (SSI) - Cash assistance directly provided 
by the federal government to aged, blind, or disabled individuals meet- 
ing federally established income, resource, and other requirements. 

l Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) - Grants providing cash 
for children in single-parent families or- at state/area option-certain 
two-parent families that meet state/area established income, resource, 
and other eligibility requirements. 

l Medicaid - Grants for providing medical assistance to the “categorically 
needy” -primarily persons eligible for SSI and -a-and other low- 
income individuals, including the “medically needy”-persons whose 
income is too high to qualify for SSI. AFDC, adult assistance, or other cash 
assistance, but after deducting incurred medical expenses is below the 
state/area assistance standard. 

. Foster care - Grants for providing food, clothing, and other services for 
children living away from home when both parents are incapacitated, 
absent, or otherwise unable to provide adequate care. Federal funds are 
available under Social Security Act titles IV-B. IV-E. and XX. To receive 
assistance, recipients must meet stace!:area eligibility requirements for 
each title. 

l Child Support Enforcement - Grants for administering the enforcement 
and collection of support obligations owed by absent parents. 

l Food Scamps - Grants providing food coupons to help ensure nutritious 
diets for families meeting federally established eligibility requirements. 
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Availability of 
Selected Welfare 

Five of the six federal programs currently operate in some form in most 
of the areas, but some programs, as shown in table 1.2, are not available 
in every area. 

Programs in the Four 
Areas 
Table 1.2: Federal Program Availability in 
the Four Areas Puerto Virgin Americar 

Program RiCO Irlands Guam Same; 
SSI Na Na Na 
AFDC Y Y Y 
Medicald Y Y Y 
Foster care Y Y Y 
Child Support Enforcement 
Food Stamos 

Y Y Y 
N’ Y Y 

Y Yes 
N No 
Counterpart programs wlh slmllar obtectwes but different program features are avaIlable 

When established, SSI was not extended CO the four areas. According to 
statements of the Senate Finance Committee chairman (Congressional 
Record, March 11, 1976), the Congress thought it inadvisable to provide 
the guaranteed SSI income levels to areas whose economies were signifi- 
cantly different than those of the states. Instead of this 100~percent fed- 
erally funded and administered program, the Congress continued the 
areas’ “adult assistance” programs, which provide cash assistance to 
needy aged, blind, or disabled persons. In the states, the adult assistance 
programs were replaced in 1974 when SSI went into effect. 

Under the adult assistance programs, eligibility requirements and bene- 
fit levels are set by the areas, and the federal government pays only 
part of the program costs, Federal law limits total federal funds availa- 
ble for the areas’ combined expenditures for the adult assistance pro- 
grams, AFDC, and title IV-E foster care maintenance payments for 
children who have no caretaker relative but otherwise are eligible for 
AFDC. Similarly, federal expenditures on Medicaid in the areas are 
capped. The current federal funding limits on these programs are show 
in table 1.3. 
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Table 1.3: Federal Funding Limits for 
Area Welfare Programs Dollars in mlhons 

Area 
Puerto Rico 
‘Jlrgln Islands 
Guam 
Amencan Samoa 

Funding limit 
Combined adult assistance, 

AFDC, & title IV-E foster care’ Medicaidb 
S72 00 163 JO 

2 40 2 10 

3 30 2 00 
No1 apphcable 1 lj 

Turrent llmlts nave oeen In effect since 1977 

Turrent llrnk3 nave been in effect since 1984 

The federal government reimburses the areas for their AFDC program 
expenditures at rates lower than state races. The maximum federal shar- 
ing race for the areas is set by federal law at 75 percent. While states 
have the option to seek AFDC reimbursement under different formulas, 
all have opted to use the Medicaid rate, which can be as high as 83 
percent. 

Among the six programs, anly Medicaid is extended to each area. Along 
with funding ceilings, there are lower federal reimbursement rates and 
ocher substantial differences between Medicaid programs in the states 
and those in the areas. Most notably, the areas have waivers to the 
requirements that the income of “medically needy” participants gener- 
ally cannot exceed 133-l/3 percent of the applicable AFDC payment 
standard. Also, the program’s “freedom of choice” requirements histori- 
cally have been waived for the areas. (That is, area participants cannot 
select medical service providers.) States were given authority to seek 
waivers CO this provision beginning in fiscal year 1982.’ 

Foster care financing similar co that in the states, except for funding 
limits on title IV-E, is available to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands. and 
Guam. 

The Child Support Enforcement Program operates in each of the areas 
(except American Samoa) as it does in the states. 

Food Stamps operates in the Virgin Islands and Guam as it does in the 
states. It was not extended to American Samoa. In 1982. the program 
was replaced in Puerto Rico by the Nutrition Assistance Program as part 

‘The waver authonty for states was provided under the Onuubus Budget Reconcilianon Act of 138 I 
(42 U SC. 1396nl. 
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was replaced in Puerto Rico by the Nutrition Assistance Program as par 
of an effort to reduce federal costs. Puerto Rico’s program, which serve: 
almost half the area’s total population, has the same basic objective as 
Food Stamps, but there are substantial differences. The Food Stamp 
Program has an “open-ended” authorization (no federal funding ceiling 
while Puerto Rico’s program had an $825 million federal funding ceiling 
:rom 1983 to 1986. (Maximum authorized amounts for subsequent fisca 
years are progressively larger, ranging up to 8936.8 million in fiscal 
year 1990.) But the Nutrition Assistance Program may be somewhat 
more flexible in that Puerto Rico is authorized, within limits of federal 
law and regulations, to establish program eligibility criteria, benefit 
levels, and administrative procedures and to provide benefits in cash 
rather than coupons. 

Details about the programs are provided in appendix I. 

At the federal level, HHS administers all programs except Food Stamps 
and Puerto Rico’s Nutrition Assistance Program, which the Agriculture 
Department’s Food and Nutrition Service administers. Within HHS, the 
Social Security Administration (SSA) administers SSI; the Family Support 
Administration2 administers the adult assistance, MDC, and Child Sup- 
port Enforcement programs; the Health Care Financing Administration 
administers AMedicaid; and the Office of Human Development Services 
administers foster care programs authorized by the Social Security Act. 
Federal agencies’ responsibilities for the areas vary by program, but 
generally entail such functions as reviewing and approving the areas’ 
plans, allocating and awarding funds, and monitoring compliance with 
federal laws and regulations. 

Except for specific programs, the Department of the Interior is responsi- 
ble for administering most areas. The Department, primarily through its 
International and Territorial Affairs Office, is charged with providing 
technical assistance, presenting the areas’ budgets before the Congress. 
and promoting the economic, social, and political development of the 
Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa. Puerto Rico is not under tht 
jurisdiction of any federal agency. 

‘The Fanuly Support Mnumstrat~on became functional on April 1. 1986. L:nul that tune. SS.4 admm 
wered the adult assistance and AFDC programs. and the Child Support Enforcement Program was 
admuutered by the Office of CMd Support Enforcement. wthin the Office of the Secretan 
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Special Federal Tax 
Treatment for the 
Four Areas 

To provide the four areas with operating revenues and encourage busi- 
ness investment, the federal government allows them special income tax 
treatment. Generally, area residents and corporations are exempt from 
federal income taxes on part or all of their income, but pay area income 
taxes, which in many respects are similar to U.S. income taxes. These 
arrangements were intended to give the areas a measure of fiscal auton- 
omy and in some cases avoid annual appropriations against the LrS. 
Treasury. 

For federal income tax purposes, Puerto Rican citizens are taxed on 
worldwide income, the same as other U.S. citizens. But full-year 
residents of Puerto Rico, except federal employees, are exempt from 
federal taxes on income earned in Puerto Rico. Similarly, Puerto Rican 
corporations are exempt from federal tax on Puerto Rico-source income. 
but pay federal taxes on all other income. All Puerto Rican residents and 
corporations are subject to Puerto Rico’s income tax, and U.S. residents 
and corporations are subject to Puerto Rican income tax on Puerto Rico- 
source income. 

In 1983, the Virgin Islands,and Guam organic act& required them to 
operate income tax systems that precisely followed the U.S. Internal 
Revenue Code. This is referred to as the “mirror” principle of taxation. 
American Samoa opted through its own laws to ‘mirror”-with certain 
exceptions-the Code. As a result, the three areas’ income tax systems 
were nearly identical to the federal income tax system, except as speci- 
fied by area law in American Samoa’s case or otherwise by federal law. 

The Code provides special income tax treatment to U.S. corporations 
operating in the areas to foster business investment in the areas. Most 
notably, qualifying corporations operating in Puerto Rico, Guam, and 
American Samoa (and, after 1986, the Virgin Islands) may claim a 
dollar-for-dollar credit against federal income tax liability on income 
derived from these and certain other U.S. areas. This credit, the “Puerto 
Rico and Possessions Tax Credit,” was established by the Tax Reform 
Act of 1976 as section 936 of the Code, and is often referred to as the 

%rganic legislation is federal law that estabhshes the legal framework for govemmg msular areas 
Crnder the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Guam IS authorued to develop I& own tncome tax laws 
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“section 936 credit.“’ The credit replaced special provisions, dating bat 
to 1921, under which corporations had been exempted from L1.S. incom 
taxes on profits earned in insular areas. To qualify, corporations must 
derive at least 80 percent of gross income from these areas, and at least 
75 percent of gross income from active trade or business conducted in 
the areas.5 Corporations opting for this credit generally must do so for ‘ 
minimum of 10 years. 

U.S. corporations claiming the section 936 credit qualify for other spe- 
cial income tax treatment. They may repatriate (send back to the Unite 
States) dividends to their parent corporations free of tax, because their 
parent corporations generally are entitled to a loo-percent deduction fr 
dividends received. This contrasts with the 85-percent deduction gener 
ally available to U.S. corporations.” 

The corporations also qualify for special federal income tax treatment 
for income from intangible property such as patents, formulas, and 
copyrights. Generally, when intangible property is transferred to a con. 
trolled foreign corporation, the transferor must recognize as income an: 
profits earned on this property by the foreign corporation. When intan- 
gible property is transferred to a subsidiary in an area, however, a por- 
tion of these profits, upon election, may be recognized by the subsidiq 
or a portion of associated research and development costs may be recog 
nized by the parent corporation. Either treatment essentially reduces 
the taxable income of the transferor and increases the subsidiary’s ta..- 
free income. 

Unlike corporations that qualified for the section 936 tax credit, in 198: 
U.S. corporations’ Virgin Islands’ subsidiaries could not repatriate divi- 
dends free of tax, because their parent corporations generally were entJ 
tied to only the 85-percent dividends-received deduction. Virgin Island: 

4Wdle the term “possessions” may include Puerto Rico. the Virgm Islands. Guam. Amencan Samoa 
and various other U.S. tedtories and insular -ions for federal income tax purposes. the Virpl 
Islands was not considered a possession for purposes of this tax credit prior to the Tax Reform Acr 
1986. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 applied section 936 to the Virgin lslanda for tax years after 198 
From 1954 to 1986. Virgin Islands inhabitants. mcluding some U.S. corporauons. satisfied theu L’ S 
income tax obligations by paying taxes to the Virgin Islands. 

“The gro8s income requu-ement for active trade or busmess. as opposed to mterest and other passer 
income. was mcreased from 50 to 66 percent by the Tax Equty and F&al ResponslbWy .Ict 14 19~ 
(TEFRA). The increase was phased in over a s-year penod beguuuns m 1984. The requxemenr LS 
increased to 75 percent. effecnve m 1987. under the Tax Reform Act of 1986. 

“Under the Tax Reform Act of 1966, corporations electing the section 936 credit may reparnare 90 
percent of theu profits tax-free. while moat corporations may exclude SO percent of dliidends 
received from other corporauons. 
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corporations were eligible for special treatment of intangible property 
income only when at least 80 percent of their gross income was derived 
from Virgin Islands sources and at least 65 percent from conducting 
active trade or business in the Virgin Islands. 

The Code allows U.S. corporations operating in each area to claim the 
foreign tax credit for taxes paid to the area governments. This credit is 
limited to the total amount of U.S. tax liability related to foreign 
sources. It may not be taken jointly with the section 936 tax credit. 

Although the areas’ income tax systems were patterned after the federal 
tax system, each area allows the exemption of income from taxes or the 
rebate of part or all of the area income taxes, under certain circum- 
stances. These and other differences, particularly in the Puerto Rican 
and American Samoan systems, can cause taxes paid by area taxpayers 
to differ considerably from what they would pay under unmodified fed- 
eral income tax rules. 

The areas administer their own tax systems. The U.S. Treasury Depart- 
ment’s and Internal Revenue Service’s involvement with the areas’ 
income tax systems is limited to providing, upon request, training and 
technical assistance. 

A more detailed overview of the areas’ income tax systems is provided 
in appendix II. 

Objectives, Scope, and Our objective was to determine the effects on the United States and the 

Methodology 
four areas of extending to the areas selected welfare programs and U.S. 
personal and corporate income taxes. Through discussions with the 
requesters’ offices, we agreed upon the six programs to be included in 
the review and assumed that the welfare programs would replace 
existing federally supported counterpart programs in the areas. With 
respect to the tax issue, we assumed that (1) such special income tax 
treatment now available in the areas as section 936 and foreign tax 
credits would be eliminated, (2) area corporations and residents would 
be subject to U.S. income taxes, and (3) resulting tax revenues would be 
paid to the U.S. Treasury. We also obtained area officials’ perspectives 
about the cost, revenue, and other effects of extending programs and 
taxes. 

We did our work between February 1985 and August 1986. We gathered 
data from the headquarters and regional offices of the federal agencies 
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responsible for overseeing the areas, programs, and federal income 
taxes-the Departments of Interior, Agriculture, Health and Human 
Services, and Treasury. Also, we consulted with Bureau of the Census 
officials in the Department of Commerce about the availability and fea- 
sibility of using census data to develop program cost estimates. On-site 
work in the areas was done between July and December 1985. 

To develop program cost estimates. we used income and population datil 
from the 1980 census-the latest available for the areas. We supple- 
mented these data to the extent possible with 1984 program and demo- 
graphic data obtained from the federal and area agencies responsible f(-~ 
the six programs or their program counterparts. Also, we identified 
existing program cost estimates and to the extent possible obtained sup- 
plementary information directly from the federal and area officials ivhc 
had compiled them. Further, we reviewed federal laws and regulations. 
area plans. federal and area reports, and other relevant documents. 

Our program estimates reflect anticipated changes in program benefit 
and participant levels expected from federal program design require- 
ments and program design options that area policy-making officials. as 
they reported to us, likely would elect. To determine which program 
options areas might elect were the six programs fully extended, we 
interviewed high-level area policy-making government officials. mclud- 
ing the governors of the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa: ; 
leaders and members of the area legislatures; and cabinet and 
department-level program and other policy-making officials. 

Further, our estimates reflect inter-program linkages, where possible. 
For example, estimated Medicaid costs reflect estimated changes in w 
and AFDC participation rates because such participants would be eligible 
categorically for Medicaid. Similarly, our Food Stamp estimates reflect 
offsetting reductions in benefit amounts resulting from higher SSI and 
.U’DC benefits. Food Stamp households receive the maximum amount of 
coupons allowed where they live, reduced by such countable income as 
.UDC and SSI benefits. Also, estimated Child Support Enforcement costs 
take into account estimated increased numbers of UTC participants 
because such recipients must assign support rights to statesjareas as a 
condition of eligibility. Correspondingly, AFDC cost estimates reflect off- 
setting adjustments for Child Support Enforcement collections irom the 
absent parents of the increased numbers of .AFDc-eligible famil&. 

‘We &d not have the opporturuty to meet wth the governor of Puerto RICO. 
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Details on our program cost-estimating methodology are provided in 
appendix III. 

To develop tax revenue estimates, we reviewed relevant parts of the 
Code, other federal laws and regulations, and the areas’ own laws. iden- 
tifying differences between the U.S. and insular area income tax sys- 
tems. We also interviewed and obtained documentation from area 
officials responsible for administering area income taxes to develop our 
understanding of their systems and identify adjustments to area tax lia- 
bility needed to estimate U.S. tax liability and potential federal tax reve- 
nue. Our estimates were based on 1983 tax datad -the latest full-year 
tax data available for the areas. 

We used the most reliable data available at the time of our work. Most of 
our tax estimates assume that areas’ business activity and economic 
conditions in 1983 would remain the same and that the federal taxes 
would replace area income taxes, although some officials told us the 
areas might retain or impose some unspecified area income tax. N’e did 
not attempt to adjust our estimates for this possibility, because area 
officials provided no details on the likely tax schemes, and we had no 
basis for an adjustment. Should areas impose income taxes, federal reve- 
nue could be reduced to the extent that these taxes would be allowed to 
be deducted from federal income tax liability. Our federal revenue esti- 
mates reflect actual area experience for tax year 1983, with reconciling 
aaustments to convert areas’ systems to the U.S. tax system for esti- 
mating purposes. 

Because the tax changes doubtless would affect area business activity 
and hence economic conditions, we also estimated the possible effects of 
such changes on business activity in Puerto Rico-the largest of the 
four areas both economically and tax revenue-wise. We did this through 
(1) an analysis of several recent studies and (2) discussions with repre- 
sentatives of businesses operating in the areas. (See app. IV.) 

Our detailed methodology for estimating income tax revenues is shown 
in appendix V. Appendix VI contains a list of recent studies relating to 
the effects of modifying taxes in Puerto Rico, relevant GAO reports. and 
other publications. 

. 

3Tax data for 1983 includes personal tax liability generally covenng calendar year 1983 and ~.or~zv- 
rate tax liability covenng the tax reportmg pen& begmung between July 198% and .June 1:%3 
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In addition to high-level government officials and business representa- 
tives, we sought perspectives from private interest groups and academi 
cians in the areas on the potential social and economic effects of 
extending the federal programs and income taxes. We obtained their 
views on such matters as whether the new federal programs would sup 
plant or supplement existing federally supported and area programs, 
and to what extent the need for matching and support funds for the ne[ 
programs might burden area governments. We sought perspectives on 
how the new programs might affect such matters as individuals’ genera 
well-being, standards of living, family relationships, dependency on we1 
fare, and migration into and out of the areas. We also sought views on 
the economic impact of fully extending US. taxes, particularly the pos- 
sible effects on U.S. and other businesses operating in the areas. Finally 
we explored with them some of the options available to compensate for 
operating revenue that would be lost if federal income taxes replaced 
area income taxes. These options included (1) imposing or continuing 
area income taxes similar to domestic state or local income taxes; (2) 
imposing or modifying sales, property, or other taxes; (3) adjusting 
expenditure plans, including reducing or eliminating current services: 
and (4) such others as issuing revenue bonds. 

Some data used to develop program cost and tax revenue estimates had 
limitations. Area program and demographic data were often not availa- 
ble at the federal level or were outdated, incomplete, or not comparable 
with data available on the states’ programs. For example, the latest ten 
sus data on the areas were 1979 data, and the nature and completeness 
of census information varied by area. Additionally, we identified no use 
ful information on potential clients’ assets-a key factor in determining 
eligibility for SSI, AFDC, and Food Stamps. Also. because the areas are nc;: 
required to submit reports on some of their programs to the federal 
agencies, program participant and cost data were sometimes absent or 
inconsistent with that available on the states’ programs. Further. the 
lack of information on area or nationwide participation rates in some 
programs and the difficulty predicting which of the many variables 
associated with program options areas’ might elect under fully extendec 
programs made cost estimating very complex for some programs. partic 
ularly Medicaid. 

Normally, the federal government does not collect tax information on 
area income taxes. As a result. area tax data at the federal level was 
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limited. At the area level, the nature and completeness of readily avarla- 
ble tax information varied by area, but generally was limited. 

Because of data deficiencies, we made assumptions in estimating certain 
program costs and revenues. These assumptions generally were based 
on empirical U.S. data. For example, we estimated the numbers of SSI 
participants in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands by assuming that the 
SSI participation rate in those areas was the same as the rate for states’ 
residents with comparable incomes. Additionally, we estimated area 
Medicaid per-participant costs by assuming that such costs would 
approximate West Virginia’s Medicaid costs-the lowest average- 
Medicaid-payment state. We also used U.S. experience in making ceKain 
tax revenue projections. For example, we used U.S. data on numbers of 
taxpayers itemizing deductions and the amounts of these deductions in 
estimating itemized deductions in Puerto Rico. The U.S. data, classified 
by filing status and income range, was applied to Puerto Rican data on 
numbers of taxpayers by filing status and income range. It was neces- 
sary to use U.S. data because of numerous differences in deductions 
allowed by Puerto Rico and the United States. Thus, certain of our reve- 
nue and program cost estimates would be affected to the extent that 
such assumptions prove inaccurate. Our assumptions are discussed more 
fully in appendices III and V. 

Because of the lack of information on American Samoa, we assumed 
that all income-eligible residents of the area would participate in Food 
Stamps. This may result in a high estimate because some applicants may 
(1) not meet applicable resource requirements or (2) choose not to par- 
ticipate, although eligible. The Department of Agriculture estimates that 
about one-third of the income- and resource-eligible individuals in the 
states and other areas do not participate in the program. 

Finally, our estimates reflect conditions in the areas at the time of our 
work. Thus, they are subject to change, given changes in the areas’ eco- 
nomic, tax, or social policies and shifts in the areas’ economies. Federal 
legislation affecting program or federal income tax system design, par- 
ticularly the 1986 immigration and tax reform legislation, also would 
affect current and future year estimates. The Immigration Reform and 
Control Act of 1986 authorizes certain welfare benefits for aliens who 
were illegal and thus ineligible for CeKaiII program benefits prior to its 
enactment. The Tax Reform Act of 1986. although expected to be 
revenue-neutral over a 5-year period, is expected to increase corporate 
income tax revenue and decrease personal income tax revenue and thus 
redistribute tax burdens. Our estimates would be affected accordingly. 
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Neither law has been in effect for a long enough period to determine it5 
effects in the states or areas. 
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Ektending Federal Welfare Programs: Costs and 
Area Views About Effects 

Fully extending %+I, AFDC, Medicaid, foster care, Child Support Enforce- 
ment, and Food Stamps to the four areas would have major cost effects. 
Had the programs been fully extended in 1984, we estimate that federal 
costs would have increased by $1.049 billion and areas’ costs decreased 
by $90 million. The net result would have been about $960 million more 
in program funds available for the areas. These effects stem from the 
design requirements of fully extended federal programs as well as the 
various program options that could, and as reported to us, likely would 
be elected by the areas. In effect, program benefit levels and the likely 
numbers of program participants would have increased. 

Effects on Program 
costs 

Federal and area cost changes would vary widely by program were the 
six programs fully extended, as table 2.1 shows. Both federal and area 
costs would increase for each program except SSI and Medicaid, we esti- 
mate. For these two, federal costs would increase while area costs would 
decrease. A program-by-program analysis of the estimated cost effects 
follows. 

Table 2.1: Coats of Welfare Programs in 
the Four Areas in 1984, and Estimated 
Costs If Programs Were Fully Extended 

Dollars 1t-i mllllons 

Program 
SSl/adult assistance 

Actual 
Federal 

$15.9 

Colts* 
Estimated, if fully 

extended 
Areas Federal Areas 

87 3 $4413 613 
AFDC 57 2 230 1430 33 5 

MedicaId 688 1868 4020 >3J 8 
Foster care 04 01 39 15 
Child Support Enforcement 30 12 39 15 

Food Stamps/Nutntion 
Assistance Program 

Subtotal 
Total federal and area 

862.5 25 1 1063 6 32 2 
$10078 $243.6 $2.057 6 6153 5 

91,251.3 s2,211 

‘Some columns ao not aaa aue IO rounding 

The cost changes result from several factors: the change in program par- 
ticipants (see table 2.2) shifts in costs because of higher federal reim- 
bursement rates, and elimination of federal funding ceilings. 
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Table 2.2: Participants in Welfare 
Programs in the Four Areas in 1994, and Partlcloants In thousands 
Estimated Participants If Programs Were 
Fully Extended 

Participants 
Estimated, if 

fully 
Program Actual extended Char 
SSl/adult assistance JO 9 161 7 1: 

AFDC 1896 254 5 ‘1 
MedIcaid 1.6409 1 075 5 -<; 
Foster care ltttle IV-E onlv) 0 25 
Child Support Enforcement 1109 111 7 

Food StampsiNutrmon Assistance Program 1 525 4 1 879 0 3E 

Nore The numbers of partmpants should no1 De totaled because a person may parrmpate in more ‘- 
one program 

SSI Had .%I been fully extended to the areas in 1984, federal costs for sen 
ing the aged, blind, or disabled would have increased by an estimated 
$425.4 million, or 27-fold. The areas would have incurred no costs und 
SSI and would have saved the estimated $7.3 million they spent in 198-l 
The total net increase in funds available to the areas to serve such cli- 
ents would have been about $418.1 million. 

The higher federal and lower area costs primarily result from replacim 
the federally and area-funded adult assistance programs in Puerto Rice 
the Virgin Islands, and Guam with the fully federally funded 51 pro- 
gram. For example, higher federal costs would result from eliminating 
the federal funding ceiling that exists on the combined adult assistance 
AFDC. and title IV-E foster care expenditures in each of these areas. 

Higher federal costs also result from SSI’S higher benefit levels and the 
numbers of additional persons who would be eligible to participate in 
the program. Because .%1’s maximum monthly benefits are much higher 
than the maximum benefits of the areas’ adult assistance programs. pe 
sons with higher incomes would qualify for SSI. We estimate that in 
1984, 12 1 .OOO persons- in addition to the 41,000 served by adult assis 
tance programs in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam-ivould 
have participated in .%I. Our estimate includes about 980 persons ivho 
would have been assisted by SSI in knerican Samoa, which did not ha\ 
an adult assistance program. 
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AFDC Had AFDC been fully extended to the areas in 1984, federal costs of serv- 
ing dependent children and their caretakers would have increased an 
estimated $85.8 million, or about 150 percent, and area costs about 
d 10.5 million. Combined 1984 costs would have increased by over 696.3 
million. 

Fully extending .+FDC would eliminate the federal funding ceilings on 
combined UDC, adult assistance, and title IV-E foster care expenditures 
in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. Thus. the areas would 
have more funds to pay higher benefits, which in cum could increase 
program participation. Officials in each of these areas told us they 
would increase benefit payments were UDC fully extended. Thus, we 
estimate that in 1984,66,000 persons would have participated in XQC in 
addition to the 190,000 served under modified UDC programs in Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. Our estimate includes about 1,500 
persons in American Samoa, which has no m program. 

Increased federal costs also result from higher .WDC federal reimburse- 
ment rates, based on per capita income, instead of the fixed i’5-percent 
rate applicable in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa would receive a 
maximum 83-percent rate. 

These cost estimates reflect offsets for collections from absent parents 
of .+VDC children through the Child Support Enforcement Program. Thus, 
total AFDC costs for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, where the 
Child Support Enforcement Program is already fully extended. would 
have declined by over $63 1,000. Additionally, American Samoa’s esti- 
mated AFDC cost increase would have been offset by an estimated 
$86,000 in child support collections. 

Medicaid Had Medicaid been fully extended to the areas in 1984, federal costs of 
providing medical assistance would have risen by an estimated $333.1 
million, or 484 percent. Areas’ costs would decrease an estimated $102 
million, for a net increase of $23 1.1 million. Medicaid cost estimates are 
particularly difficult to make because (1) numerous options are availa- 
ble to the areas (and states as well) under the program and (2) Medicaid 
eligibility is closely linked with SSI and AFDC eligibility such that Medi- 
caid participation rates and costs could be affected by participation 
rates, payment levels, and the various design options chosen for the 
other programs. 
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The higher federal costs partly result from removing areas’ federal 
funding ceilings and replacing the 50percent federal reimbursement 
rate with a higher rate. Also, in estimating the federal cost increases. we 
assumed that the areas’ Medicaid costs would approximate those of the 
lowest average-cost-per-recipient state. Moreover, these costs were con- 
siderably higher than the areas’ 1984 costs for their restricted 
programs. 

The estimated numbers of participants in fully extended Medicaid pro- 
grams, however, would decrease. Although the numbers of “categori- 
cally needy” persons would increase under fully extended SSI and .UDC. 
the numbers of “medically needy” persons would decrease due to Wedi- 
caid’s more restrictive eligibility criteria. Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands are exempt from the income eligibility limits for the “medically 
needy” in their areas and serve persons with much higher incomes than 
could be done otherwise. Imposing Medicaid’s limits would make fewer 
“medically needy” persons eligible. Also, the numbers of the >ledicaid 
participants in American Samoa would be less than under its existing 
program, which “presumes” eligibility based on the American Samoan 
poverty level. Guam’s requirements for “medically needy” were below 
the limits applied in the states, so the area’s participants would increase 
if it opted to use ahigher standard (limited at 133-1:3 percent of its 
~FM= payment standard). 

Taken together, Medicaid participants in the areas would decrease by ar 
estimated 566,000, or about 34 percent, from the 1,641,OOO participants 
served in 1984. Should the areas continue providing medical sen7ices to 
persons no longer eligible under fully extended Medicaid’s stricter 
requirements, the areas would fund such costs without federal reim- 
bursement- which in effect would shift some current federal costs co 
the areas. 

Foster Care Had foster care been fully extended to the areas in 1984, federal costs 
would have increased an estimated $3.5 million. Area costs would 
increase an estimated $1.4 million, and total costs would increase $4.9 
million. Cost increases would result partly from eliminating the funding 
ceiling on title IV-E foster care in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and 
Guam. None of the areas participated in the title IV-E foster care pro- 
gram in 1984. But the Virgin Islands Foster Care Program director and 
Guam’s Social Services Administration supervisor in its Public Health 
and Social Services Department told us that increased title IV-E funding 
would have a positive effect on their programs. Some of the cost 
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increase would have resulted from providing title IV-B child welfare ser- 
vices funds to American Samoa for the first time. 

Some of the children served in 1984 with area funds would have been 
served with federal funds under fully extended foster care. Moreover, 
some area officials told us they likely would elect to increase mainte- 
nance payments under fully extended foster care. 

Child Support 
Enforcement 

Federal Child Support Enforcement program costs would have increased 
an estimated $845,000, and area costs $341,000. for a total increase of 
$1.2 million. Child Support Enforcement was fully extended in 1984 to 
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, so program costs there would 
increase as a result of increased AFDC participants, many of whom must 
participate in the program. Extending the program to American Samoa 
for the first time would increase total costs about $96.000, which is 
reflected in the above estimates. 

Food Stamps Had Food Stamps been fully extended to the areas in 1984, federal costs 
would have increased an estimated $201.1 million, or about 23 percent. 
Area costs would have increased $7.1 million and total costs increased 
$208.2 million. The cost increases would result mostly from reestablish- 
ing the Food Stamp Program in Puerto Rico, which would provide higher 
benefits to more people than under its current Nutrition Assistance Pro- 
gram block grant. Cost increases also would result from extending the 
program to American Samoa for the first time. 

These cost estimates reflect offsets for increased SSI and AFDC benefits. 
Food Stamp costs in the Virgin Islands and Guam, where the program 
already is fully extended, would have declined by an estimated $1.7 and 
$3 million, respectively. Puerto Rico’s and American Samoa’s estimated 
Food Stamp cost increases would be offset an estimated $68.3 million 
and $835,000, respectively. 

Summary of Area 
Views on Extending 

Views of area officials on the desirability and effects of extending the 
programs varied by area and by program. 

Programs American Samoan officials generally opposed extending most of the pro- 
grams, except for SSI and their current version of Medicaid, because they 
believed doing so would disrupt their “extended-family”-based culture. 
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Nearly all officials favored extending .%I, and most officials in areas 
with m favored eliminating the funding ceiling-which would result 
from fully extending AFDC. Further, most officials favored extending 
Medicaid, although Virgin Islands officials wished to continue the cur- 
rent waiver of Medicaid’s “freedom of choice” requirement, and Ameri- 
can Samoa officials wished to retain their specially tailored Medicaid 
program. 

Views on foster care were the most disparate. Puerto Rican officials told 
us they would not participate in title IV-E foster care; Virgin Islands and 
Guam officials said they would fully participate in titles IV-B and IV-E; 
and most American Samoan officials objected to all federal foster care. 

Most Puerto Rico officials favored eliminating the federal funding ceil- 
ing on their Nutrition Assistance Program, which would result from 
reinstating the Food Stamp Program that was replaced in 1983. But the! 
generally wished to retain the present program’s administrative flexibil. 
ity, including the authority to provide benefits in cash instead of cou- 
pons. Food Stamps already is extended to the Virgin Islands and Guam. 
Again, most American Samoans opposed extension. 

In summary, the key positive effects of extending the programs to the 
insular areas were seen as 

l service for needy persons not covered by existing programs; 
. higher benefits, enabling more recipients to meet basic living needs: 
. improvements in service quantity and quality, particularly Medicaid ant 

foster care; and 
. more equitable treatment for the areas under the programs. 

Key negative effects of extending the programs were seen as 

. increased welfare dependency among the areas’ poor families: 

. increased disincentives to work due to the higher payment levels; 

. increased migration from nearby islands of the poor seeking assistance: 
and 

l possible cultural disruptions, particularly for American Samoa. 
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Area-by-Area Analysis Fully extending the programs would affect each area’s costs and the 

of Effects of 
federal costs for each area differently, as table 2.3 shoivs. 

Extending Six Welfare 
Programs 
Table 2.3: Costs in the Four Areas in 
1994 for Welfare Programs, and Dollars in m~lhons 
Estimated Costs If Programs Were Fully - 

Coat3 
Extended 

Actual 
Estimated, of fully 

extended 
Area Fedoral Area Federal Area 
Puerto RICO 8951 0 8231 5 51 952 2 j'lj ’ 
‘Jlrpln Islands 30 7 46 29 5 13 

Guam 24 9 57 11 j Jj 
Amencan Samoa 
Suatotal 
Total federal and area 

12 18 24 2 : 1 

$lcx)76 8243 6 62.057 6 515; 5 

s1,251.3 52.211.0 

‘Some columns do not aaa due 10 rounalng 

Puerto Rico The greatest estimated cost change would occur in Puerto Rico--the larg- 
est of the four areas-as table 2.3 shows. Federal costs for Rueno RICO 
would more than double. increasing an estimated S 1 bullion. Area costs 
would have decreased $88.3 million, or about 38 percent. Total costs 
would have increased $912.9 million. Actual and fully extended costs 
for the six programs in Puerto Rico are shown in table 2.4. 

Table 2.4: Costs of Welfare Program8 in 
Puerto Rico in 1984, and Estimated 
Costs If Programs Were Fully Extended 

Dollars In tnousands 

Program 

Costs 
Estimated, II 

fully 
Actual extended 

Adult assistance tSSl estimated) 
AFDC 
Medicaid 
Foster care 324 1 __ 4 
Child Support Enforcement 3 462 1 ‘11 

Nutrltlon Assstance Program iFood Stamps estimated) 341 612 7 l:?;J 2-:’ 

Totals S1.182,500 S2.095.369a 

‘Does not aad due lo rounalng 
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Puerto Rico’s largest program cost change, were the programs fu11~ 
extended there, would result from SSI replacing the area’s adult assis- 
tance program (see table 2.4). In 1984, $21.6 million was spent on Puerr 
Rico’s adult assistance program, of which $14.9 million was federally 
funded. In 1984. federal expenditures for SSI would have been an estl- 
mated $425.9 million. Also. the number of SSI participants would have 
been an estimated 117,000 more than the number of 1984 adult assls- 
tance program participants, as table 2.5 shows. 

Table 2.5: Participants in Welfare 
Programs in Puerto Rico in 1984, and Partlclpants In thousands 
Estimated Participant8 If Programs Were Participants 
Fully Extended Estimated, if 

fully 
Program Actual extended Chant 
Adult assistance rSSl eslimatecl~ 39 5 1570 I’- 

AFDC 1789 235 9 
-- 
3 

Mealcald 16070 1 l$l50 -53: 

Foster care ttltle W-E onlv) 0 21 
Child Support Enforcement 

Nutrition Assstance Program IFOOCJ Stamps estimated) 

1036 1123 5 

1 538 7 1 800 0 It, “-7 

hlofe The numDers ot partrlpants snould nol De loralea Decalrse a person may oarr~i.Gale mn m:re ‘pi 
one program 

The number of needy aged, blind, or disabled participants is estimated 
to increase because .%I benefit levels were much higher and eligibllic> 
requirements less restrictive than Puerto Rico’s adult assistance pro- 
gram. In 1984, W’S maximum monthly benefits were $314 for an indi- 
vidual and $472 for a couple, while Puerto Rico’s maximum adult 
assistance benefits were $32 for one person and $64 for two. which was 
half its need standard.1 As a result, Puerto Rican individuals and couple 
with respective annual incomes up to $3,768 and $5.664 could quallf] 
for SI. Under adult assistance, they were ineligible with respective 
annual incomes of $768 and $1,532.? 

‘l’nder the adult assl~tance program. the areas estilah need standards 1 the amount or’ i~~ds Slrr-x 
mmed necessary for mdmduals to meet ddy livmg needs) and payment standards 1 the maslmum 
amount an area ~-III pay under IW program. up co LOO percent of rhe need standard I Puerv> RICQ rn.1 
&a pay pan of rhe adult as.satance parc~lpants’ rent as a special need. but few recen’r YAL n ~31~ 
tame. according to Puerto RICO program officials. 

-‘when allowable mcome disregards were tncluded. maxmum annual incomes under borh ~~1 fflnj 
Puerto RKO 5 adult assLscance program were higher 
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Federal xFDC costs m Puerto Rico would increase by an estimated S72.:3 
million, Puerto Rico’s costs by $9.3 million. and total costs by %I 1 ti 
million. 

Most of these increases would result from paying higher benefits and 
serving more persons qualifymg under more liberal eligibilny rules. 
Puerto Rican policy-makers told us that if AFDC were fully extended. 
they would double their payment standard and pay 100 percent mstead 
of 50 percent of their need standard. In that event. payments for a 
mother with one child with no countable income would increase from 
$32 to $64. This and other program changes could cause the number of 
AFDC recipients to Increase from the 1984 level of 179,000 to an esti- 
mated 236,000. Thus. new and actual 1984 participants would have 
received higher benefits under the fully extended program. 

Some of the federal AFDC cost increase results from the higher federal 
reimbursement rate available under a fully extended program. Instead 
of the current 75-percent rate, Puerto Rico would qualify for 5%percent 
federal reimbursement of its total AFDC benefit payments. Eliminating 
the existing $72 million federal funding ceiling on the area’s combined 
AFDC. adult assistance, and title IL’-E foster care e.xpenditures makes the 
higher federal costs possible. 

AFTX families with absent parents must assign support rights to the 
areas. Collections from absent parents are used to offset AFDC costs. \Ve 
estimate a $144.2 million offset to Pueno Rico’s AFDC program costs 
through increased collections under the area’s Child Support Enforce- 
ment Program. 

Fully extending Medicaid to Puerto Rico would have increased federal 
costs by an estimated $326.2 million. Puerto Rico costs would have 
decreased by $98.9 million and total net costs increased by $227 2 
million. 

Medicaid’s more restrictive “medically needy” eligibility requirements 
likely would have caused a substantial decrease from actual 1984 pro- 
gram participation, possibly necessitating Puerto Rico’s funding Its oivn 
medical costs for the displaced participants. For example, the “medi- 
cally needy” income limit for an individual under Medicaid would hai’e 
been $85.31 per month were Puerto Rico to increase its AFDC payment 
standards as envisioned at the time of our review. This limit would hai-e 
been significantly below Puerto Rico’s “medically needy” income Ilmlt- 
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$313 per month for an individual. Consequently, many of the approxl- 
mately 791,000 persons in Puerto Rico eligible for bledicald benefits as 
“medically needy” would not have been eligible under the fully 
extended Medicaid program. 

On the other hand, more persons would be made eligible for 5ledicard t 
virtue of their eligibility for the fully extended SSI and AFIX program- 
the “categorically needy”. (Even more would qualify as “categorically 
needy” and “medically needy” if Puerto Rico were to establish a higher 
AFDC payment standard.) The increase in “categorically needy” partlcl- 
pants, however, would not offset the numbers of Puerto Rico’s “medi- 
cally needy” participants who would not be eligible under the fully 
extended program. Medicaid participants would decrease an estimated 
562,000, from about 1.6 to about 1 million. 

Other factors affecting Puerto Rico’s Medicaid participation rates and 
costs would be (1) eliminating the $63.4 million federal funding ceiling. 
(2) increasing the federal reimbursement rate from 50 to 83 percent, ar 
(3) imposing the Medicaid “freedom of choice” requirement which, 
unless waived, allows Medicaid beneficiaries to choose their medical se 
vice providers. Currently, Puerto Rico Medicaid participants generally 
must obtain services from public health service providers. Also. Nedi- 
caid costs would be affected by which program options-from among 
Medicaid’s numerous options--Puerto Rico (and the ocher areas as we1 
elected. 

Puerto Rico received $318,000 in title IV-B foster care funds in 1983. 
and, according to program officials, spent none of its title XX funds on 
foster care and did not participate in title IV-E foster care. Had Pueno 
Rico participated in title IV-E foster care in 1984. we estimate that fed- 
eral costs would have increased $3.1 million and area costs by $1.2 
million. 

The Child Support Enforcement Program already is as fully extended tl 
Puerto Rico as it is to the states. However, an increase in clientele would 
result from increases in the numbers of AFDC participants. Thus, we esr; 
mate that federal costs for the Child Support Enforcement Program 
would increase by about $493.000 and Puerto Rico’s cost by d 189.WO. 
for a total cost increase of $682,000. 

Reestablishing Food Stamps in Puerto Rico in 1981 would have 
increased federal costs by an estimated % 188 million. Puerto Rico’s 
administrative costs would increase $6.6 million. The federal cost 
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increase would be considerably more than the area increase because all 
Food Stamp benefit costs would have been pard by the federal 
government. 

Fully extending Food Stamps would eliminate the federal funding celling 
chat exists on Puerto Rico’s Nutrition Assistance Program. allowing 
higher benefits for more recipients. After the Nutrnion Assistance Pro- 
gram was established in July 1982. Puerto Rico reduced benefit lex’els 
and decreased the numbers of program recipients from the June 1982 
Food Stamp Program level of about 1.8 million co 1.5 million. Puerto 
Rico’s Nutrition Assistance Program assistant director told us that. If 
the Food Stamp Program were reinstated. the number of particlpanrs 
likely would rise to approximately the June 1982 level. 

As noted. cash assistance in Puerto Rico would increase significantly If 
SSI and AFDC were fully extended. Many reciptents of Food Stamp bene- 
fits also would receive income from %I or AFDC. Such income would be 
counted in determining Food Stamp benefits, thus serving to offset the 
amounts of Food Stamp benefits. We estimated a $68.3 million offset for 
the increase in SSI and AFDC assistance. 

The administrative costs associated with providing coupons under the 
Food Stamp Program ljkely would be higher than those for Puerto Rico’s 
Nutrition Assistance Program, which provides cash benefits. A June 
1985 study of the effects of replacing Puerto Rico’s Food Stamp coupon 
program with the Nutrition Assistance Program indicated that federal 
and area administrative costs would be reduced nearly $10 million if 
benefits were paid in cash. The report cited savings from eliminating 1 1 I 
coupon production and distribution, (2) the need to monitor retall store 
authorizations and compliance, and (3) coupon redemptions by the Fed- 
eral Reserve Bank. 

Puerto Rican Officials’ 
Views on Extending 
Programs 

Most Puerto Rican policymakers with whom we spoke generally favored 
extending all programs except title IV-E foster care, with Medicaid 
receiving the most support. 

Such officials as the governor, Legislative members, political party I Com- 
monwealth and Statehood) leaders, and the Department of Social Ser- 
vices secretary favored SSI. In his comments on our draft report. the 
governor stated that such assistance should be governed by a concern 
for providing the minimum standard of living and assistance that any 
U.S. citizen should have. Puerto Rico’s Senate minority speaker told us 
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that the area’s adult assistance program did not adequately provide for 
the special needs of aged, blind, and disabled persons. The former 
Puerto Rican governor told us that not having SSI in Puerto RICO drove 
up the costs of the area’s Nutrition Assistance Program because feiver 
area residents would need or qualify for this program if more cash w’er6 
provided under SSI. The San Juan mayor. who at the trme of our revleir 
was the Statehood Party leader in Puerto Rico, cold us chat lack of 51 
caused poor Puerto Ricans to migrate to the United States seeking assls- 
:,ance not available on the island. Additional funds made available 
through .%I and the other welfare programs, he said, would help boost 
Puerto Rico’s economy and possibly create jobs. The Social Semites 
Department’s public assistance secretary responsible for the area’s .AFD( 
program told us that extending SSI also would allow area funds to be 
used for providing more services and possibly increasing AFDC benefits. 
The general sense among Puerto Rico officials with whom we spoke RX 
that extending SSI would help improve recipients’ standards of living 
and otherwise benefit the economy. 

Extending AFDC also was favored. The assistant to the chairwoman of 
the Senate Social and Cultural Development Committee told us that the 
quantity and quality of AFDC services would be improved. According to 
the San Juan mayor, eliminating the present federal funding celling 
would increase AFDC funding and program participation and thus benefir 
the economy. Similarly, the Social Services Department secretary cold u: 
the federal’ funding ceiling forced Puerto Rico to pay inadequately low 
AFDC benefits. Benefit levels would increase were the funding ceiling 
eliminated, the Department’s pubic assistance assistant secretary told 
us, and consideration could be given co expanding program coverage to 
include (1) certain pregnant women during the final 1 months of preg- 
nancy and (2) la-year-old students. Also. she said, additional funds 
would be used to provide needed training for AFDC caseworkers. eligrbll- 
ity workers. 

Medicaid was the most favored program, especially among legislators. 
According to the Senate president. additional 3fedicaid funds would 
cause a general expansion and improvement of present medical ser\-ices. 
including more medicines, hospital beds, and needed equipment. The 
Health and Welfare Committee’s chairwoman told us that full Nedicaid 
was needed to help meet needs caused in part by high unemployment 
and shortages of medical facilities and personnel. The House mmortty 
(Statehood Party) speaker told us limited Medicaid funding contnbuted 
to a lack of physicrans and medical support staff, and prevented Puerto 
Rico from assisting patients who need services not now available on the 
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island. According to the Senate minority speaker ( Statehood Party I. lull 
Medicaid was needed to enable the provision of senices for all eligible 
persons. 

The Health Department’s assistant secretary for admimstration told us 
that full Medicaid would allow Puerto Rico to provide better outpatient 
services, emphasize preventive medicine, and expand currently availa- 
ble senrices to include psychiatric care and certain laboratory sen’ices. 
Also, additional funding would help provide increased senices to Puerto 
Rico’s rural areas, he said. The Department’s Federal Affairs Office 
director said that fully extended Medicaid would allow provision of bet- 
ter quality medical services. The existing federal funding ceiling, he 
said, forced the area to spend funds providing services that under full 
Medicaid could be used to provide other needed services. 

Views on foster care were diverse. More funding was needed for child 
abuse cases and group homes, several key policymakers told us. The 
Senate Social and Cultural Development Committee’s assistant to the 
chairwoman said that Puerto Rico’s Foster Care Program needed to pro- 
vide rehabilitating services for parents who abuse children. She and the 
Social Services Department’s assistant secretary for family services told 
us that additional funds could be used to provide special counseling for 
parental child abusers. The assistant secretary also said additional fund- 
ing was needed to provide more group homes for foster children because 
of a shortage of family foster homes. Pueno Rico would welcome 
increases in titles IV-B and XX foster care funds that were less federally 
restrictive than title IV-E funds. she said, but title IV-B or XX funds 
might not be used for foster care because child abuse and child neqlecc 
currently were higher priority areas. 

Both the assistant secretary and the legal counsel of the Social Sewices 
Department told us that Puerto Rico had not and likely would not partic- 
ipate in title IV-E foster care. Federal law requires title IV-E foster care 
cases to be reviewed routinely by a court or court-appointed board. they 
pointed out. The legal counsel also said that involving the court in vol- 
untary foster care cases could cause a form of “cultural shock.” Jlore- 
over, according to a 1985 Department of Social Services study. the 
Puerto Rico court took the position that it is not empowered to review 
matters involving the voluntary separation of children from their fami- 
lies that often occurred in title IV-E foster care cases. Historically. the 
court heard only disputed foster care cases such as when children 
legally were removed from a home, the legal counsel said, and voluntary 
cases exclusively were administered by the Social Senices Department. 
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Further, these program officials told us that the administrative require 
ments for title IV-E were too costly, possibly exceeding program 
benefits. 

As noted earlier, the Child Support Enforcement Program already is 
fully extended to Puerto Rico. Its director told us that caseload mcreasc 
from fully extending AFDC would increase the need for Child Support 
Enforcement services. 

*Most legislators and programs officials favored removal of the funding 
ceiling on their Nutrition Assistance Program-which would result fror 
extending Food Stamps- although some wished to retain certain fea- 
tures of the current program. If the existing federal funding ceiling lver 
lifted. the assistant secretary’s special assistant and the Nutrition XSSI- 
tance Program director told us, the number of families receiving beneilr 
also would increase. The fully extended program would improve living 
standards on the island, the former governor said, and afford more equ 
table treatment under the program for island residents. He also rold us 
the Nutrition Assistance Program costs were high because adult assls- 
tance and AFDC benefit levels were very low. According to the San .Juan 
mayor, the federal funding ceiling on Puerto Rico’s program caused poo 
persons not able to receive aid to flee to the states, and more persons 
could be covered under fully extended Food Stamps. 

The House majority speaker and the Senate president favored Puerto 
Rico’s receiving Food Stamp benefits as a block grant that also could be 
used for economic development, they told us. Additional Food Stamp 
funds could be used to provide wage supplements for workers on public 
projects and private sector jobs, according to the Senate president. The 
House speaker cited the area’s need to stimulate agricultural productlot? 
to reduce its need to import food. San Juan’s mayor also told us that 
cash rather than coupons would be preferable, because coupons were 
more susceptible to fraud and abuse and had higher associated admmis- 
trative costs than cash payments. The Nutrition Assistance Program 
director favored Puerto Rico’s program because administration uas slm 
pler than under the Food Stamp Program, he told us, but lifting the 
funding ceiling would allow more persons to be semed. 

Not all officials favored Food Stamps. The House floor leader told us 
that increased funding would provide a disincentive to work. And [he 
Nutrition Assistance Program, as well as the Food Stamp Program. lead 
to long-term welfare dependency, according to a Food Stamp Program 
consultant on the island. 
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The area should be treated as a state, some Puerto Rican officials such 
as the former governor told us. Inequitable treatment generally resulted 
in migration of Puerto Ricans to the states to obtain higher benefits, 
according to the former governor. 

Views on fully extending the programs were often divided along poliri- 
cal lines. Many who generally favored fully extending the programs also 
advocated statehood for Puerto Rico. In addition, most of those support- 
ing continued commonwealth status favored program extension, 
although some leaders preferred that additional funding be in the form 
of a block grant. Those advocating independence favored program 
extension, because the needs of the poor were great, but were uncom- 
fortable with the increased dependence on the U.S. government that 
would accompany large programs. Our March 2, 1981, report. Puerto 
Rico’s Political Future: A Divisive Issue With Many Dimensions, pro- 
vides more information about political status deliberations in that area. 

Virgin Islands Had the programs been fully extended to the V’irgin Islands in 1984. fed- 
eral costs would have increased by an estimated $8.8 million and area 
costs decreased by about $350,000. Total net costs would have increased 
$8.5 million. Actual and estimated fully extended costs for each of the 
six programs in the Virgin Islands for 1984 are shown in table 2.6. 

Tablo 2.6: Costs of Welfare Programr in 
the Virgin Islands in 1984, and Estimatad Dollars In thousands 
Costs It Programs Were Fully Extended costs 

Estimated, if fully 
Program Actual extended 
Adult assistance ISSI estimated) 8534 63 ‘12 
AFDC 3516 3 526 
MedIcad 4 541 j 324 

Foster care 85 1’3 
Chdcl Supwrt Enforcement 424 637 

Food Stamps 
TOW 

26 215 24 53 
$35,317’ 543,797 

Qes not total due lo rounding 

Under .%I, federal costs of serving the Virgin Islands’ needy aged, blind. 
or disabled would increase an estimated $3.4 million, and Virgin Islands’ 
costs would decrease an estimated % 150,000. In effect, costs would shift 
totally to the federal government and more people would be served 
under SSI’S higher payment levels and more liberal eligibility criteria. 
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Under rhe area’s counterpart program, 1984 maximum payment levels 
were $68 per month for one person and $I 164 per month for two.’ ivhile 
M’S maximum payments for an individual and couple respectively ivert 
$314 and $472 per month. The number of needy persons who would 
have been served under W’S higher payment levels would have been an 
estimated 900 more than were served there in 1984, as shown m cable 
2.7. 

Table 2.7: Participants in Welfarr 
Programs in the Virgin Islands in 1994, 
and Estimated Participants If Program8 
Wore Fully Extended 

Parttclpants In thousands 
Participants 
Estimated, it 

Program 
SSlladult assistance 
AFDC 
Medtcaid 

fully 
Actual extended Chang 

4 13 
39 77 

14 5 134 0’ 

Foster care (title IV-E only) 0 1 

Child Support Enforcement 46 46 

Food Stamps 35 7 35 7 

dLe~~ than 1 000 
Note The numbers of partlclpants snould not be fotalea because a person may partlclpare P m:re ~2 
one program 

Fully extending AFDC would cause the largest program cost increase. 
Federal costs would increase an estimated $4.3 million while the Yirgm 
Islands’ costs would increase $726.000. Such increases would result 
from eliminating the $2.4 million federal funding ceiling on the area’s 
combined AFDC, adult assistance, and title IV-E expenditures. Liftmg the 
funding ceiling would ahow the area’s need standard to be raised. and 
more people would be served by higher benefit levels and more liberal 
eligibility criteria. Program officials said that, although they likely 
would continue paying only 82 percent of the needs standard, the stand 
ard would be doubled. They told us they would increase their needs 
standard of % 154 per month for a family with one dependent child and , 
caretaker to $308. Thus, in 1984 an estimated 3,800 more persons woulc 
have participated in AFDC in the Virgin Islands, increasing the 198-I 
recipient count from 3.900 to 7,700. 

‘The Virgm Islands also covers such specmkmcl Items as nursmg care. 
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The Virgin Islands AFDC program director did not be1iel.e the number of 
AFIX participants would increase appreciably under the higher eligibil- 
ity: benefit levels and different eligibility crrterra, she told us. Parriclpa- 
tion did not increase measurably in 1978, when the i’irgm Islands last 
increased AFDC payment levels, she noted. But the availability of [‘Itgin 
Islands’ funds would, she said, govern the extent to which the .i~rlc: pr+ 

gram could be liberalized. and AFDC would be subject to funding rescrlc- 
tions the Virgin Islands’ government might seek to impose. She told 115 
the current XFDC benefits were established within such considerations 

We estimate that increased Child Support Enforcement collections from 
absent parents of increased .=-eligible families would be $1.5.5.NN), 
which amount was deducted from estimated costs of fully extended 
AFDC. 

Fully extending Medicaid would increase federal costs an estimated 32.5 
million and decrease the area’s costs an estimated d 1.1 million. Cost 
changes would result from (1) decreased numbers of “medically needy” 
recipients under Medicaid, (2) more “categorically needy” recipients as 
a result of fully extending SSI and AFDC, (3) increased federal financial 
participation in Medicaid. and (4) elimination of the $2.1 million federal 
funding ceiling on the Virgin Islands’ 1984 Medicaid Program. 

X major reason Virgin Islands’ costs would decrease and federal cost 
increases would be relatively small is the estimated drop in eligible 
Medicaid participants. “Categorically needy” participants resulting from 
higher (fully extended) .%I and .m eligibility standards would number 
an estimated 6,700 more than the 4,800 served in 1984 in the Yirgm 
Islands. But “medically needy” participants would decrease an estl- 
mated 7,800 from the 9,600 semed in 1984. \Vhile the net estimated 
drop of 1.100 in total participants would reduce costs, federal costs 
would increase due to potentially higher costs for covered medical ser- 
vices and higher federal financial participation in fully extended Nedi- 
caid. Also. the Virgin Islands would have qualified for the maximum 5:3- 
percent federal Medicaid sharing rate, replacing their current .X-percent 
rate. 

In 1984, the Virgin Islands used only title IV-B and area funds for foster 
care, did not participate in title IV-E foster care, and used none of its 
available title XX funds for foster care. The area did not participate in 
title IV-E, the program director told us. because total federal funds tY)r 
that program, AFDC. and adult assistance were capped at $2.1 million. 
But the area likely would participate in the program. she said. Lvere rhe 
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federal funding ceiling eliminated. Had the Virgin Islands participated I 
title IV-E foster care in 1984. federal costs would have increased an esr: 
mated $239,000 and Virgin Islands’ costs an estimated %9-I.O00. 

The Child Support Enforcement program already is fully extended to 
the Virgin Islands as it is to the states. However, an increase in clientele 
resulting from increased AFDC participants would raise federal program 
costs by an estimated $148.000 and area costs by $64.000~or a total I>’ 
$212.000. 

Food Stamps also is fully extended to the Virgin Islands, so that no 
changes in the program’s benefit levels or eligibility criteria would have 
taken place. In 1984, however, federal Food Stamp costs would have 
been offset by an estimated % 1.7 million due to increases in the counca- 
ble incomes of beneficiaries also participating in fully extended AFDC an 
SSI. 

Virgin Islands’ Officials’ 
Views on Extending 
Programs 

Virgin Islands’ officials with whom we spoke generally favored 
extending the programs. Program officials, including the area’s income 
maintenance director, told us that the higher .SSI and .GDC benefits woulc 
enable recipients to better meet their needs and that current benefits 
levels were inadeiuate to satisfy daily living requirements. The current 
adult assistance and AFDC need standard for one person, the official said 
was less than the average rent cost in the Virgin Islands’ low-cost areas. 
A consumer interest group representative told us that some adult assls- 
tance and AFK participants lived in substandard housing because they 
could not afford higher rent payments with the low benefits they 
received. Also. extending .%I would enable disabled children under 18. 
who were not eligible under the area’s adult assistance program. to 
receive assistance, program officials told us. 

According to the chairman of the Virgin Islands Senate Health :nd 
Human Resources Committee, additional foster care funds made al.aila- 
ble by eliminating the existing federal funding ceiling would help more 
children in need of such assistance. The additional funds could be used 
co recruit more foster care parents, the director of the Social Se-ice 
Department told us. Some area children had to live in institutions at 
high cost to the area government, the director said, because there ivere 
not enough foster care homes to meet area needs. The executive director 
of foster care cold us that, because available foster care funds were 50 
limited, many foster homes were not much better than the undesirable 
homes the children left. 
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The chairperson of the St. Croix Foster Care Revview Team. which ol’er- 
sees foster care cases the Social Welfare Depanment administers, told us 
that limited funding and related staffing shortages were major barners 
to their providing adequate foster care. In a May 12. 1986. letter to G.AO, 
she pointed out that, although foster care in the Virgin Islands was 
intended to be a temporary service, according to 1985 case reviews the 
average length of care provided was over 7 years. -4vailable staff for 
administering foster care was insufficient, she told us. to adequately 
screen and support foster families. prepare social summaries for the 
courts to clarify custody matters, counsel with children, work with nac- 
ural families so children could return home. seek adoptive families for 
waiting children, or handle much more than emergencies. 

.Additional Medicaid funds made available by eliminating the funding 
ceiling would improve residents’ well-being by allowing the area to pro- 
vide better medical services, according to the Insurance and Medical 
Assistance Bureau director. She told us that providing certain special- 
ized services under fully extended Medicaid would reduce area 
residents’ need to migrate to the U.S. to obtain proper care. Also. certain 
medical services not provided would be provided under Medicaid. she 
cold us. 

General area views abut extending welfare programs were reflected in 
a 1975 Virgin Islands Social Welfare Department report entitled. Federal 
Financial Discrimination in the Public Xssistance Programs of the C.S. 
Virgin Islands. The report stated: 

“The basic fact is that compared with welfare programs in the L.S.. the Vlrgln 
Islands does not receive an equitable share of Federal support. The results are a 
discredit to all involved. Virgin Islands residents are deprived of the level of beneilc 
services that they have a right to expect as U.S. citizens.” 

Some officials including the Social Services Department’s executive 
director and public interest group representatives told us that fully 
extending AFDC and Food Stamp benefits might increase welfare depen- 
dency in the area by creating disincentives to work. Increased welfare 
would stifle the ambitions of the area’s youth, a prominent Virgin 
Islands businesswoman, active in national politics, said, and the area 
would be better served through assistance aimed at developing the econ- 
omy. In addition, it was unreasonable to expect the area with its limited 
federal funds to meet the same program administrative requirements for 
compliance with federal regulations as states, the income maintenance 
director told us. 
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The Social Welfare Department executive director expressed concerns 
that higher welfare benefits could cause increased migration from oche, 
islands. such as St. Kitts. He told us he received frequent inquu-les from 
foreign neighbors concerning their possible eligibility for currenc l’irm 
Islands’ benefit progl’ams and speculated chat such interests tvould be 
even greater if benefits were expanded. 

Guam Had the programs been fully extended to Guam in 1984. federal pro- 
gram costs would have increased an estimated $16.6 million, while 
Guam’s costs would have decreased an estimated $922.000. Total net 
costs would have increased about % 15.7 million. Actual and fully 
extended costs for the six programs in Guam are shown in table 2.8. 

Table 2.6: Costs of Welfare Programs in 
Guam in 1984, and Estimated Costs If 
Programs Were Fully Extended 

Dollars in thousands 

Program 
Adult assstance lSSl estimated) 
AFDC 
Medtcald 
Foster care 
Child Support Enforcement 
Food Stamps 
Total 

Costs 
Estimated, 11 full 

Actual extende 
51 11G :a j- 

5211 ij 7: 
4 187 

_ T- 
> L 

0 2 

313 J’ 

19 736 ‘f, -- 

530,556’ b46.24! 

Qoes not total aue to rounalng 

Under .%I, federal costs would increase an estimated $7.8 million, while 
Guam’s~osts for its eliminated adult assistance program would decreasr 
$496.000. Most of the SSI cost increase results from higher benefits and 
more participants. An estimated 1,500 more persons than were served or 
Guam in 1984 would have been served under %I, as table 2.9 shows. 
Guam’s maximum monthly adult assistance benefit levels of $60 for one 
person and % 120 for two4 would have been be replaced with W’s levels 
of $314 for one person and $472 for couples. 

‘In add~tlon to cash ass~scanc-e for basic needs, Guam prowded up to 53 per month for jpeclal r~+% 
Accordmg to a 1984 study of the potential cost of mcreasutg Guam’s need standard. however ml 811 
pwple &d not twelve JSSLS~ZIC~ for special needs. 
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Table 2.9: Participants in Welfare 
Programs in Guam in 1994, and Partlclpants In thousands 
Estimated Participants If Programs Were 
Fully Extended 

Participants 

Program Actual 
Estimated, if fully 

extended Change 
SSliadult assistance 10 25 1 5 
4FDC 68 93 4 -3 .x 

Medicaid 82 ?-I lj j ir 

Foster care 1 title 1V.E only) 0 
Child Support Enforcement 27 2’ ‘1 

Food Stamps 22 2 22 2 1 

“Some figures a0 not aaa due 10 roundmg 

‘Less than 1 m 
Nore The numWrs of parrlc~panrs snolrld not De toraled because a person may par!lclpare ,n more :nan 
one program 

Federal AFQC costs also would increase significantly-from $2.9 to $10.7 
million, or about $7.8 million. Guam’s AFDC costs would rise an estimated 
$158,000. for a total increase of $7.9 million. The high federal costs 
would result partly from (1) increasing federal benefit relmbursemenc 
rates from Guam’s existing 75-percent rate to 83 percent and I 2 j greater 
program participants due to fully extended AFDC’S higher benefit levels 
and more liberal eligibility criteria. Guam officials told us they would 
continue to pay 100 percent of the need standard but likely would 
increase the standard from $120 per month for a family with a care- 
taker and one dependent child to $258. Thus, we estimated that AFDC 
participants would have been about 2,600 more than the 6.800 served 
there in 1984, or 9,400 persons. 

We estimate that increased Child Support Enforcement collections from 
the absent parents of increased m-eligible families would be S 113.~~jO. 
which was deducted from fully extended AFIK’S estimated costs. 

Federal Medicaid costs in Guam would have increased an estimated $4.0 
million and Guam costs decreased an estimated $639.000. The net total 
increase would have been $3.3 million. Federal costs would increase due 
to potentially higher costs for covered medical services and higher fed- 
eral financial participation in Medicaid. and because an estimated 5.900 
more persons than were served in 1984 under the area’s program would 
have been served under fully extended Medicaid. Like the other areas. 
the estimated numbers of “categorically needy” Medicaid participants 
would increase as a result of fully extending SSI and AFDC. But unlike the 
other areas, the number of “medically needy” participants also would 
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increase. We estimate that in 1984.5.400 new “categorically needy” PI 
sons and 450 more “medically needy” persons-in addition to the 1..52 
“categorically needy” and 649 “medically needy” persons semed- 
would have been served under MedicaId. 

Guam’s “medically needy” numbers would have increased because \Ie 
mid’s “medically needy” eligibility criteria is higher than Guam’s 198-i 
criteria. That year, Guam served a small number of such persons and I 
1985 discontinued serving the “medically needy” due to funding limlta 
tions. Public Health and Social Services Department officials told us 
that, were Medicaid fully extended, thus eliminating the federal fundir 
ceiling on their Medicaid program, they likely would reinstate the pro- 
gram’s “medically needy” component. 

In 1984, Guam consolidated funds from its title IV-B Child Welfare Ser 
vices Program, title XX Social Services Block Grant, and several other 
programs5 to provide a variety of services, including foster care. Guarr 
received about $826,000 in federal funds under its consolidated grant 
1984, but neither we nor Guam officials-because Guam is not require 
to report to the federal government on how its consolidated funds wer, 
used-could readily determine the amounts spent for foster care. The 
Public Health and Social Services Department’s Social Services Admml 
tration supervisor told us that one counselor handling foster care was 
paid with such funds. 

The Social Services Administration supervisor told us Guam had not 
participated in title IV-E foster care due to funding limitations Imposer 
by the $3.3 million federal funding ceiling on Guam’s .IFDC. adult assls- 
tance, and title IV-E expenditures. The area placed a higher pnonty or 
adult assistance and m services and spent its entire funding allotme 
on such services, she said, and thus had not applied for title II--E foste 
care funds. But the area would participate in the program if fully 
extended, with the funding ceiling removed, she told us. Had the pro- 
gram been fully extended to Guam in 1984, we estimate that federal fc 
ter care costs would have been $58.000 higher and the area’s costs abc 
$24,000 higher. 

The Child Support Enforcement Program already is fully extended co 
Guam. However, an increase in clientele resulting from increased .GCC 

‘Lkder the authonry of title V of Pubhc Law 95-134. federal agencws may consohdate x.rrram C:U 
to the Virgo Islands. Guam. Amencan Samoa, and other areas to muurruze their burden in -1pp1.. or 
for and reporrlng on federal grant assstance. 
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participants would rarse federal program costs by an estrmated $69,000. 
and area costs by an estimated $29.000-or a tocal of S98.000. 

Food Stamps are also fully extended to Guam. Federal Food Stamp Pro- 
gram costs would have been offset. however, by an estimated $3 million 
due to increases in the countable incomes of beneficiaries also particl- 
pating in fully extended AFDC and SSI. 

Guam Officials’ Views on Guam’s governor, legislators, and program officials with whom we 
Extending Programs spoke generally favored extending most of the six programs, mentioning 

many of the positive effects cited by Puerto Rican and Virgin Islands 
officials. The potentially higher numbers of needy persons served and 
higher benefits, Guam officials told us, would improve the living stan- 
dards and general well-being of needy residents not adequately served 
under existing programs. They told us that area funds freed through 
increased federal funding could be used to improve program admimstra- 
tion and provide such needed services as education, employment. and 
better medical services. The latter could include psychiatric care and 
services not now available on the island. Also, higher medical relm- 
bursement rates could be paid to the area’s private service providers. 
some of which were receiving substandard reimbursement rates. offi- 
cials told us. 

In 1985, Guam’s legislature passed a resolution requesting the C.S. Con- 
gress to amend, the Social Security Act to extend SSI to Guam. The resolu- 
tion stated: 

-1 the residents of the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas are now recelvlng 
the full benefits of the Supplemental Security Income program as a result of rhelr 
present political status; and the people of Guam firmly believe m the right to 
equal treatment of any restdent or citizen of the United States to the benefits avalla- 
ble to them from the United States Federal Government wlthout regard to geo- 
graphical remoteness or boundanes.” 

More recently, Guam officials have sought a modified Food Stamp Pro- 
gram that would require some funds to be spent on local produce--a pro- 
gram similar to that in the Northern Mariana Islands. 

According to the Child Support Enforcement Program coordinator, the 
area’s program allowed some families to stay off welfare and forced 
absent fathers to face up to their child support obligations. The Food 
Stamp Program had improved the availability and quality of food on the 
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island, the social services administrator told us. and allowed some ~I)(.I 
couples and elderly persons who desired co do so to live relatl!.ely mdti 
pendently of their families. Officials said that the additional federal 
funds would help ease the financial burden on other families carme fo, 
their elderly. 

The Social Sewices Department administrator, however, cold us chat 
increased welfare benefits in Guam might result m increased welfare 
dependency and reduced incentives to work. According to the governo 
federal programs special assistant, the current Food Stamp Program 
work requirement was not strict enough, and fully extended SSI and AF 

would place an increased financial burden on Guam’s government to 
make higher Medicaid expenditures for a larger number of Medicaid 
recipients. 

With limited federal funds, the Public Health Department’s health ser- 
vices administrator said, it was unreasonable for the area to be expect 
to meet the same fully extended program administrative requirements 
including fraud prevention and quality control procedures. that states 
must meet. 

Anerican Samoa Fully extending the six programs co American Samoa-the smallest of 
the four areas -would have significant cost and, in the opimon of mos 
area officials, adverse social effects on the area. Where all six programs 
extended to American Samoa, five would have been available there for 
the first time. Except for .%I and the modified Medicaid program chat 
exists there, however, most American Samoan officials strongly oppos+ 
extending the programs. 

Had the programs been fully extended in 1984, federal costs would haI 
increased an estimated $23.1 million and American Samoa’s costs 
decreased $460,000-for a total net increase of $22.6 million. Actual 
and fully extended costs for the six programs in American Samoa are 
shown in table 2.10. 
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Table 2.10: Costs of Welfare Programs in 
Amwican Samoa in 1984, and Estimated Dollars in thousands 
Costs If Progrrmr Were Fully Extondod costs 

Program 
Adult assistance lSSl estlmatedl 
AFDC 

MedIcaId 
Foster care 
Child Support Enforcement 
Food Stamps 
TOWS 

Actual 
Estimated, if fully 

extended 
SO 33 362 

0 7 -1 c9 
2 969 2 ?65 

0 ‘20 
0 ,36 
0 18211 

52,969 525,606 

Federal SSI costs would have increased an estimated 63.4 million, and 
AmericzSamoan costs would not be affected by the total federal fund- 
ing of the programs. Also, SI would have served an estimated 1,000 
needy aged, blind. or disabled American Samoans, as shown in table 
2.11. 

Tablr 2.11: Participants in Welfare 
Programs in American Samoa in 1964, 
and Estimated Participants If Programs 
Were Fully Extended 

Partlclpants IIT thousands 

Program 

Participant8 
Estimated, if fully 

Acturl sxtanded Chanae 
SSl/adult assistance 0 10 1 : 
AFDC 0 15 1 : 

Medicaid 113 32 -3 1 
Foster care We IV-E only) 0 1 I 

Child Support Enforcement 0 0 1 21 
Food Slamos 0 21 1 21 1 

Yess man 1 .OW 

Federal AFDC costs would increase an estimated % 1 .-I million and area 
costs about $323,000. AFDC would serve an estimated 1,500 dependent 
children and their caretakers for the first time. The benefit amounts 
used in making our AFDC estimate reflect the income levels needed to 
satisfy daily living needs as reflected in a 1982 American Samoan gov- 
ernment study, Household Survey of Expenditures. In addition, we esti- 
mate that increased child support collections from the absent parents of 
increased AFuceligible families would be $85,000, which was deducted 
from fully extended AFDC’S estimated costs. 
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Federal Medicaid costs would increase an estimated $520.000. Amenca 
Samoa’s Medicaid costs, however, would decrease about $1 .-I million. 
Thus, total costs would decrease an estimated $884,000. 

Lower Medicaid costs would result from conforming American Samoa’5 
Medicaid program to the fully extended version. The area’s Nedicald 
costs would be directly affected by the area’s decisions on AFDC. Nedi- 
caid costs would be higher than estimated if American Samoa opted for 
a higher payment standard. If it opted for lower XFDC benefits or did nr 
implement AFDC. Medicaid costs would be lower. The area’s program N., 
established in 1982 under special federal legislation authorizing the HH: 

secretary to waive or modify most Medicaid requirements to meet the 
area’s special needs. Also, federal reimbursement for the area’s prograr 
is based on “presumed eligibility.” That is, the federal government rein 
burses American Samoa a percentage of its total medical costs presumt 
to have been incurred for needy individuals. The percentage takes into 
account the numbers of individuals in the area with incomes below the 
American Samoa poverty level- which is substantially below the I--S. 
poverty level. For 1984, the American Samoa government estimated 
approximately 11,000 persons were below the area’s poverty level. We 
estimate chat in 1984 only 3,200 persons would have been eligible for 
fully extended Medicaid. 

Had titles IV-B and .XX as well as title IV-E foster care been fully 
extended to American Samoa in 1984, federal costs would have 
increased an estimated $88,000, and area costs an estimated $32.000. 
Total costs would increase $120,000. Also comparatively small n-ould 0~ 
the cost of extending Child Support Enforcement. Federal costs ivould 
increase almost $68,000 and area costs $29,000, for a total cost increase 
of $96,000. 

Extending Food Stamps would cause the largest cost change. Federal 
costs would have increased an estimated % 17.7 million, and area costs a 
estimated 6560,000. Also, an estimated 21,000 persons (about 60 per- 
cent of the area’s 35,009 residents) would be eligible for Food Stamps 
because the average American Samoan family income was so low. In 
1984, American Samoa’s per capita income was $3,270 compared to the 
U.S. per capita income of $12,789. Our estimate of potential Food 
Stamps costs included an offset of about $836,000. accounting fol. 
increases in countable income from fully extended AFDC and %I for par- 
ticipants who would also receive Food Stamps. 
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America Samoan Officials’ American Samoan officials, including the governor, lieutenant governor, 
Views on Extending and most legislature members. opposed extending most of the six pro- 

Programs grams to their area. Their primary concerns centered on the possible 
adverse effects of the programs on their culture which. they told us. was 
why there are no welfare programs except Medicaid there. 

The .4merican Samoan culture is rooted in the “extended family,” 
whereby generations of families live and work together in communal 
support co meet their family living needs. The governor and many ocher 
officials told us that federal programs might shift to the government 
such responsibilities as care for the young, elderly, and disabled that 
historically have been met by extended families. Other subsistence 
needs were met, the governor said, by such programs as the Xdministra- 
tion on Aging’s “food voucher” program, which provided food to low- 
income elderly persons, and the federally funded school lunch program 
for young children. 

Welfare had a negative connotation in the area, these officials told us. 
and individuals choosing CO participate would be criticized within rhelr 
communities-possibly resulting in limited program panicipation. 
According to members of the attorney general’s office, in their society a 
family receiving welfare would be viewed as not able co provide prop- 
erly for its own members, which would be disgraceful. One Health 
Department official told us chat families using foster care would be 
viewed as unable to raise their children, as well as having publicly made 
the family’s problems known. 

But members of the Office of Samoan Affairs, as well as a district gover- 
nor, favored extent ‘lg SSI. The area culture had changed in some ways 
over the years, they pointed out, co the extent that the aged and dis- 
abled were not always properly cared for by their extended farmlies. 
and SSI should help reduce financial burdens on families caring for their 
needy and infirm members, Some officials, including the governor, did 
not favor extending SSI for fear of destroying the area culture. 

Medicaid is viewed differently in American Samoa than are other wel- 
fare programs. A government official told us that medical care always 
has been provided by the US. government, beginning with the U.S. 
Navy’s administration of the islands. Also, welfare’s stigma is not 
attached CO Medicaid because, under their modified Medicaid program. 
American Samoans need not meet low-income eligibility requirements to 
receive services. 
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Child abuse and neglect, the Samoan Affairs secretary cold us. were 
problems the government could not adequately address because of inad 
equate foster care funds. There was need for more foster care. Health 
Department officials said, and for higher payments for homes to provic 
foster care under the area’s program. Also, they said. a group home 1~3: 
needed for foster children, as well as more professionals and counselor-~ 
for the children. 

X few officials objected to the programs as potentially too 1 ostly. AFIX 

and Food Stamps would be coo expensive, the governor’s cr..ef of staff 
told us. The Health Planning Agency director told us that a fully 
extended .Medicaid program would be costly because of the extensive 
administrative costs and requirements. 

Finally, the governor and the House speaker told us that extending the 
programs likely would increase migration co the area. Half the Ametxa 
Samoan residents now are from Western Samoa, they said. and more 
immigrants likely would come. 
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Fully extending federal corporate and personal Income taxes to the four 
insular areas would increase federal and decrease areas’ revenues. 
Assuming the areas’ business activity and economic conditions reman-ted 
unchanged and the areas’ income faxes were replaced by the federal 
taxes, federal revenue would have increased an estimated $2.7 billron 
for tax year 1983 (see table 3.1). But we believe that over the medium 
and long term, annual federal revenue increases could be far smaller. 
possibly declining CO $2.1 billion or less, after some businesses operating 
in the areas reacted to the tax extension by closing, relocating, or down- 
sizing operations. Correspondingly, the areas would have lost all income 
tax-generated revenue- an estimated $1.416 billion (see table 3.21. 

Table 3.1: Eatimatrd Federal Revenue 
Incroarer Under Fully Extended Federal 
Income Taxes (Tax Year 1983) 

Dollars II-I mdllons 

Revenue increases, estimated 
Virgin American 

Income tax Puerto Rico Islands Guam Samoa Total 
lndwdual X3651 2 W46 $77 7 3.37 5531 7 
LIorDorare 2 080 0 36 9 132 113 6 2 ‘111 - 
Total increase 52.445.2 $121.5 s90.9 $14.3 52.671.9 

Effects on Revenues U.S. income tax revenue would have increased by fully taxing U.S. cor- 
porations, area businesses, and residents benefiting from special income 
tax treatment applicable to the areas. The increase would stem from 1 1 ) 
eliminating the 936 tax credit available to qualifying U.S. corporations. 
(2) eliminating the foreign tax credit available to certain L1.S. corpora- 
tions chat pay taxes co the area governments, (3) taxing US. corpora- 
tions exempt from federal income taxes as Virgin Island inhabitants. ( 1 i 
taxing area-chartered corporations exempt from federal tax on area- 
source income, and (5) taxing area residents’ income chat IS partly or 
totally exempt from federal income tax. The estimates in table 3.1 
assume no changes in the areas’ 1983 tax base. 

Xbout $2.1 billion of the potential $2.7 billion increase in federal reve- 
nue in 1983 would have come from increased corporate income taxes. as 
cable 3.1 shows. This would have resulted primarily from fully taxmg- 
through eliminating the 936 tax credit--US. corporations operating in 
the areas. For tax year 1983,631 U.S. corporations qualified for and .55? 
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claimed over $1.966 billion in tax credits under this section. Sot all fed 
era1 tax expenditures associated with this credit likely fvould have car 
vex-ted to federal revenue, however, because corporations could ha\‘e 
taken advantage of certain other income tax provisions not avallable cl 
them when they claimed this tax credit. For example. corporations 
claiming the 936 tax credit in 1983 generally were not entitled to use r1 
accelerated cost recovery system of depreciation. Allowing for such 
adjustments, we estimated that about $1.9 billion would have flolved tl 
the US. Treasury from those U.S. corporations in 1983. 

Over $531 million of the potential increases in federal revenue would 
have come from personal income taxes. The estimated increase would 
have stemmed mostly from taxing Puerto Rico, Guam, and American 
Samoa residents’ area-source income, which generally has been exempt 
from federal income taxes, and Virgin Islands inhabitants’ worldwide 
income, which until 1987 was exempt from federal taxes. 

Area Income Tax Revenues Fully extended federal income taxes would have reduced area go\‘ern- 
Would Decline: Officials ments’ revenue had federal income taxes replaced the areas’ Income 

Would Oppose taxes. Individual and corporate income taxes, important in financing 
area government operations, comprised from 31 to 41 percent of operat 
ing revenues in 1984. As table 3.2 shows, the areas would have lost an 
estimated $1 .J billion of tax revenues had federal income [axes replacec 
area income taxes in 1983; about 85 percent of the loss would ha1.e beer 
borne by Puerto Rico. 

Table 3.2: Area Income lax Revenue8 
: Tax Year 1983) Dollars 1r-i mtlhons 

Revonuo, estimated 
Virgin American 

Incomo tax Puerto Rico Islands Guam’ Samoa Tots 
lndwchal 8725 1 5846 $77 7 M4 j.59 I 
Corporate J77 2 28 5 99 a9 SZJ 
Total Income 81 202 3 $113 1 sa76 S132 j’ 1’6 

As shown the areas collected an estimated $524 million in corporate 
income tax revvenue for tax year 1983. However, the areas exempted or 
rebated another $2.35 billion of area income taxes to certam corpora- 
tions through incentive programs aimed at stimulating economic growh 

’ Tax eqendltures are speadl tax reductions and the asscmated amount oi ret enue Iljr& me 
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Such exemptions and rebates, which the U.S. Code does not allow, 
account for much of the difference between estimated area corporate 
income tax collections and estimated federal corporate revenue Increase 
for tax year 1983. 

Almost 65 percent of the areas’ income tax revenues, except for kneri- 
can Samoa, was generated from personal income taxes, which totaled an 
estimated $892 million for tax year 1983 (see table 3.2). Personal 
income tax collections and our estimates of federal personal tax revfenue 
under fully extended federal income taxes were identical for the Virgin 
Islands and Guam. Puerto Rico and American Samoa personal tax collec- 
tions, however, were higher than estimated federal income tax revenue. 
This is because the areas’ income tax systems were less generous than 
the federal personal income tax system. For example, in 1983 neither 
area allowed the earned income tax credit’ allowed by the United States 
for individuals with dependent children and adjusted gross incomes 
under $10,000. 

Summary of Area In general, area officials strongly opposed extending U.S. income taxes. 

Views on Extending 
The exceptions were leaders of the Puerto Rican Statehood Party. who 
favored a gradually phased-in U.S. income tax accompanied by state- 

Federal Income Taxes hood. Most often, officials expressed concerns about 

. adverse economic consequences of eliminating corporate tax incentives. 

. prospects and unknown consequences of changing their present fiscal 
autonomy, and 

. fiscal difficulties they would face trying to compensate for revenue 
shortfalls. 

In addition, some Puerto Rico officials questioned whether the United 
States can alter unilaterally the U.S./Puerto Rico tax relationship. The 
relationship is based on section 9 of the Puerto Rico Federal Relations 
Act (Public Law No. 81-600), which is part of the U.S./Puerto Rico Com- 
pact that provided for Puerto Rico’s constitutional form of government. 
Some interpret the Compact as preventing the Congress-without 
Puerto Rico’s consent-from substantively changing the Puerto Rico 
Federal Relations Act? including changing the area’s tax status. Others 
believe that, despite the Compact, Puerto Rico still is a U.S. territory 

‘III 1988. the eamed income tax credit WIII be avtiable for mdividuals wth up to S 17.000 of xi~usced 
grctsa mcome. Phaseout levels and mammum credit amounts are co be adjusted annually for tnrlarlon 
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subject to [he Congress’ plenary authority, including authority to unllal 
erally alter its tax status. This controversial issue has not been resol\.eir 
by the courts. 

Area Business Over the medium and long term, federal tax revenues could be reduced 

Reaction Could Reduce 
to $2.1 billion or less-to the extent businesses in the areas currentI> 
utilizing the tax preferences reacted to the loss of these preferences b) 

Federal Tax Revenue relocating to foreign countries or down-sizing their U.S. operations. 5111. 
changes also would adversely affect corporate tax revenues from orher 
businesses. particularly those that are suppliers to or otherwise depenu 
heavily on the L1.S. firms operating in the insular areas. Personal incom 
tax revenues also would decrease to the extent such busmess contrac- 
tions would lead to a reduction in jobs in the United States. 

It is impossible to predict precisely how business would react or hoH 
long those reactions would be delayed. Nonetheless, some Idea of the 
possible impacts of corporate responses on Treasury receipts and the 
Puerto Rican economy can be derived from an analysis of the mdustrlal 
composition of corporations claiming the section 936 credit. To the 
extent that firms in a given industry are likely to remain in Puerto Rico 
or return to the mainland, total Treasury receipts and total L’S employ 
ment might not be adversely affected. To the extent the firms m an 
industry are likely to relocate overseas. Treasury receipts and I- 5. 
employment would be reduced. However, if firms left Pueno Rico. 
whether to relocate in the mainland or overseas, the island’s econom) 
would contract, reducing output and employment in its manuiacturmg 
sector, as well as other parts of its economy. 

As noted earlier, of the $2.7 billion in potential tax revenues that li.ould 
have flowed to the U.S. Treasury in 1983. about $1.9 billion ivould ha1.e 
come from U.S. corporations in Puerto Rico, most engaged in manufac- 
turing. In the aggregate, these corporations employed about 81 .IXN 
workers, accounting for 11 percent of Puerto Rican employment. 

Pharmaceutical and food processing firms accounted for about g 1 bllliol 
of the section 936 credit claimed in 1983 and employed about 18.11~110 
workers in Puerto Rico. As discussed in appendix IV. firms In these tn’o 
industries would be unlikely to leave the United States. although chec 
might leave Puerto Rico. Treasury receipts from these industries. chere- 
fore, probably would not be reduced. The Puerto Rican econom).. hoiv- 
ever, could suffer if corporations moved back to the mainland. 
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It is more likely that some electric and electronic firms would relocate to 
neighboring Caribbean nations, while others might stay in Puerto Rico 
or return to the United States mainland. These firms accounted for 5422 
million of the section 936 credit claimed in 1983 and employed about 
26,000 workers in Puerto Rico. If, for example, one-third of these relo- 
cated outside of the United States, the estimate of 1983 Treasury corps- 
rate profit tax receipts would be reduced by about 16 141 million, and the 
Treasury would lose the personal income taxes from about 8,700 work- 
ers displaced from these firms. Treasury receipts in corporate and per- 
sonal income taxes from other related local businesses also would be 
reduced accordingly. 

If another one-third of these firms left for the U.S. mainland, Puerto 
Rico would lose an additional 8,700 manufacturing jobs and another 
one-third of its electronic industry output. It also would suffer reduc- 
tions in output and employment in other related businesses. 

The probability of leaving the United States entirely is probably highest 
for firms in the apparel, hospital supply, scientific instrument, and ocher 
manufacturing industries. Together, these firms accounted for %I68 mll- 
lion of the section 936 credit claimed in 1983 and employed about 
37,000 workers. If all of them relocated outside the United States, the 
estimate of 1983 Treasury corporate tax revenues would fall by about 
$462 million, and additional losses of the personal income taxes other- 
wise paid by some 37.000 displaced workers would occur. In addition, 
the Treasury could lose corporate and personal income taxes from 
related businesses. Losses in output and employment would be borne 
largely by the Puerto Rican economy. 

Medium- and long-term adjustments of the type hypothesized here 
would reduce our estimate of Treasury corporate profit taxes by at least 
$603 million. Additional revenue losses would occur to the extent that 
the displacement of about 45,700 manufacturing jobs reduced personal 
income tax collection. Further losses would occur to the extent the 
acijustment reduced other business activities and employment. The 
adverse impact on the Puerto Rican economy could be larger to the 
extent that manufacturing jobs, corresponding output, and related busi- 
ness activities and employment moved from the island to the mainland. 

Similarly, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoan economies 
could be affected by full tax extension. To the extent that businesses 
relocated to foreign countries, closed, or downsized, federal tax reve- 
nues in these areas would be reduced below our 1983 projections. 
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Local tax incentives in the Virgin Islands were considered critical LO 
.;tracting new businesses and retaining existing firms. Some officials 

told us that many firms came to the Virgin Islands primarily to avail 
themselves of the tax advantage such incentives provide. To the e\Tenr 
corporations claiming Virgin Islands incentives are not engaged in tour 
ism or ocher business dependent on location. some might relocate shoul 
incentives be removed. 

Section 936 credits were not considered critical to Guam’s economy. pq I 
sibly because few firms took advantage of the provision-only $1.6 ml 
lion in credits were claimed in 1983. Local rebates, however, were 
considered very important. Much of Guam’s local economy was depen- 
dent on the U.S. military presence and the tourist trade, especially frctr 
Japan. Guam business officials told us that elimination of local rebate5 
could stymie business expansion, but did not forecast a large-scale effti 
on existing firms. &Moreover, the large military presence would tend to 
stabilize personal tax revenues, because military pay is not dependent 
on the island’s economy, and Guam receives the proceeds of income 
taxes paid by U.S. military personnel stationed there. The extent to 
which military personnel obtain goods and services from Guam suppli- 
ers also may tend to stabilize the overall economy. However, according 
to the Speaker of Guam’s legislature. the military meets much of IIS 
needs on base, without adding to the local economy. 

The combination of section 936 credits and local tax incentives were 
considered critical to American Samoa’s economy. Officials were con- 
cerned that the tuna canneries operating there would relocate if I’ S. 
taxes were fully e.xtended. The tuna canneries. we were told, contrlb- 
uted the largest portion of the area’s revenues and had a major effect ~1 
other businesses, such that the economy would be seriously harmed 
should the canneries leave. 

Also. federal revenue increases could be reduced to the extent area go\. 
emments imposed income or other taxes deductible from federal taco ha 
bility. Puerto Rico officials told us that area income taxes likely ivould 
be continued, although at reduced rates. Virgin Islands offictals said an 
area income tax likely would be imposed, but did not speculate about K: 
design. Such area income taxes -although area officials did nor specif!. 
potential rates- could increase estimated area revenues and lessen t?st~ 
mated revenues from federal income taxes, because such taxes could 
qualify as allowable personal itemizations or business deductions. 
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Area-by-Area Analysis 
Revenue and other effects of fully extending federal income taxes would 

of Effects of 
vary by area, as discussed below. 

Extending Federal 
Income T&es 

Puerto Rico Had federal income taxes been fully extended to Puerto Rico in 1983, 
federal revenue would have increased by an estimated $2.4 billion. 
About $2.1 billion would result from taxing corporations and $365 mil- 
lion from taxing individuals. 

Corporate Tax Revenue About $2.1 billion of the increase would have stemmed from fully taxing 
corporations, primarily from eliminating the section 936 tax credit, as 
discussed above. 

Some of the estimated federal revenue would result from eliminating the 
foreign tax credit taken by U.S. corporations for taxes paid to Puerto 
Rico. According to an Internal Revenue Service official, the amount of 
foreign tax credit received for tax year 1983 was not readily available. 
U.S. corporations claimed about $79 million of credit for tax year 1982 
for taxes paid to Puerto Rico. 

Some of the revenue would have resulted from fully taxing corporations 
chartered in Puerto Rico, including taxing area-source income, which 
generally is exempt from federal income taxes. Potential revenues for 
1983 from fully taxing such companies could not be reliably estimated 
from detailed tax data; at the time of our field work, the latest full-year 
corporate taxable income data available from the Puerto Rico Treasury 
Department was for tax year 1981. Instead, we estimated potential 
taxes from corporations that claimed section 936 credits and added 
Puerto Rico taxes collected from other companies (Puerto Rico and U.S. 
tax rates were about the same in 1983). 

Puerto Rico would have lost a substantial portion of its operating reve- 
nue had its corporate income tax been replaced by the federal income 
tax. For tax year 1983, Puerto Rico collected about $1,202 billion in 
income taxes, representing about 32 percent of the area’s 1984 operat- 
ing budget. Approximately 40 percent of the area’s income tax revenue 
came from its corporate income tax and 60 percent from personal taxes. 
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Personal Tax Revenue 

We estimate that 1983 federal corporate income tax revenue would bt- 
about $1.603 billion higher than the $477 million actually collected b> 
Puerto Rico. This is primarily because the federal income tax system 
does not allow exemptions authorized under Puerto Rico’s tax system 
for certam corporations. More specifically, Puerto Rico exempts from 
income tax up to 90 percent of the income of corporations meecme S\I~ 
criteria as producing certain articles on a commercial scale. This her-w’ 
is one of several offered under the area’s Industrial Incentlr.es Ac‘t or’ 
1978, designed to stimulate economic development and Investment In 
Puerto Rico. According to the Puerto Rico Treasury Department. 52.::. 
billion in area income taxes was exempted during calendar year l!i8:3 

The differences between Puerto Rico’s actual 1983 collections and our 
estimate of probable federal corporate tax revenue also are due to otk 
differences in the Puerto Rican and U.S. income tax systems. In addlc: 
to tax exemptions and depreciation, there were some differences in 1-1 
porate tax rates in 1983. Puerto Rico’s rates ranged from 22 to 1.3 per- 
cent, and U.S. rates ranged from 15 to 46 percent. 

About $365 million of the federal revenue increase in Puerto Rico ivo!l 
come from taxing individuals whose area-source income was exempt 
from federal taxation. This estimated increase was about S:3W mllllljn 
less than the $725 million Puerto Rico collt-cted in personal Income tcix 
for tax year 1983. The difference between estimated and actual area 
collections primarily was due to differences in the Puerto Rican and 1.’ 
income tax systems. 

Many Puerto Rican personal income tax provisions. including allo\r-an1 
for personal exemptions and deductions, were less generous than the 
federal income tax provisions. Additionally, Puerto Ricans’ personal 
rates were higher than the federal rates in 1983. Consequently. some 
Puerto Rican taxpayers could have paid higher income taxes than L’ 5 
taxpayers with the same income, exemptions, deductions. and credits. 
illustrated in table 3.3. 

‘I’nder Puerro RICO s predecessor rnduscnal mcentlves program. sorporanons CLUI~ -~‘.YI.. p r r 
KU exempclons as high as 100 percent. Some corporations ~:onnnue to recerve WI: h ~enrr:r~ 
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Tabto 3.3: Comparison of U.S. and Puefio 
Rican Income Taxer for a Hypothetical 
Family Tax calculation for married 

coupIe’ with two children 
Puerto Rico U.S. 

Adjusted gross income 
DeductIon 

Standard 

618 000 3 ’ 9 iJo 

2.000 
hto hcense plates 25 ? 
Interest 375 ‘I 

Total aeductlons 3 000 ‘3 

ExemptIons 
Net taxable income 
Tot81 tax liabilitv 

11 200 14IJGiJ 

1.916 1.510 

dFlllng jomlly and clalmlng a srandard deaucrlon 

DAlready lncorooratea In U S rax rates me zero Dracke! allowance for tfws example *ould have oeen 
s3.m 

The hypothetical Puerto Rican taxpayers have a higher income tax lia- 
bility than the U.S. taxpayers because their deductions and exemptions 
are smaller than those allowed under the U.S. income tax system. and 
Puerto Rico’s tax rate is higher than the U.S. rate. For example. in 1983 
the U.S. taxpayers would have been allowed $4.000 for exemptions 
(,%l,OOO for each), but the Puerto Rican taxpayer was entitled to $3.500 
(16 1,000 per adult, $800 for one child, and $1,000 per child in college). 
Also, the U.S. zero-bracket amount of $3,400-already incorporated in 
the U.S. tax tables-exceeded the $3,000 of total deductions allowed the 
Puerto Rican taxpayers. Further, the Puerto Rican taxpayers in this 
example paid a higher marginal rate4 on taxable income. In 1983. Puerto 
Rico’s marginal tax rate for a married couple filing jointly with taxable 
income between $10.000 and 812.000 was 25.65 percent, while the L’S 
rate for taxable income between % 11,900 and $16,000 was 17 percent 
(15 percent after 1988). In additior Puerto Rico’s maximum marginal 
rate was 67.55 percent during 1983 for incomes over $200,000, com- 
pared with the U.S. maximum race in 1983 of 50 percent for incomes 
over $54,700. depending on filing status (28 percent in the United States 
after 1988). 

Tax law changes since 1983 still leave U.S. taxpayers in a more 
favorable position than their Puerto Rican counterparts. Puerto Rico’s 
maximum personal rate was reduced to 50 percent effective January 1. 

%rgmal tax rate refers to the percentage to be apphed III calculating tax liablhty on mcome atw~ e 
the lower l irmr of the apphcable tax bracket. 
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Officials’ Views About Extending 
Federal Taxes 

1986, but this change would not affect the tax liability of the hSypochet 
cal taxpayers. In contrast, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 would have fur 

ther reduced the U.S. taxpayers’ liability. For 1988, the C’S taxpayer-q 
would be entitled to $7,800 in personal exemptions and a $5,000 stand 
ard deduction. As a result, their % 18,000 adjusted gross mcome in the 
example would be reduced to a taxable income of $5.200. Applymg a I 
percent tax rate, their tax liability would be $780.5 

Also. Puerto Rico’s actual revenue for tax year 1983 was higher than 
our estimated federal revenue increase because ehe area’s tax system 
did not allow the earned income credit. In 1983, about 29 percent of 
Puerto Rican taxpayers would have qualified for this federal income cl 
system credit.6 (The credit would not have been available to the hypo- 
thetical taxpayers in our example because their adjusted gross income 
was higher than the maximum allowed.) Had the credit been available 
Puerto Rico in 1983. Puerto Rico would have collected an estimated 33: 
million less in personal income taxes. 

Had federal income taxes replaced Puerto Rico’s income taxes in 1983 
and all else remained unchanged, individuals with low income would 
have benefited from the earned income credit and lower tax rates. Simi 
larly, individuals with high income would have benefited from lower ta 
rates in the high income categories. 

Puerto Rito government and business leaders’ views frequently tied t hc 
prospective tax changes to the area’s political status question. The que- 
tion of whether Pueno Rico should become a state. continue as a com- 
monwealth, or seek independence is a fundamental issue permeating 
many political decisions. The federal tax extension issue, therefore. 
raised questions not only about the possible impact of eliminating 936 
tax credits, but also the potential effects on the island’s fiscal autonom. 
and future relations with the United States. Some leaders also noted 
that, under current conditions, tax extension would be taxation wlthou 
representation. 

At the time of our review, those advocating continuing and strengthen- 
ing the commonwealth arrangement controlled the governor’s office an 

jThe above comp-ns do not t&e mto account uicome taxes that c s. taxpayers may pdi IQ !nc; 
staws III which they restde 
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both houses of the legislature. They generally opposed removing the 936 
tax credit. In testimony before the Congress, Puerto Rico’s golFernor 
stated that repealing the credit would “devastate” Puerto Rico’s econ- 
omy. Commonwealth supporters in the legislature told us that repealing 
the credit would be particularly bad because the unemployment rate 
already at the time was very high (over 20 percent) and the economy 
was not strong enough to sustain and attract business on its own. Three 
of these legislators, including the Senate presiderit, told us that local tax 
rates would have to be reduced if federal taxes were extended. thus 
reducing local revenues and restricting Puerto Rico’s power to establish 
its own tax structure and to decide how tax monies may be spent. 

Statehood advocates favored phasing in US. income taxes, if accompa- 
nied by statehood and correspondingly full participation in federal grant 
programs. Noting Puerto Rico’s current dependence on the 936 tax 
credit. they favored phasing out the provision rather than eliminating it 
all at once. Two party leaders suggested to us that Puerto Rico could 
recoup income tax revenue losses by creating a sales tax, increasing 
property or excise taxes, or improving income tax enforcement. 

Independence advocates opposed the imposition of U.S. income taxes. 
They favored tariff rights for Puerto Rico to protect domestic trade and 
retention of a relationship with the U.S. as a trading partner, they told 
us. According to one Independence Party leader, extending U.S. income 
taxes would constrain the government’s capacity to raise essential oper- 
ating revenues. 

Generally, Puerto Rico department-level officials expressed views simi- 
lar to those of the governor and key procommonwealth legislative offi- 
cials. The Treasury assistant secretary for internal revenue told us that, 
were federal taxes imposed, Puerto Rico would have co reduce its own 
income tax rates and would probably have to compensate by cutting 
expenditures for government services. If the section 936 credit were 
removed, the Economic Development Office deputy director told us that 
unemployment would rise sharply. Puerto Rico’s commerce secretary, 
assistant secretary, and executive assistant all told us the United States 
legally could not extend taxes to Puerto Rico and, that if this were done. 
it would spell disaster for Puerto Rico’s fragile economy. The Economic 
Development Administration’s legal counsel and chief of the planning 
section also envisioned an adverse impact from removing the credit and 
extending federal income taxes. These officials favored continuing and 
even enhancing current business incentives. 
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The Treasury assistant secretary, the former governor, the Senate 
majority and minority (Statehood) leaders, and the House president 
speculated that. were federal taxes imposed, Puerto Rico would have to 
adopt an area income tax at reduced races. These officials did not 
believe the existing Puerto Rican income tax could continue, because t ht 
combined U.S. and area tax would be exorbitant. Some officials said 
operating revenue might be obtained through other means, such as 
imposing higher property taxes, but they doubted sufficient income 
could be generated to compensate for lost income tax revenue. 

Business officials were nearly unanimous in opposing removing the sec- 
tion 936 tax credit and imposing federal taxes on Puerto Rico. Among 
their comments were the following: 

l The market in Puerto Rico is not strong enough to attract business on it: 
own; thus tax and other incentives are needed. 

l The economy depends heavily on the credit, and tax exemptions are net 
essary to maintain Puerto Rico businesses’ competitive standing. 

. There would be a detrimental effect on local revenues with repeal of tht 
credit, as business closings and unemployment narrowed the tax base. 

Virgin Islands Had federal income taxes been fully extended to the Virgin Islands for 
tax year 1983, federal revenue would have increased an estimated 
$12 1.5 million. An estimated $36.9 million would result from taxing cor- 
porations and $84.6 million from taxing individuals. 

Corporate Tax Revenue Virgin Islands corporations, which were taxed under the “mirror” provi- 
sions, generally would have been liable for the same taxes as under the 
federal income tax system. The major difference between the U.S. and 
Virgin Islands income tax systems was that certain corporations in the 
Virgin Islands qualified for rebates; of up to 90 percent of their area 
income taxes under an Industrial Development Program. To qualify in 
1983. a corporation had to derive at least 80 percent of gross income 
from the Virgin Islands and at least 65 percent of gross income from 
active trade or business in the Virgin Islands. For tax year 1983. $8.4 
million was rebated under the Virgin Islands Industrial Development 
Program. If these rebates were added to the estimated $28.5 million of 

‘Rebates also were pro\lded to some mdinduals. although such rebates were small. torahng rlnl) 
about Q&.000 m 1983. 
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Personal Tax Revenue 

corporate taxes collected in 1983 by the Virgin Islands, federal revenue 
would have increased by about 636.9 million. 

While U.S. corporations could not claim the section 936 tax credit for 
their Virgin Islands operations in 1983. they could claim the foreign tax 
credit for taxes paid to the l’irgin Islands.3 Data were not readily availa- 
ble on U.S. corporations that claimed the foreign tax credit for tax )‘ear 
1983. but 28 firms claimed about $5.0 million in such credits for tax 
year 1982. Moreover, prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1986. U.S. corpora- 
tions and individuals who were inhabitants of the Virgin Islands ful- 
filled their federal income tax obligations by filing returns on and 
paying Virgin Islands income taxes. 

To the extent businesses in the Virgin Islands might curtail operations or 
relocate outside the islands, federal revenue could be reduced. Our long- 
term estimate assumes that businesses receiving rebates in 1983 would 
relocate, thus reducing federal corporate revenues by the amount of the 
rebates. We assume no effect on personal income taxes. 

Assuming the federal income tax replaced the Virgin Islands income tax, 
federal personal income tax revenue is estimated to be virtually equal to 
the approximately $84.6 million collected by the L’irgin islands for tax 
year 1983. The Virgin Islands’ income tax system “mirrors” the L:.S. 
Internal Revenue Code. resulting in similar income adjustments. esemp- 
tions, deductions, credits. and tax rates. Correspondingly. unless the i’ir- 
gin Islands imposed a personal income tax in addition to the federal 
personal income tax, there would be virtually no difference for individ- 
ual taxpayers. 

Officials’ Views on Extending 
Taxes 

Virgin Islands officials expressed concerns about the possible effects of 
federal taxation on corporations. The governor told us he was “vehe- 
mently opposed” to extending federal income taxes. Further. he stated 
that (1) e.xtension would be taxation without representation, and ( 2’) the 
C’irgin Islands’ ability to attract business through tax incentives would 
be drastically inhibited by any action subjecting U.S. corporations oper- 
ating in the Virgin Islands to L1.S. taxation. 

Government and business representatives echoed the governor’s view 
that the ability of the Virgin Islands to attract businesses would be 

‘After 1985. corporatmns operarmg in the Vlrgm Islands could elect the semen 936 c’rxilc 
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severely harmed. Businesses had located in the Virgin Islands simply to 
take advantage of the preferential federal tax treatment, officials told 
us, and such businesses might move out and many jobs be lost. Some 
officials also speculated that businesses that remained would pass 
increased tax costs onto their customers. 

According to the Internal Revenue Bureau director, the area likely 
would have to establish its own income tax system to compensate for 
operating revenue lost to federal taxes. However, he did not speculate 
about possible tax rates or provide other insights about the design of 
such a system for the area. Furthermore, he told us, an income tax 
surcharge, allowed under 1976 legislation, would have limited feasibilit 
and cause problems for certain individuals. Among these would be new 
residents with much of their income generated outside the Virgin Islanc 
and residents with investment income. 

Extending federal income taxes would adversely affect the Virgin 
Islands’ fiscal autonomy, according to some Virgin Islands’ officials. 
Extending federal taxes would nullify the idea of Virgin Islands’ self- 
sufficiency, the governor’s Tax Task Force chairman told us. In additior 
to losing a large part of its operating budget, he said, the area would be 
unable to offer tax incentives to attract business investment, and woulc 
lose prospective and possibly established companies, as well as related 
jobs and job opportunities. Comments by the Internal Revenue Bureau 
director closely paralleled the Task Force chairman’s views. 

Guam Had federal income taxes been fully extended to Guam in tax year 1983 
the federal government would have gained an estimated $90.9 million. 
including $13.2 million from corporations and $77.7 million from indi- 
viduals. Like the Virgin Islands, Guam ‘mirrored” the U.S. Internal Re\ 
enue Code in 1983, with similar income adjustments, exemptions 
deductions, credits, and tax rates.9 Consequently, corporations and indi. 
viduals paid the same taxes to Guam as would have been paid to the 
federal government under full federal taxation, except as noted below. 

“Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Guam IS authorned to develop 1t.s own mcome tax IL~H’S 
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A major exception was that Guam rebated part of its income cases to 
certain corporations.‘,-’ Guam operates an incentive program to 
encourage economic development; qualifying corporations recei\.e such 
benefits as rebates of up to 100 percent of their area income taxes. To 
qualify, companies must meet general requirements such as increasing 
employment. replacing imports. and creating needed facilities. For tax 
year 1983. $3.3 million in area income tax rebates were paid or oived to 
corporations. 

LT.S. corporations operating in Guam are eligible for certain credits. 
Qualifying U.S. corporations operating in Guam may opt to claim the 
section 936 tax credit. For tax year 1983. 1T.S. corporations operating in 
Guam claimed about $1.7 million under this credit. Corporations that do 
not elect the credit may claim foreign tax credit against their federal tas 
liability for taxes paid to Guam. Data were not readily available on the 
amount of U.S. corporations’ foreign tax credit claimed for taxes paid to 
Guam for tax year 1983, but 22 U.S. corporations claimed about $2.5 
million in such credits for tax year 1982. 

Had federal income taxes totally replaced Guam’s income tax m 198:3. 
the effects on Guam’s government operations could have been severe. 
Guam collected $87.6 million for tax year 1983, including slightly o\‘er 
$25 million remitted by the federal government for withholdings on fed- 
eral employees who were Guam residents .I’ Income tax collections repre- 
sented 38 percent of Guam’s 1983 operating budget. Guam officials told 
us that, if this revenue were not recouped, government operations, 
including expenditures for education and infrastructure projects. lvould 
be negatively affected. 

Officials’ Views on Extending 
Taxes 

The Guam legislature’s vice speaker and the Planning Bureau director, 
along with business and academic representatives. told us that fully 
extending taxes would amount to “taxation without representation.” 

“‘While I[ allowed tax rebates by the Vugm Islands. the Internal Revenue Code m 1983 did nor +ec~i- 
ially allow Guam to rebate income taxes. However, m Ramsey v Chaco. 549 F ‘Id 1335 I 9th Clr 
1977. the L’S Court of Appeals for the Nmth CircLut held that the proks~ors of Guam law grantmu 
mcome tax rebates to ehgble investors are not violative of Guam’s Orga~c Act. smce the ~onymal 13~ 
waa unpliedly approved by the U S Cot-@-es as pronded for under section 19 oi the Orgaruc .\cr 

’ ’ Remittance of taxes withheld by the federal government to Guam was sizable III I983 becau-* 1 V. er 
10.000 actlveduty nulitary personnel and theu fanulies were stationed III Guam Under rhe Tu 
Reform Act of 1986. L1.S. agencies WIU not be requu-ed KI wnhhold C: S. mcome cakes for 1.’ 5 rmpl~l::~ 
ees UI the u~~lar areas of there IS an agreement that allows the Iymted States mstead to ~lthhoiil ~ca 
mcome taxes. (Such an agreement can-be made under title 3 of the I’ S Code I 
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Guam’s governor, revenue and taxation director, and business commu- 
nity generally favored “delinkage” from the federal tax system i which 
was approved by the Tax Reform Act of 1986). They expressed a desire 
for flexibility in establishing their own tax system, leading to more re\‘c 
nue stability and a more competitive stance with their Asian neighbors. 

Guam business leaders expressed less concern about the possibility of 
federal tax extension than did Puerto Rican or Virgin Islands business 
representatives. According to Chamber of Commerce officials, most 
companies were not profitable and thus would not pay U.S. taxes any- 
way. Chamber and other business officials also noted that the section 
936 tax credit had not been of major importance in Guam. But Guam 
business representatives expressed concern about the impact of such 
tax changes on the area’s ability to attract new businesses without bein 
able to offer income tax rebates. Our long-term estimate of federal 
income tax revenues assumes no change from estimated 1983 levels of 
corporate or personal tax revenues. 

Some business representatives said that. if Guam imposed an area 
income tax to compensate for lost operating revenue, the combined fed- 
eral and area taxes would have a severe impact. Imposition of such 
taxes, they said. could cause some businesses to fold. and others to 
increase prices on products and services. 

There were mixed views on the feasibility of making up lost revenue 
that would result from replacing area with federal taxes. According to 
the revenue and taxation director, some revenue could be made up 
through an area income tax. He added, however, that a tax saturation 
point would follow shortly because of Guam’s low per capita income. 
Also, Guam’s revenue might be increased by raising the area’s gross 
receipts tax, he said, but noted that the legislature had been adamant 
about not raising this tax. Several officials suggested that lost revenue 
could be recouped by having the federal government pay property cases 
or rent for the U.S. military’s use of Guam land and facilities. 

Imposing an area tax in addition to federal income taxes would be politi- 
cally infeasible, the revenue and taxation director and a Guam legislator 
told us, noting that the governor had tried unsuccessfully for 3 years to 
invoke a lo-percent income surtax. The surtax was proposed to reduce 
the island’s existing operating deficit. In addition, revenue bonds and 
spending cuts were seen as infeasible, as was asking the Congress for 
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more money during a period of budget cutting. The governor and legisla- 
ture members told us, however, that it should be the federal govern- 
ment’s responsibility to make up the lost revenue. 

American Samoa Had federal income taxes been fully extended co American Samoa in 
1983, the federal government would have gained an estimated % l-I.3 mil- 
lion. This estimated federal revenue increase includes % 10.6 million from 
corporate and $3.7 million from individual income taxes. In contrast. 
.tierican Samoa’s collections for tax year 1983 were $13.2 million, 
including $8.9 million from corporationsI? and $4.4 million from individ- 
uals. The difference between our federal revenue estimate and actual 
area collections stems from differences between the U.S. and American 
Samoa tax systems. 

Partial or full exemption of certain corporations’ income taxes under 
-tierican Samoa’s economic development program kept the area’s cor- 
porate income tax revenue for tax year 1983 about $1.8 million less than 
federal income tax revenue would have been. To qualify, corporations 
must attempt to employ American Samoa residents so that they com- 
prise at least 75 percent of a corporation’s work force. For tax year 
1983, four corporations received such tax exemptions. 

The area’s income tax collections from businesses also were less than 
federal tax revenues would have been because the area allowed invest- 
ment credits for business property. Further, area revenue would have 
been higher had the government not agreed with the tuna canneries- 
the area’s largest private sector employers -to exempt incorporated 
fishing vessels from area taxes on the vessels’ income from selling fish 
to the canneries. Data were not available to determine the amount of 
revenue lost to .+.merican Samoa from these special tax provisions. 

American Samoa collected about $663.000 more in personal income 
taxes for tax year 1983 than we estimate the federal government tvould 
have collected. The difference represented the absence of the earned 
income credit, the area’s minimum Z-percent personal income tax and 
special tax exemption for certain tuna boat workers, and the investment 
credit. 

Had the federal income tax totally replaced the American Samoa tax In 
1983, many area residents-particularly those no longer having to pay 

‘%etad does not add to total due to roundmg. 
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the minimum tax and those claiming the earned income credit-would 
have paid less income tax. On the other hand, tuna boat workers and 
those claiming investment credits would have paid more. 

Officials’ Views on I&tending 
TaXe!j 

According to American Samoa government and business officials. 
removal of the 936 tax credit and the area’s authority to grant income 
tax exemptions would have severe consequences. Testifying before the 
Congress in July 1986, the governor stated that “. . . To repeal the pre- 
sent system of ‘possessions’ taxation without the substitution of mean- 
ingful incentives . . . poses a threat that the [tuna] canneries will leave 
American Samoa.” 

American Samoa’s governor and business officials also told us that U.S. 
tax extension might cause the tuna canneries to leave, which in turn 
could have disastrous effects on the area’s economy. One-third of Aner- 
ican Samoa’s employment is dependent on the tuna industry. In addition 
to contributing the largest portion of the area’s revenue through taxes, 
they said, the canneries have a major effect on other businesses on the 
island, which might be lost if the canneries left. Cannery representative: 
told us that tax exemptions were the major reason for locating in Xmeri- 
can Samoa and loss of these incentives likely would cause them to leave 
the area. Lacking data to gauge these effects, we do not provide a long- 
term estimate of federal corporate or personal income tax revenues fron 
American Samoa. 

Federal income tax extension would cause American Samoa to become 
more fiscally dependent on the United States, which was counter to area 
aspirations, the governor told us. He said that American Samoa, to 
demonstrate it wanted to stand on its own rather than depend on the 
federal government, levied a poll tax before it adopted its current tas 
system. 

The lieutenant governor questioned the legality of extending taxes to 
American Samoa, noting that the area had less than full representation 
in the U.S. Congress. Also, the Samoan Affairs Office’s deputy secretary 
questioned the legality of the United States taxing Samoans, as they are 
not U.S. citizens. 

The area government took the initiative to develop its economy rather 
than relying on the United States to do so, the governor’s assistant for 
business and economic affairs told us. One tool used to attract outside 
investments. he pointed out, was the tax exemption American Samoa is 
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empowered to grant. If federal taxes were extended. they would lose 
this tool, he said, and thus have to rely more on the United States to 
develop their economy. 

It would be difficult to impose an area income tax to compensate for 
revenue lost to federal taxes, knerican Samoa government officials told 
us. The governor did not believe his government could cut spending, he 
said. because too many people would become jobless. Officials generally 
felt that the only practical alternative would be to request additional 
funding from the United States to help recoup lost revenues. 
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Extending federal welfare programs and income taxes to the insular 
areas are controversial issues. While extending programs would sharply 
increase funds available for the needy, extending taxes would boost fed 
eral and reduce area revenues. Area officials generally favored progran 
extension, especially SSI, although some officials in each area expressed 
reservations about extending some programs, especially title IV-E foster 
care. .4rea representatives almost unanimously opposed extension of 
US. taxes. 

Program extension would bring about an estimated federal funding 
increase of about % 1 billion and an estimated $90 million area cost 
decrease compared with 1984 levels. Fully extending the programs 
would allow for higher benefits, expanded services, and (except in Medi 
caid) more program participation. Also, many area residents, especially 
those in American Samoa, would receive benefits and services from 
some programs for the first time. Area officials’ views on these pro- 
grams were mixed, with the majority supporting extending most pro- 
grams for the potential benefits noted above. Concerns were expressed 
about cultural disruption, increased welfare dependency and work disin. 
centives, and potential alien immigration-which could increase the 
demand for welfare services and program costs. 

Our program estimates are based on conditions at the time of our review 
and program design changes envisioned by area policy makers at that 
time. To the extent these would change, our program cost estimates 
would change. For example, were areas to establish higher XFDC pay- 
ment standards than those identified during our review. .GDC costs 
would increase. Correspondingly, Medicaid costs would increase because 
the numbers of both “categorically needy” and “medically needy” 
eligibles would increase. Medicaid costs also would differ if areas elected 
program options causing their average benefit costs to be higher or 
lower than those of West Virginia-the state we used to estimate the 
areas’ Medicaid costs. Changes in areas’ economic conditions also might 
affect the demand for welfare services and, correspondingly, program 
costs. Finally, program costs might be affected by such legislative 
changes as the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. which will 
increase the number of aliens entitled to welfare benefits. 

Had federal income taxes been extended in 1983, U.S. revenues would 
have increased about $2.7 billion and area revenues decreased about 
$1.3 billion-assuming business activity levels remained unchanged. 
Annual federal revenues could decline over time to $2.1 billion or less, 
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primarily because some U.S. businesses would close, relocate. or down- 
size their operations. Nearly all officials with whom we spoke opposed 
federal income tax extension, noting the potential adverse effects on 
area economies and government finances. 

To the extent actual business activity in the areas differed from our 
assumptions, our estimates of tax revenue would change. Unemploy- 
ment and economic slowdown resulting from reduced business activity 
could further reduce federal revenues and increase the demand for wel- 
fare. Also, were the areas to impose area income taxes, ( 1) areas’ reve- 
nues would decrease to a lesser extent than we estimated and (2) 
estimated federal revenue would decrease to the extent such taxes were 
deductible in determining federal tax liability. Finally, federal tax reve- 
nue would be affected by such legislative changes as the Tax Reform 
Act of 1986. which (as expected) likely would increase corporate tax 
revenue and decrease personal tax revenue. 

While the short-term net effect of program and tax extension could be 
an estimated increase in federal revenues and decrease in combined area 
revenues, GAO advises caution in using the program and tax estimates- 
given their susceptibility to variation. Smaller net federal revenue 
increases would result, for example, should extending taxes cause more 
businesses to relocate (thus increasing unemployment) and welfare ser- 
vices to be in greater demand than we estimated. 

Matters for 
Congressional 
Consideration 

There are inherent uncertainties involved in predicting the effects of 
fully extending welfare programs to the areas. Thus, should the Con- 
gress endeavor to make changes in the programs. it may wish to con- 
sider extending one program at a time to an insular area or subarea on 
an experimental basis. Area views about the programs would be useful 
in selecting such experiments. This would allow an opportunity to deter- 
mine the actual cost effects and the nature and extent of other effects. 
Such an experiment-only one of several options (block grants, other 
specially tailored programs, waivers of program requirements, etc. .I 
available for serving the areas- could be done as part of proposed wel- 
fare reform legislation, if enacted. 

Similarly. should the Congress endeavor to make tax changes, it may 
wish to consider gradually increasing taxes-such as by partly reducing 
section 936 credits-to raise revenue to cover the cost of extending wel- 
fare programs. By so doing, taxes could be increased up to the cost of 
the programs, rather than totally eliminating tax incentives and ocher 
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special treatment and possibly jeopardizing the areas’ economies and 
operating revenues. In addition, should the Congress consider extending 
U.S. income taxes to area residents and corporations, it may wish to 
assess the propriety of such actions in view of the issues raised by area 
officials. 

Agency Comments We received comments from Puerto Rico’s governor, Senate president 
and resident commissioner; the Virgin Islands’ governor; Guam’s 
speaker of the Legislature; and American Samoa’s governor and Senate 
president. We also received comments from the Departments of Agricul- 
ture, Treasury. Interior, and HI-IS. Although we provided the opportunity 
to comment, we did not receive comments by the time of issuance from 
Puerto Rico’s House speaker, the Virgin Islands’ Senate president. 
Guam’s governor, or American Samoa’s House speaker. 

Puerto Rico The governor of Puerto Rico opposed our suggestion that the Congress 
may wish to consider gradually increasing taxes-such as by partly 
reducing section 936 credits- to raise revenue to cover the cost 
extending welfare programs. He observed that such “tinkering” . . .ch 
this highly successful tax provision or even creating uncertainty about 
its continuation, would shut off new investment and hasten the depar- 
ture of existing firms. He noted that any suggestion to amend section 
936 to raise revenues appeared inconsistent with the report’s assertions 
that federal tax benefits have been critical to Puerto Rico’s industrial 
development and are likely to remain a major inducement for foreign 
investment. 

We disagree that our suggestion is inconsistent with other report state- 
ments and note that the suggestion clearly is made within the contest 
that, should the Congress endeavor to extend taxes, it may wish to con- 
sider doing so in a gradual rather than complete manner. We are not 
advocating that the Congress extend either welfare programs or taxes. 
However, if the Congress endeavors to do so, this approach likely would 
affect the areas’ economies and operating revenues less adversely than, 
for example, would eliminating tax incentives for business altogether. 

The governor said that our revenue estimates from full tax extension 
are overstated. He noted that the estimates do not account for the 
effects of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFR~) of 1982. 
the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the tax effects of the potential migration of 
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businesses and jobs from the area, or Puerto Rico’s possible retention of 
area income taxes and their deductibility from federal tax liability. 

We disagree. The report specifically acknowledges the posstble effects of 
these and other matters on our estimates and otherwise qualifies the 
estimates as subject to variation and to be used with due care. For 
example, the report explains that data were insufficient to allow a pro- 
jection of the tax effects that potential job losses may have, but specifies 
that such effects may occur and thus should not be disregarded when 
using the estimates. Also. although critical of our tax revenue estimates. 
the governor provided no alternative estimates, or additional data or 
suitable methodological bases for adjusting or reexamining the 
estimates. 

The governor urged us to consider carefully the economic impact of 
repeal of section 936, as projected by ICF. Inc. In developing our esti- 
mates, we studied a number of reports on this issue. including Benefit- 
Cost Analysis of Section 936 and Data and Assumptions Used. Benefit- 
Cost Analysis of Section 936-both issued by ICF in September 1985. 
Although our methodology was somewhat similar to ICF’s in e?lmacing 
the number of firms, by industry, that would relocate outside k &erto 
Rico and the effect on federal tax revenues under full tazu e?hension, the 
ICF methodology was not suitable for our study for a number of rea- 
sons. ICF assumed that some income from intangible assets would be 
sheltered from taxation, while we assumed, under repeal of section 936, 
full taxation of such income no matter where firms may relocate. More- 
over, while ICF provides several alternative estimates and assigns 
probabilities to their occurrence, we found little in the reports to vali- 
date the probabihties assigned to each estimate. 

The governor also said that, contrary to report statements. Puerto Rico’s 
political relationship to the United States is not uncertain and, in fact, 
has been resolved by the courts. He cited several court cases that have 
held that Puerto Rico is not a “territory” and thus not subject to Con- 
gress’ plenary powers. We note, however, that other court cases have 
held that Puerto Rico’s status is that of a “territory.” Although the 
majority of the cases that have mentioned the issue support the position 
that Puerto Rico’s political status has changed, that status has not been 
precisely defined. Moreover, no case has decided whether the Lrnited 
States can unilaterally alter the US-Puerto Rico tax relationship. Given 
these conflicting court opinions, we believe the issue has not been fully 
resolved. 
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Regarding program extension. the governor said that existing federal 
assistance does not satisfy the most basic needs of Puerto Ricans. noclr 
chat area residents who would be eligible for SSI now receive $32 of 
monthly assistance compared with $3 14 in the LTnited States. The go\+ 
nor said that the amount of federal assistance for Puerto Ricans shoulc 
be driven by need, just as for other U.S. citizens. The governor’s views 
on this matter were incorporated in the report (see p. 3.5) along with 
those of other area policy makers. 

The president of the heK0 Rico Senate. noting the extreme sensitivic). 
of the report’s subject, said he opposed the report because it addressed 
an issue that their administration was not currently pursuing and camt 
at a time when the area was trying to rehabilitate its economy and buil, 
unity among the area residents. Both he and the governor said that the 
prospective changes would have a disastrous impact on their economy. 
noting closed manufacturing plants. stifled industrial growth, increase< 
unemployment and welfare dependence, migration to the United States 
reduced capital, increased interest rates, and reduced government ser- 
vices -paKly resulting from the area’s inability to make up lost re\-e- 
nue. The qJOK discusses area officials’ views on many of these matter? 

The president’s concerns were highlighted in an economic analysis of 
our report that he provided, An Analysis Of the General Accounting 
Office Report On ‘Welfare and Taxes: Extending Benefits and Taxes To 
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Guam and American Samoa’ ! Rel.ised I. The 
analysis, which repoKedly was done using the h?KO Rico Senate’s 
econometric model. narratively suggested-that the adverse impact of 
fully extending income taxes and programs would be greater than we 
reported. For example, the consequent demand for welfare services 
would increase beyond our program cost estimates. The analysis also 
noted that our report did not explain fully our methodology for the long 
term tax revenue estimate and that their evidence pointed to a radical 
change in the economy. 

We recognize that fully extending U.S. income taxes may cause certain 
economic impacts as well as an increased demand for welfare, but again 
we point out in this report that available data were insufficient to prop- 
erly gage or quantify these possible effects. In this respect. once again 
neither the Senate president’s nor the governor’s comments provided 
sufficient information about the methodology and assumptions upon 
which their conclusions were based. Our methodology and each of rhe 
assumptions upon which our estimates are based are more fuller dis- 
cussed on pages 2 1 and l-43- 1-N. 
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Although we did not request his comments, Puerto Rico’s resident com- 
missioner also provided comments on the draft report. He criticized our 
review because it did not address the effects of extending all programs 
and did not adequately address the effects of e-xtending thentire fed- 
eral fiscal system to Puerto Rico. As requested. our study’s design and 
scope were limited to projecting the effects of six federal programs and 
income taxes to the areas. The resident commissioner also obsen-ed that 
the data in the report were outdated. The data we reported, however. 
were the most recent available at the time of our work. 

Several of his concerns appear to relate to the combined effects of pro- 
gram and tax changes. Specifically, he raised questions about the impact 
on Puerto Rico’s debt as a result of losing local fiscal autonomy as com- 
pensation for equal treatment under federal programs. Similarly, he 
raised questions about the effects of eliminating section 936 of the U.S. 
tax code, in view of the uncertainty of whether Congress would enact 
“advantages” (presumably fully extended programs) as compensation 
for the negative impact of the tax changes on Puerto Rico. The report 
was not intended, however, to project the combined effects of program 
and tax changes, and we advise caution in using the interdependent esti- 
mates or netting the effects because the individual cost and revenue 
estimates are subject to variation. 

Virgin Islands The Virgin Islands’ governor emphasized his vehement opposition to 
“tax retention” by the United States due to its potentially devastating 
effects-lost operating revenue, increased unemployment, and welfare 
participation. He also questioned the propriety and equity of the Lynited 
States unilaterally taxing the Virgin Islands. especially when residents 
have no effective way to influence U.S. tax or other policy because they 
have no vote. Such taxation without voting representation, he pointed 
out, is not only wrong, but is as repugnant as it was “to the drafters of 
the Declaration of Independence.” 

Guam The speaker of Guam’s legislature noted that U.S. income tax extension 
would have disastrous effects and create tremendous social trauma and 
characterized such a prospect as “taxation without representation.” 
Also, he expressed concern that Guam’s unique situation was not 
emphasized. While noting that changes in the area by federal initiatives 
such as improvements to the area’s infrastructure and health and educa- 
tion programs had helped Guam, he asserted that U.S. contributions had 
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been sporadic and piecemeal. He reiterated Guam’s desire for full exter 
sion of all six programs, including SSSI, which already is available in the 
neighboring Northern Mariana Islands. But he noted that Guam’s cur- 
rent need for federal assistance stems from earlier federal policies 
rather than the island’s remote location and unique character. Specifi- 
cally, federal trade legislation and military land use caused the area ro 
change from an agrarian to a monetary economy. he said, inhibiting 
growth, self-sufficiency, and independence. 

While some of these issues were beyond the scope of our work, we 
included additional information in our report (see p. 12) to place Guam 
unique historical and economic development in better perspective. 

American Samoa American Samoa’s governor and the president of its Senate reempha- 
sized the area’s opposition to program extension because of the potent1 
adverse effects on their culture and tradition, increased welfare depen- 
dency, and work disincentives. Both said that benefits might be out- 
weighed by the social costs. However, the governor expressed .Unericar 
Samoa’s continuing need for services provided by Sledicaid in its currer 
form to preclude welfare stigma and the administrative burden of full!, 
extended Medicaid. But he suggested increasing the existing funding 
ceiling, saying that the preponderance of evidence justified its remo\‘al. 
The report discusses the various area officials’ views on these matters. 

Both the governor and the president obsemed that a proportion of 
American Samoa’s residents are aliens. The governor. noting existmg 
economic and social hardships associated with these aliens. expressed 
concern that more aliens might migrate to the area to take advantage of 
fully extended welfare programs. But because alien residents might not 
qualify for the programs, the Senate president said, the program cost 
and participation estimates might be too high. 

Our report points out that we could not estimate. nor did the goi’ernor o 
president, the number of aliens that might migrate to the area. Also. it i: 
uncertain how many of such aliens’ immigration status would make 
them eligible for welfare benefits. Moreover, the Immigration Reform 
and Control Act of 1986 could affect aliens’ eligibility for the programs. 
and the Act’s applicability to American Samoa currently is uncertam. 
Thus, as the report points out, we were unable to adjust our program 
cost estimates to account for possible increased alien migration to the 
area. 
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Also, the president said, American Samoa’s “extended family culture” 
might create a situation where federal programs easily could be abused. 
For example, persons could easily claim numerous dependent children. 
absent spouses, and lack of household income, he suggested. Our data 
were insufficient to adjust our estimates for these situations. 

Fully extending U.S. income taxes would be disastrous, both the Ameri- 
can Samoa governor and Senate president reiterated, especially if the 
tuna canneries relocated off the island. The governor said that area rev- 
enue, which had changed over the last few years due to tax law changes, 
would decline, undermining the area’s chances for self-sufficiency, as 
would business activity, and unemployment would increase. Ultimately, 
he noted, the expected federal revenue would not increase. Instead of 
extending taxes, which might drive away businesses, the Senate presi- 
dent said, the area needed additional incentives to attract business and 
stimulate economic growth. Our report discusses the various area offi- 
cial’s views on these matters. 

Federal Agencies’ 
Comments 

According to the Department of Agriculture, our report did not show the 
significance of Food Stamps in the areas and the counterpart Sutrition 
&sistance Program in Puerto Rico-which are an indication of the fed- 
eral commitment to the areas. While we did not analyze the comparative 
significance of the programs in our report, we did show the actual and 
estimated expenditures and participation rates for each program in each 
area. Food Stamps and Puerto Rico’s counterpart program were clearly 
the largest programs. We believe that comparison of these figures in 
table 1.1, which shows such selected characteristics as the areas’ popu- 
lations, places the significance of the programs in perspective. 

The Treasury, in addition to providing technical comments, said that our 
long-term estimate of the revenue effects of tax extension was highly 
speculative and thus should be qualified and deemphasized. We believe 
the report properly characterizes the estimates, but did revise appendix 
V (see pp. 143-144) to explain more fully the basis for our long-term 
estimates. We also believe it is important for the Congress to understand 
that increased tax revenues-estimated at $2.7 billion for all four areas 
for 1983-likely would be much smaller over the long term, after busi- 
nesses and the areas had time to fully react to such changes. 

Also, Treasury said our reference to “tax year 1983” is not clear and 
that corporate tax data used in the report do not reflect the effects of 
TEFRA. We have defined more clearly “tax year 1983” (see p. 2 1 J. Our 
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estimates largely retlect post-TEFFLA tax data and we could identify no 
methodological basis for acijusting the relatively small portion of our 
data that were pre-Em. Thus, we added a qualifying statement to inc 
cate our estimates may be over- or under-stated depending on TEFRA’S 
effects. Treasury also obsemed that the significance of intangibles 
might be understated (see p. 143). and that our report did not consider 
the tax cost of transferring intangibles outside the United States. Lnde 
fully e.xtended taxes, however, there would be no tax effect from trans 
ferring intangibles because section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code- 
which currently allows special treatment for intangibles-would be 
eliminated. Treasury also said the report did not clearly indicate whJ 
we assumed area income taxes would be replaced by federal taxes and 
questioned our use of the 2.35 indirect employment “multiplier” for set 
tion 936 credits in Puerto Rico. We clarified our rationale for not 
attempting to adjust our tax revenue estimates to reflect the possible 
continuation or establishment of area income taxes (see p. 2 1). and 
deleted our reference to that particular indirect employment “multi- 
plier” effect. 

Interior said it adamantly opposed fully extending additional programs 
or income taxes to the areas, citing the Department’s objectives of pro- 
moting self-government and self-determination by the areas’ residents. 
Interior suggested that areas would have difficulty meeting matching 
requirements; the bureaucracy to administer them would bankrupt the 
islands fiscally and morally; and area cultures would be adverse11 
affected. We agree that these are all matters the Congress likely will 
have to weigh should it endeavor to extend programs and taxes. As dis- 
cussed in the report, however, most area officials expressed to us a 
desire and need for additional, fully e.xtended programs. 

Noting that the report was a fair and accurate description of the DepaK 
ment’s area programs, HHS’ comments, for the most part, were technical. 
We did change the matters for congressional consideration (see pp. 73- 
74) to suggest that extending programs on an experimental basis could 
be done as part of proposed welfare reform legislation. if enacted. and 
noted such an approach is only one of several options for serving the 
areas’ programmatic needs. 
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Descriptions of Six Federal Welfare Program 
Reviewed and Area Counterparts 

The six welfare programs covered by our review and theu- area counter 
parts as they operate in Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands. Guam. and 
American Samoa are described in this appendix. Each program descrip- 
tion includes its legislative authority, eligibility requirements. benefits. 
and funding arrangements. Selected program statistics are presented at 
the end of the appendix. 

Supplemental Security SSI is a nationwide, federally funded and administered program through 

Income 
which income assistance is provided to persons who are age 65 or older 
or blind or disabled and whose income and resources are below specifiee 
levels. Cash payments are made directly to program participants. ivith 
no restrictions on how the funds may be used. SSI is available in the .3(! 
states, the District of Columbia, and the Northern Mariana Islands. SSI 
replaced federal.‘state programs--adult assistance programs through 
which cash assistance was provided to needy aged, blind. or disabled 
persons; these programs still exist in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands. am 
Guam. Neither SSI nor adult assistance programs are available in Amen- 
can Samoa. 

Authority SSI was established in 1972 under Public Law 92-603 and become effec- 
tive Januaq 1, 1971, as title XVI of the Social Security Act, as amended 

Eligibility Requirements 
and Benefits 

Program eligibility and benefits are based on federally established phi-s- 
ical and financial criteria. To qualify, a person must have attained age 
65; be blind-have 30/200 vision or less in the better eye, with a correc- 
tive lens; or be disabled-unable to engage in substantial gainful actlv- 
ity due to a medically determined physical or mental impairment 
expected to result in death or that has lasted or is expected to last con- 
tinuously for 12 months. In addition, the individual must be a resident 
of the United States and a citizen or alien lawfully admitted for perma- 
nent residence in the United States or under certain other conditions. 

The amount of income an individual may receive and be eligible for SI 
benefits depends upon the person’s marital status and type of income, ;F‘ 
well as living arrangements. Income of an ineligible spouse living with 
an adult SSI applicant or recipient or the parents of a disabled or blind 
child under age 18 is generally deemed available to the applicant or 
recipient. after excluding funds needed for other household members. 
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When determining benefits, certain income is disregarded, including but 
not limited to 

l needs-based payments made by a state or one of its political 
subdivisions; 

l 6240 of any income, ocher than needs-based income; 
. infrequent or irregular unearned and earned income totaling less than 

$20 and $10 per month, respectively; 
. in the case of a blind person under age 65, $780 annually of earned 

income, plus half the balance, up to the maximum benefit, plus expenses 
related to earning the income and the cost of fulfilling a plan to achieve 
self-support; 

. in the case of a disabled person under age 65, $780 annually of earned 
income, certain expenses related to earning the income, half the balance 
not already disregarded, and the costs of fulfilling a plan to achieve self- 
support; 

l foster care payments for a noneligible child placed in the home by a pub- 
lic or nonprofit agency; and 

. one-third of the child support payment from an absent parent. 

For 1984. the maximum monthly benefit levels for persons living in 
their own household were $3 14 for an individual and $472 for a couple. 
Assuming a $240 disregard, the maximum annual income in 1984 for S[ 
was $4,008 for an individual and $5.904 for a couple, respectively. if 
receiving only social security, and $8,556 and $12,348 for individuals 
and couples, respectively, if receiving earned income. 

In 1984, if an individual lived with an essential person-generally one 
whose needs were considered in qualifying for former adult assistance 
program payments but who was not eligible for .%I, such as an ineligible 
spouse-an additional $157 per month was allowed. On the other hand, 
if the participant lived in another person’s home and received such in- 
kind assistance as room and board. the participant’s benefits were 
reduced by one-third. If the participant was institutionalized in a facility 
for which Medicaid pays most of the bill, hisiher benefits were limited 
to $300 per year, or $600 if both husband and wife were eligible and 
residing in such a facility. Finally. persons in public institutions, except 
publicly operated community residences with fewer than 16 people. or 
temporary residents in a public emergency shelter generally were ineli- 
gible for SI. 

.L\dditionally. individuals and couples must meet resource criteria. In 
1984. an individual with an eligible spouse or liLTing with an ineligible 
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spouse could qualify for SSI if, after excluding specified assets, his her 
resources were no more than $2.250. For an individual without a 
spouse, the countable resources were limited to $1,500. The following 
are examples of assets excluded from resources in determining these 
limits: 

The home and attached land; 
Household goods and personal effects, with equity values not in exces? 
of $2,000 (established by HHS); 

Art automobile, regardless of value, if necessary for employment or rnc 
ical treatment or if modified for use by a handicapped person; if none 1 
these “use” exclusions apply, the first $4.500 in market value for one 
automobile (established by HHS); 

Burial space; 
Life insurance, with a face value not in excess of $1,500; 
Up to $1.500 of certain burial funds (the amount is reduced for up to 
% 1,500 face value of any life insurance excluded from resources): 
Up to $6,000 equity in property essential to being self-supporting pro- 
vided it returned at least 6 percent annually of the amount excluded; 
and 
Resources (for up to 48 months) of blind or disabled persons set aside 
under a plan to achieve self-support. 

Certain individuals are deemed to meet income or resource require- 
ments. Resources of persons who received adult assistance for Decembl 
1973 and who have continued to reside in the state and have been con- 
tinuously eligible for SSI are deemed within SSI requirements if they do 
not exceed the limit imposed by the adult assistance state plan in effect 
on October 1972. Similarly, anyone who received adult assistance and 
continued to meet the program requirements shall have disregarded the 
greater of ( 1) the allowable income disregards under SSI or ( 2) the for- 
mer adult assistance program. 

In 1984, average individual monthly benefit levels for the aged. blind. 
and disabled were $143, $224, and $230, respectively. For couples. ave 
age monthly benefits were $222, $304, and $272, respectively. 

Funding Arrangements SSI, which is loo-percent federally funded, is an open-ended authoriza- 
tion for appropriations- it has no federal funding limit. 
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Adult Assistance 
Programs 

Adult assistance programs are formula gram.9 through which cash 
assistance is provided to needy aged, blind, or disabled individuals. 
Adult assistance programs are jointly funded by the federal and area 
governments and administered by the areas. Each area establishes its 
eligibility criteria and benefit levels within the limits of federal law and 
regulations and in accordance with a plan approved by HHS. 

Authority Adult assistance programs are authorized by different titles of the 
Social Security Act, as follows: 

l Old Age Assistance - title I (42 USC. 301, note), 
l Aid to the Blind - title X (42 U.S.C. 1201, note), 
. Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled - title XIV (42 USC. 1351, 

note), and 
l Aid to the Aged, Blind or Disabled - title XVI (42 U.S.C. 1381, note).? 

Guam and the Virgin Islands operate separate programs for each needy 
group. Puerto Rico operates the combined Aid to the Aged, Blind. or Dis- 
abled Program. 

Eligibility Requirements To receive federal funds, areas are required to have adult assistance 
plans, approved by HHS, which meet federal requirements set forth in 
applicable federal law and regulations. For example, the areas’ plans 
must assure that adult assistance beneficiaries meet physical and finan- 
cial requirements. However, the areas have great flexibility in designing 
their programs. 

Federal law requires that adult assistance recipients meet physical crite- 
ria similar to ssfs-be 65 years old, blind, or disabled. Blindness and 
disability are not defied, but federal regulations require the insular 
area plans to define them and recommend definitions. 

The federal government prescribes overall requirements, but the areas 
establish specific income and resource eligibility requirements and bene- 
fit levels. The federal government requires the areas to consider all 

‘Formula grant funds are generally allocated according co a distnbution formula prescribed by law t)r 
IPgUltiOtL9. 

?itle XVI of the Social Security Act as it existed pnor to 1972 authorized stateS and certam I.’ S 
insular areas to cow&date trtlea I. X. and m programs into one-the Aid to the Aged. Bhnd. or 
Disabled Program. 
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income and resources in determining eligibility, and sets forth the fol- 
lowing parameters for income disregards: 

l Old Age Assistance - Up to $7.50 per month of any income may be disr 
garded. The first $20 plus half the remainder of the first $80 per mom 
of earned income may be disregarded. 

l Aid to the Blind - The first $85 per month plus half the remainder of a 
earned income shall be disregarded. Income and resources related to 
achieving a plan of self-support must be disregarded for up to 12 
months and may be disregarded for up to 36 months. The first $7.50 p 
month of any income may be disregarded also. 

l Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled - The first $7.50 per mon 
of any income, the first $20 plus half the balance of the first $80 per 
month of earned income, and income and resources related to fulfillirq 
self-support plan for up to 36 months may be disregarded. 

Allowable disregards differ among the three areas. With respect to the 
aged program in 1984, all three areas allowed the $20 disregard per 
month, plus half the remainder of the first $80 of earned income; only 
the Virgin Islands allowed an additional $5 disregard. For the blind, all 
three areas disregarded the first $86 of earned income, plus half the 
excess up to the maximum benefit; Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands 
disregarded income and resources needed to fulfill self-support plans, 1 
to 36 and 24 months, respectively; and the Virgin Islands allowed an 
additional $5 disregard. All three areas’ disabled disregards were the 
same as their aged disregards, except the Virgin Islands disregarded 
income and resources needed to fulfill a self-support plan for the dis- 
abled for up co 36 months. 

Through federal regulations, HHS sets forth basic resource parameters. 
The potential participant’s home, automobile. personal effects. and 
income-producing property may be excluded when determining compli 
ante with resource limitations. Excluding those items, the amount of 
assets can be no more than $2,000 per individual. 

Resource limits varied for the areas in 1984. Puerto Rico allowed cash 
assets up to $2,000 per individual, in addition to the home. home fur- 
nishings, personal effects, livestock, and poultry used by the family. a 
car, and income-producing property. The Virgin Islands allowed assets 
up to $500 for an individual or $1,000 for two or more persons. plus a 
life insurance policy with a face value up to $500, a home, household 
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furnishings, clothes, a car, personal effects, and “reasonable” income- 
producing property. In addition to a home, personal effects, and 
nonincome-producing property, Guam allowed assets up to $1,000 per 
household. 

Benefits Federal regulations require the establishment of a need and payment 
standard. A need standard is the am’- nt of funds needed to meet daily 
living requirements. A payment stan .drd is the percentage (up to 100 
percent) of the need standard the area will pay. Each area establishes 
its own eligibility/benefit level. 

In 1984, the basic monthly individual need standards for Puerto Rico, 
the Virgin Islands, and Guam was $64, $100, and $60 respectively. 
(Unlike SSI, adult assistance programs view persons individually, not as 
couples. Two qualified persons living together-married or not-would 
be eligible to receive double the areas’ individual payment standards.) 

In addition, each area provided funds for special needs, which they 
define. Puerto Rico paid 50 percent of its recipients’ shelter costs. Guam 
provided up to $86 per month for such special needs as shelter and utili- 
ties. The Virgin Islands provided up to $75 per month for such special 
needs as nursing care, and home repairs. 

Each area had a different payment standard. Puerto Rico paid 50 per- 
cent of its need standard; the Virgin Islands, 82 percent; and Guam. 100 
percent. 

Funding Arrangements The areas’ adult assistance federal financial participation rates were 75 
percent for benefits and training and 50 percent for other administra- 
tive costs. Federal funding for each area’s combined expenditures for 
adult assistance, AFDC, and title IV-E foster care was capped. 

Dependent Children 
WDC) 

Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam through which cash payments are 
provided for needy children (and their caretaker relatives) who are 
deprived of parental support. It is administered by each state and area 
in accordance with a plan approved by HHS. .WDC is not extended to 
American Samoa. 
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Authority AFDC is authorized as title IV-A of the Social Security Act, as amended. 
(42 USC. 601) 

Eligibility Requirements States and areas define need, establish income and resource require- 
ments, and set benefit levels within federal limits. 

AFDC assistance is provided to needy children, generally under 18, 
deprived of support because of their parents’ continued absence from 
home, incapacity, death, or-at state and area option-unemployment 
of the principal wage earner. 

Generally, all persons 16 years of age or older who are receiving or 
applying for AFDC must register for work and training. However, the;) 
may be exempt from this requirement due to illness, incapacity, 
advanced age, full-time student status, remoteness from a “work incen- 
tive” program site, need to care for an ill or incapacitated member of th 
household, working at least 30 hours per week, or need to care for a 
child under 6 years of age. (In a two-parent family, one parent is exemp 
if the second parent is registered for work.) AFDC mothers must give up 
child support rights to the state or area. 

States and areas may opt to provide assistance to (1) two-parent fami- 
lies in which the primary wage earner is unemployed, (2) certain 
pregnant women during their last 4 months of pregnancy, and (3) 18- 
year-old children who are full-time students in a secondary or technical 
school and may reasonably be expected to complete the program before 
reaching age 19. Additionally, emergency services may be funded. and 
coverage may be extended to “essential persons” -individuals deter- 
mined essential to a recipient’s well-being. The areas’ coverage of these 
groups varies, as table I. 1 indicates. 

Tablo 1.1: Coverage of Solocted AFDC 
Optlonr by Puerto Rico, the Virgin 
Ialandr, and Quam ( 1984) 

Optlon 
Serve families with unemployed person 
Serve pregnant women with no other children 

Area 
Virgin 

Puerto Rico Islands Guan 
No No YeI 
No No iet 

Serve l&year-old students No 
Provide “emergency services’ Yes 
Cover persons essential to reclplents’ well- betng Yes 

Yes 
‘fees 
No 

Yee! 
NC 
iet 
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Generally, the gross income of any child or relative claiming AFDC, 
including certain income of stepparents and the income of an alien’s 
sponsor, deemed available to the applicant, must be below 185 percent 
of the applicable need standard3 established by the state or area in 
which the applicant resides. Additionally, countable income-gross 
income minus disregards for earned and unearned income-must be 
below the applicable need standard. Some federally mandated income 
disregards in 1984 included 

l earned income of AFDC recipient children who were full-time students or 
part-time students who did not work full time, 

. the first $75 of monthly earned income of any child or relative applying 
for or receiving .Wx. 

l certain child and dependent care costs up to $160 per month per child or 
incapacitated person 

. the first $30 of earned income not already deducted plus one-third of 
the balance up to the maximum time allowed, and 

. the first $50 per month in any child support payments. 

States also have the option to disregard certain other income of a depen- 
dent child, including up to 6 months of income from the Job Training 
Partnership Act.’ 

In addition to income criteria, AFDC applicants must meet resource 
requirements. The value of resources is limited to $1.000. excluding ( 1 j 
a home, (2) an automobile with equity value up to $1,500. and (3) burial 
plots and funeral agreements valued up to $1,500 per person. 

Benefits Cash payments generally are provided for families whose countable 
income is less than the payment standard.5 In 1984. 17 states (plus 
Guam) had payment standards equal to their need standard for various 
size families; thus, payments to eligible families amounted to the differ- 
ence between countable income and the need standard. In three other 

JNeed standard is the money amount a state or area determmes B essential to purchase basic con- 
sumption stems. The standard 19 related to the number of persons m the assistance unx. 

‘The Job Trahng Partner&up Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-300) provides formula grants for lob v;i1ll- 
mg and related assistance to economically disadvantaged mdi\?duals and others who face s~gn~ficanr 
employment barriers 

“Payment standard is the maximum amount a state will provide to a fanuly of a gven size with no 
cxxntable mcome and from which the state subtracts mcome to determine the family palmem. I[ may 
be equal to or less than 100 percent of the need standard. 
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states, such payments were made to smaller size families but bvere 
reduced for larger families. In the remaining 30 states (plus the Distri 
of Columbia, Puerto Rico. and the Virgin Islands). payments to all sizt: 
families were less than full needs minus countable income. because th 
payment standard was less than the need standard. Table I.2 shows 
applicable standards for the areas. 

Table 1.2: AFDC Need and Payment 
Standarda for Puerto Rico, the Virgin 
Islands, and Guam I, 1964! Number of 

children nlur Puerto Rico 
Areaa’ 

Virain Islands Guam 
caretakdr Need 
1 $112 

2 160 
3 208 

Payment Need 
$56 $154 

80 209 
104 263 

Payment Need Payrf 
$126 $120 

171 165 
215 210 

%erlo RICO also pays % percent of the rectplent s Wetter costs Guam prowaes LID to $135 per -: 
for suct~ special needs as Welter and utMes The Vlrgtn lsianas provides up ta 875 per montn f.Jr 5 _ 
speclat needs as nursing care ana nome repalrs 

Funding Arrangements Federal AFDC funding for states is open-ended, while federal funding i! 
capped for areas’ combined AFDC, adult assistance, and title II--E foste 
care expenditures. 

States and areas may request federal reimbursement using a prescribe 
formula or the federal financial participation rates for Medicaid. Cur- 
rently, all’states use the Medicaid rate, which may legally range from 
to 83 percent, depending on per capita income. For AFDC reimbursemen 
purposes, the areas’ Medicaid rate is set by federal law at 75 percent. 
The reimbursement rates for state and area administrative costs is .X 
percent, except for planning, design development, and installation of 
certain mechanized claims processing and information retrieval systerr 
which are shared at 90 percent. 

Medicaid The Medicaid program is a formula grant available to the 50 states. tht 
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands. Guam. American 
Samoa, and the Northern Mariana Islands. Funds are provided for med 
cal assistance to low-income persons who are aged. blind, disabled. or 
members of families with dependent children. The program is essen- 
tially designed and administered by the states and areas, within federa 
limits and in accordance with plans approved by HHS. 
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Authority Medicaid was enacted in 1965 (.Public Law 89-97) as title XIX of the 
Social Security Act, as amended (42 L’SC. 1396). 

Eligibility Requirements States and areas must serve the categorically needy, including ( 1 I recipi- 
ents of cash under adult assistance, SSI. mandatory ssi supplements, and 
AFDC and (2) individuals receiving foster care under title IV-E. 

In addition they may serve individuals who meet the requirements to 
receive cash assistance, but do not receive cash. Also, services may be 
provided to persons who are aged, blind, disabled, dependent children. 
caretaker relatives of dependent children, persons essential to ~SI recipi- 
ents, or certain pregnant women and whose income and resources are 
insufficient to meet medical costs. This last group-the “medically 
needy” -generally (but not in the areas) may not have gross income in 
excess of 133-l :3 percent of the state’s AFDC payment standard for a 
family of the same size. 

Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam havPe opted to seme 

l persons eligible for but not receiving adult assistance or AFDC: 
l persons in a medical facility who, if they left the facility, would be eligi- 

ble for cash assistance: 
l the spouse of an adult assistance recipient who is living with the recipi- 

ent and determined to be essential to the recipient’s well-being: 
l all individuals. under age 2 1 who would be eligible for AFDC except that 

they ao not qualify as dependent children: and 
. individuals who would be eligible for adult assistance or AFDC if the 

areas’ coverage were as broad as allowed under the federal law. includ- 
ing families with unemployed parents. 

Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands also serve certain “medically needy” 
individuals who, except for income limits, would be eligible as cash 
assistance recipients or under one of the above optional groups. How- 
ever. such coverage is limited to ( 1) pregnant women. (2) individuals 
under 21, (3) caretaker relatives, (4) the aged, (5) the blind. (6) the dis- 
abled, and (7) eligible spouses of aged, blind. or disabled individuals. 
Guam stopped serving the “medically needy” in January 1985. 

Unlike states, areas are exempt from the requirement that the incomes 
of the “medically needy” be under 133~I;3 percent of the applicable AFDC 
payment standard for a family of the same size. Historically, the areas 
also have been exempt from the requirement chat beneficiaries be given 
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a freedom of choice of service providers-a requirement for all states 
until 1982. 

A brief description of each of the three areas’ income and resource crirt 
ria for the “medically needy” follows. 

l Puerto Rico - The 1984 income limits for the “medically needy”--S3.75 
for one person and $4.800 for two, plus $900 for each additional per- 
son- was substantially above the area’s $384 annual AFDC payment 
standard per individual. The area’s resource limit for “medically need] 
individuals was $500, plus $100 for each member of the household. 
Exempted resources included the family’s home, personal property, ant 
income-producing real estate and other real property with a value up tc 
$10,000. In addition, $500 for education, investment, or business could 
be exempted for a period of 12 months. 

. Virgin Islands - The Virgin Islands’ “medically needy” income limit- 
$3,000 for one person, plus $500 for each additional person-was sub- 
stantially higher than its annual % 1,515 MDC payment standard. X 
“medically needy” person could not have resources exceeding $1.500, 
plus $100 for each additional family member. (Real property ocher thar 
a home and rental property in excess of $10,000 was considered a 
resource.) 

. Guam - Although the income limits for the “medically needy” (until 
Guam discontinued its “medically needy” program) were the same as 
those for the adult assistance and AFDC programs, the limits on assets 
were different. Excluding a home, one vehicle, and basic essential items 
for day-today living, limits on assets were $1,200 for one person: 3 15iJ 
for a family of two persons, plus $150 for each additional person up to 
seven; and $2,500 for a family of eight, plus $150 for each additional 
person. 

Benefits Benefits are provided in the form of medical services. At minimum, the 
following services must be provided to the individuals required to be 
SeI-Ved: 

. Inpatient hospital services; 
l Outpatient hospital services; 
. Rural health clinic services, consistent with local law; 
. Laboratory and X-ray services; 
. Skilled nursing facility services for individuals over age 21; 
. Home health services for those entitled to skilled nursing care: 
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l Early and periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment for individuals 
under age 2 1; 

l Family planning services and supplies; 
. Physicians’ services: and 
l Services of nurse-midwives, consistent with local laws. 

The areas provide most mandatory services to Medicaid eligibles. How- 
ever, Puerto Rico offers family planning services, limited skilled nursing 
facility services, and early and periodic screening and diagnosis sewices 
without claiming Medicaid federal financial participation. According to 
area officials, the Virgin Islands have no skilled nursing facilities: such 
services are provided to Medicaid eligibles in the hospital without claim- 
ing federal Medicaid reimbursement. 

At state and area option, other services may be provided, including pre- 
scribed drugs, intermediate care facility services, eyeglasses, dental ser- 
vices, and inpatient psychiatric care for individuals under age 2 1 or 
over age 65. 

States and areas may establish limits on the amount of medical care pro- 
vided. For example, states may limit the number of days of covered hos- 
pital care or the number of physicians’ visits covered by Medicaid. They 
also establish the payment level for services, such as payments for phy- 
sicians’ visits or skilled nursing care. 

Funding Arrangements Federal funding for the Medicaid program in the states is open-ended; it 
is capped in the areas. The federal financial participation rate for states’ 
Medicaid benefits (except family planning, which is reimbursed at 90 
percent) is based on a formula taking into account the state’s per capua 
income, with limits that may be no lower than 50 percent and no higher 
than 83 percent. The rate for areas is set by federal law at 50 percent, 
up to the funding cap. The sharing rates for administrative expenses are 
75 percent for training, conducting utilization review, and operating 
mechanized claims processing, information retrieval, fraud control, and 
hospital costs-determination systems: 90 percent for establishing the 
mechanized claims processing and fraud control systems; and 50 percent 
for the remaining administrative costs. 

The secretary of HHS may waive all requirements for American Samoa’s 
Medicaid program except those that require funds be spent on allowable 
medical services, impose a ceiling on available federal funds, and limit 
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the reimbursement rate. Under a unique program established under this 
authority in American Samoa. individuals do not have to meet income 
and resource criteria to qualify for Medicaid. Instead, all American 
Samoans receive medical services from the area’s public health semice 
providers at little or no charge. Medicaid reimbursement is based on an 
annual estimate of the number of American Samoa residents presumed 
eligible for Medicaid benefits- the number of persons who fall below 
the American Samoa poverty level, which is determined by the area go\ 
emment. Total federal reimbursement is limited to the area’s federal 
funding ceiling. 

Foster Care Foster care encompasses ( 1) maintenance payments covering the costs 
of food, clothes, shelter, daily supervision, and other necessities and ( :! I 
social services aimed at assuring adequate care of children away from 
home because both parents are absent, incapacitated, or otherwise 
unable to provide adequate care. Federally funded foster care is pro- 
vided in the states, the District of Columbia, and areas, except Americar 
Samoa. 

Authority Federal foster care funding is provided under three titles of the Social 
Security Act: 

. Child Welfare Services - title IV-B (42 U.S.C. 620), 

. Federal Payments for Foster Care and Adoption Assistance - title IV-E 
(42 U.S.C. 670), and 

. Block Grants to States for Social Services - title ‘XX (42 USC. 1397’1. 

Eligibility Requirements 
and Benefits 

Title IV-B funds can be used for child welfare services aimed at protect- 
ing and promoting the welfare of children, including foster care mainte- 
nance payments. Title XX funds can be used to provide a variety of 
social services, including foster care services other than maintenance 
payments. Title IV-E provides funding for foster care maintenance pay- 
ments for children who otherwise would be eligible for AFDC. There are 
no federally mandated income or resource eligibility requirements for 
title IV-B and XX services. 

Funding Arrangements State and area funding levels for each of these programs vary and are 
based on formulas taking into consideration per capita income. the 
number of children in the state or area, and other factors. The federal 
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sharing percentages for the three programs also vary, with title IV-B 
reimbursed at 75 percent and title IV-E program and administrative 
costs reimbursed at 75 and 50 percent, respectively. Title XX. which is a 
block grant, has no sharing arrangements. 

Child Support 
Enforcement 

The Child Support Enforcement Program is designed to enforce the sup- 
port obligations owed by absent parents to their children and the spouse 
(or former spouse) with whom the children are living. The program 
encompasses locating absent parents, establishing paternity, and 
obtaining child and spousal support. To locate parents and obtain sup- 
port, several types of enforcement tools may be used including gamish- 
ment of wages, withholding of income tax refunds, and use of the courts 
for enforcement of support orders. The program is provided to the 50 
states, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. 
It is not extended to American Samoa. 

Authority The program was established in 1975 (Public Law 93-647) as title IV-D 
of the Social Security Act, as amended (42 CTSC. 651). 

Eligibility Requirements 
and Benefits 

Child Support Enforcement services are offered to both AFDC and non- 
MDC children. With respect to .UDC families, recipients must assign to 
the states or areas any rights to support from any other person and 
must cooperate in establishing paternity for out-of-wedlock children. As 
of October 1984. support payments except for the first $50 per month 
have been collected by the state as an offset for the .+FDC payments 
made to that family. 

Non-m families who file applications for services must be given the 
same child support collection and paternity determination sewices given 
UDC families. Non-AFDc families are charged an application fee, which 
may be paid through state funds or recovered from the noncustodial 
parent. The state must continue to provide .lld support services co 
families whose .a eligibility ends due to the receipt of child support 
payments, and no application fee may be charged. 

Funding Arrangements As of 1984, the federal government provided 70 percent of the cost of 
Child Support Enforcement on an open-ended basis. (The rate was 
reduced to about 67 percent in 1986 by the Balanced Budget and Emer- 
gency Deficit Control Act of 1985.) States that elected to establish an 
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automatic data processing and information retrieval system received 9t 
percent federal funding for such expenses. In addition, there was an 
incentive system designed to encourage state and local government par 
ticipation in the program. 

Food Stamp Program The Food Stamp Program is designed to improve the diets of low-incom 
households by increasing their food purchasing power through the pro- 
vision of coupons, which may be used to buy certain food and food- 
stuffs. The program is available in the 50 states, the District of 
Columbia, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. A simpler, modified program 
operates in the Northern Mariana Islands. The Food Stamp Program ‘~1’3 
replaced in Puerto Rico in 1982 by the Nutrition Assistance Program. 
The Food Stamp Program is not extended to American Samoa. 

Authority The Food Stamp Program, which was established by the Food Stamp -11 
of 1964 (Public Law 88-525), has been revised several times, including 
substantial revision by the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (Public Law 95-t 13 
(7 U.S.C. 2011). 

Eligibility Requirements Food Stamp eligibility is based primarily on financial need. Persons mu: 
meet federally prescribed income and resource criteria. In addition ablt 
bodied persons must register for work with certain exceptions, such as 
when they are (1) caring for children under age 6 or disabled persons, 
(2) subject to other program work requirements, (3) working 30 hours 
per week or earning minimum wages, (4) less than 18 year of age, or ( .5 
disabled or elderly. U.S. citizens, aliens admitted for permanent resi- 
dence? and certain other aliens may qualify. 

Gross income criteria is anchored to the U.S. poverty level set by the 
Office of Management and Budget, which was $10.200 in 1984 for a 
family of four. The monthly gross income of applicant households-ger 
erally all individuals living together and buying food and preparing it ir 
common- with no disabled or aged members may not exceed 130 per- 
cent of the U.S. poverty level. Net income-gross income minus certain 
deductions-must be equal to or below 100 percent of the poverty level 
Households containing persons age 60 years or older or disabled person 
need not meet the gross income eligibility criteria, but must meet the ne 
income criteria. 
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Deductions allowed in determining countable income depend upon 
whether the household contains disabled or elderly persons. If it does 
not contain such persons. deductions for 1984 included: 

. an inflation-indexed standard deduction of $95 per month ! higher for 
Alaska, Hawaii, the Virgin Islands. and Guam); 

. 18 percent of all earned income; 

. up to $134 per month of the actual costs of child and; or dependent care 
that is necessary; and 

. monthly shelter costs in excess of 50 percent of household income after 
other income deductions are applied. (The shelter deduction alone or in 
combination with the dependent care deduction shall not exceed the 
$134 monthly limit on the deduction for dependent care costs. This 
deduction is higher for Alaska, Hawaii, and Guam, and lower for the 
Virgin Islands).” 

Households containing elderly or disabled persons are allowed the same 
deductions, except ( 1) the excess shelter cost deduction is unlimited and 
(2) monthly medical expenses above $35 are disregarded. 

In addition to income limits, households may not have liquid assets val- 
ued at more than $1,500, or $3,000 in the case of households of two or 
more with an elderly member. Liquid assets do not include business 
assets., the value of a residence, personal belongings, or the fair market 
value (up to $4,500) of a nonbusiness vehicle. 

Benefits Food coupons are provided to eligible households, based on countable 
income and the applicable “thrifty food plan”-the cost of food in a par- 
ticular state or area required to feed a family of four. adjusted for 
household size. (The “thrifty food plan” is higher for Alaska. Hawaii. 
the Virgin Islands, and Guam.) On the premise that a Food Stamp house- 
hold spends 30 percent of its disposable income for food, a household’s 
Food Stamp benefit generally equals the amount by which the Thrifty 
Food Plan exceeds about 30 percent of its countable income. (The offset 
is 12.6 percent for each dollar of SSI income and 28.5 percent for each 
dollar of AFDC income.) In 1984, the average monthly Food Stamp bene- 
fit was about $43 per person. 

Food Stamp coupons must be used in authorized retail food and other 
stores to buy food products intended for home consumption under a 

‘Effecnve May 1986, the dependent care and excess shelter dedumons were separared and changed 
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plan reviewed and approved annually by the Department. Such items 
laundry or household supplies, pet food, cigarettes, and alcoholic be\.e 
ages are not authorized purchases. Coupons can be used in Alaska to 
buy certain fishing and hunting supplies, and controls are placed on 
Food Stamp benefits in the Northern Mariana Islands to encourage tht 
production and purchase of local commodities. 

Funding Arrangements Federal funds for the Food Stamp Program are open-ended. The feder 
government pays 100 percent of all Food Stamp benefit costs and 50 
percent of most administrative costs. 

Nutrition Assistance 
Program 

Puerto Rico’s Nutrition Assistance Program is a block grant through 
which cash is provided to needy households to purchase food. In add1 
tion, a small portion of the funds is used to stimulate agriculture, fooci 
production, and food distribution. The program is administered by 
Puerto Rico within funding and other limits established by the federai 
government and under a plan reviewed and approved annually by the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture. 

Authority The program was established by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation -4 
of 1981 (Public Law 97-35X7 U.S.C. 2028). 

Eligibility Requirements Puerto Rico has discretion over the eligibility requirements and benefl 
levels applicable to its program. Residence, citizenship, and alien 
requirements are similar to those for Food Stamps. However. there arc 
some key differences. 

Puerto Rico’s maximum allowable monthly gross income limits, which 
varies depending upon household size, are $449, $558. and $667. for 
families of two, three, and four. respectively. Resource limits under 
Puerto Rico’s program are $1,000 for households without persons ove 
age 60 or disabled and $3,000 for households with such persons. Hous 
holds may disregard a family car, income-producing vehicles. and othl 
vehicles with a total value below the maximum resource limits. -Addi- 
tionally, Puerto Rico’s program contains no work requirement. 

Benefits Benefits are paid in cash and vary monthly. Because the program IS 
capped, total monthly available funds are divided by total monchl) 
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required funds to establish an adjustment factor for recipients’ benefits, 
Monthly benefits are adjusted up or down depending on the previous 
month’s factor. 

The method of calculating Nutrition Assistance Program benefits is simi- 
lar to that for the Food Stamp Program. The allowable disregards are 
deducted from gross income to determine countable income, and assis- 
tance is provided using adjusted Food Stamp tables from 1982. 

Puerto Rico allows a standard deduction of $40 per month plus 20 per- 
cent of earned income except in self-employment cases. Up to a com- 
bined maximum of $40 per month for shelter, child care, andior disabled 
care also may be deducted. In the case of households with elderly or 
disabled persons, shelter expenses in excess of 50 percent of monthly 
adjusted income may be deducted. In addition, up to $100 per month of 
monthly medical expenses may be deducted for households with elderly 
or disabled persons. 

Funding Arrangements Federal funding for administrative and benefit costs of food assistance 
in Puerto Rico is provided under one grant. It was capped at $825 mil- 
lion per year until Congress legislated annual increases to the authorized 
amount beginning in 1987. Funding ceilings were increased to about 
$853, $880, $908, and $937 million for fiscal years 198i, 1988, 1989. 
and 1990, respectively. Benefit costs are totally paid by the federal gov- 
ernment under ‘Puerto Rico’s program. Administrative costs are shared 
on a 5Oi50 basis between the federal government and Puerto Rico. 

The federal funding and participation levels in the six federal programs 
for 1984-86 are shown in tables I.3 and 1.4. 
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Table 1.3: Federal Expenditures for Six 
Wolfare Programs ( 1984-86) Dollars In mllllons 

Program 
Expenditures 

1984 1985 15 
SSI- 88.300 $8 700 59 
AFDC 86cKl 9 000 3. 
MedIcaId 20.100 22 TOO 2-1 

Foster care (title IV-E only) 499 498 
Child Support Enforcement 507 571 
Food Stamps 11 579 11,701 I? f 

Tablo 1.1: Participation in Six Welfare 
Program8 (198446) 

TOOIS 

Partlclpants In thousands 

549,585 55&l 70 556,l 

Program 
SSI 

Participants 
1984 1985 19 
4.029 4 138 4 

AFDC 10900 10 800 * ,I _ : - 
Medlcaid 22.419 22 493 22 f 

Foster care (title IV-E only) 101 100” 1 

Chtld Surxort Enforcement 8.oQo 8 401 
Food Stamps 

aEstlmatBd. 

bNot avadable 

20.900 19900 1’3 1 
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This appendix describes special U.S. tax provisions applicable to 
selected insular areas in 1987 and income tax systems in Puerto Rico. 
the Virgin Islands. Guam, and American Samoa in 1983 i the latest year 
for which tax data was available). Its purpose is to provide a frame of 
reference for analyzing the effects of fully extending federal income 
taxes to the four areas. 

Special U.S. Tax 
Provisions 

U.S. corporations operating in insular areas, like other domestic corpora- 
tions, are taxed on their worldwide income, including dividends, inter- 
est, and other mcome received from domestic and foreign subsidiaries. 
Corporations operating in insular areas, in addition to reducing their 
gross income by ordinary and necessary expenses of earning the income, 
may be entitled to ocher deductions and credits not available in the 
states. Most notably, such corporations’ tax liability could be reduced by 
such credits as the section 936 credit and the foreign tax credit. The 936 
credit is a dollar-for-dollar credit for taxes owed by qualifying corpora- 
tions on income from Puerto Rico and U.S. “possessions.” To qualify for 
the 936 credit, the corporation must derive at least 80 percent of its 
gross income for the 3-year period immediately preceding the taxable 
year from insular area sources and at least 75 percent from active trade 
or business conducted there.’ The foreign tax credit is a dollar-for-dollar 
offset available for income taxes paid to foreign governments up to. but 
not exceeding, the U.S. income tax liability on the related foreign-source 
income. 

U.S. corporations also may deduct from gross income all or a portion of 
dividends received from certain corporations. The deduction for divi- 
dends generally is 80 percent. After a phase-in period starting as early 
as 1987, a corporation generally will be entitled to a loo-. 90-. or 70- 
percent dividends-received deduction. Corporations claiming the section 
936 tax credit can deduct 90 to 100 percent of dividends received.’ 

Furthermore, the tax Code includes special rules for the allocation of 
income from intangibles by corporations claiming the section 936 tas 
credit. As a general rule, income from intangibles is taxable to the U.S. 

‘ln 1983, rhe trade or busmess cnrena was 55 percent. UI 1984. it! percent. and II-I 1985 and l:Wi S.5 
percent. 

‘Corporations affiliated with a sectlon 936 corporation may recwve a IOO-percent deductlon iur do\ I- 
den& recewed from the sewon 936 corporation unless the payor was entitled to clam a dlvldeniis- 
pad deduction. In that event. the affiliated corporatlon could claun a deducrlon reduced to 31) per, tnr 
of such dimdends recewed The percentage reduction LS to be phased m at the race of 1 percent d ::+x 
for 10 years. beguuung tn 1987 
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shareholders, although the corporation can “elect out” of the general 
rule under either a “cost-sharing” or a “5Oi50 profit split” option. Tht 
options provide a framework under which the subsidiary may claim 
some income from intangibles developed or purchased by its affiliated 
companies, while the U.S. parent corporation also recogmzes some sue 
income. The options apply to the products produced in whole or in par 
by the corporation. 

Area corporations generally are treated as foreign corporations for U : 
tax purposes. Nonetheless. the rules calling for a 30-percent tax on for 
eign corporations’ income do not apply to certain corporations in the 
Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa. 

Generally, area residents are excused from U.S. taxes on their area- 
source income. Residents of Puerto Rico and American Samoa pay L’.S 
taxes on U.S.-source income and income effectively connected with a 
U.S. trade or business. Residents of the Virgin Islands also pay taxes of 
U.S.-source income, but may satisfy their U.S. tax liability by paying 
taxes to the Virgin Islands. Puerto Rico residents also pay ITS. cases ot 
income from foreign areas. Taxpayers residing in Guam during any pal 
of the tax year pay taxes to Guam or the U.S. depending on their resi- 
dence on the last day of their tax year. 

Area Income Taxes Three of the area’s income tax systems are very similar to the sys- 
tern. Puerto Rico’s is significantly different. 

Puerto Rico Puerto Rico was given authority by the Revenue Act of 1918 to enact ir 
own income tax system. In 1954, Puerto Rico adopted the system of tax 
ation it used in 1983, generally patterned after the U.S. Internal Reve- 
nue Code of 1939. 

With respect to personal income taxes, Puerto Rico taxed worldwide 
income, with allowances for certain adjustments, standard or itemized 
deductions exemptions, and credits. While some adjustments, exemp- 
tions, deductions, and credits allowed by Puerto Rico were the same as 
those in the United States, some were different. For example: 

. Puerto Rico allowed adjustments to gross income in 1983 only for busi- 
ness expenses, while the United States recognized moving expenses an 
other adjustments. But Puerto Rico allowed deductions for some items 
allowed as adjustments in the U.S. tax system. 
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l The United States allowed $1,000 for each exemption in 1983, while 
Puerto Rico’s exemptions differed by filing status-married couples and 
heads of households got $2,000, and single taxpayers or married tax- 
payers living separately, $800. 

l Puerto Rico also generally allowed $800 for children or % 1,000 for chil- 
dren in college, which it called credits, but which the United States 
treated as exemptions. The allowance is deducted from adjusted gross 
income in determining taxable income under both the Puerto Rican and 
U.S. tax systems. 

l With respect to standard deductions, in 1983 the United States included 
$1.700 to $3,400 as a zero-bracket amount depending on the taxpayers’ 
filing status. Puerto Rico, on the other hand, based its standard deduc- 
tions on taxpayers’ income, with the deduction ranging from 10 percent 
of income under $10.000 to the greater of $4.500 or 5 percent of income 
over $75,000. In addition, Puerto Rico allowed taxpayers to claim spe- 
cial deductions along with their standard deduction. 

l Puerto Rico allowed some deductions not allowed by the United States 
(such as for auto license fees) and some of the same itemized deductions 
but under different rules. (For example. Puerto Rico allowed a medical 
expenses deduction of 50 percent of all nonreimbursed costs over :3 per- 
cent of the taxpayer’s adjusted gross income, while the United States 
allowed expenses over 5 percent for medical costs.) 

l Puerto Rico allowed credit against tax liability for taxes paid to the 
United States, U.S. possessions, and foreign countries. while the United 
States allowed this and many other credits, such as the earned income 
credit. Puerto Rico, however. allowed deductions for some items recog- 
nized as credits on U.S. returns. such as child care expenses. 

Finally, Puerto Rico’s individual tax rates were higher than the L’S. 
rates. For tax year 1983, Puerto Rico’s graduated individual tax rate 
ranged from 10.26 to 67.55 percent;” the U.S. rate ranged from 11 to 30 
percent.a 

US. citizens who did not reside in Puerto Rico were taxed on Puerto 
Rico-source income only and allowed the same deductions and credits as 
residents. Generally, individuals or businesses paying fixed or deter- 
mined periodic arnounts- such as dividends, interest, rent, and wages or 
salaries-from Puerto Rican sources to nonresident C1.S. citizens were 
required to withhold 20 percent of these payments. To the extent this 

JThe maxxnurn tax rate was reduced to 50 percent eifectwe January I. 1986. 

‘The maximum U S tax rate has been reduced to 38 5 percent for 1987 and 28 percent In IW3 
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withholding exceeded the taxpayers’ actual tax liability, the Lr.S. citizf 
had to file a Puerto Rico tax return for reimbursement. 

Nonresident ahens also were subject to Puerto Rico income taxes at thl 
same rates applied to residents. Deductions were permitted only when 
connected with Puerto Rico-source income, and no personal exemption 
or credits were allowed. Those not engaged in a trade or business were 
taxed at 29 percent of gross income up to $22.200 and at the same ract 
as residents above that amount. Any periodic income was subject to 2! 
percent withholding at the source. 

With respect to corporate taxes, in 1983 Puerto Rico taxed all Puerto 
Rican-source income earned by U.S. and other foreign corporations an 
partnerships, and all worldwide income of Puerto Rican corporations 
and partnerships. The corporations could claim various deductions COI 
netted with earning income, including flexible depreciation. Flexible 
depreciation was allowed on property used in agricultural, constructio 
manufacturing, hotel, or shipping business, that could be depreciated 
without regard to useful life, subject to the restriction that flexible 
depreciation could not exceed 50 percent of the net profit determined 
without the deduction. This feature was not available in the federal 
income tax system. For tax year 1983, corporate tax rates were gradu- 
ated from 22 to 45 percent, as opposed to rates from 16 to 46 percent i 
the United States. 

Foreign and U.S. corporations engaged in trade or business in Puerto 
Rico were allowed deductions to the extent the deductions were con- 
nected with income from Puerto Rico sources. The tax rates wera- The 
same as those for Puerto Rico corporations. Such corporations not 
engaged in trade or business in Puerto Rico were subject to a flat tax of 
29 percent of Puereo Rico-source income withheld at the source. Income 
from dividends of corporation and partnership profits from businesses 
engaged only in the operation of hotels, manufacturing, shipping, or 
industrial development generally were taxed at 10 percent (“tollgate 
tax”). Dividends from other entities were subject to a 25percent tax. 

Certain corporations doing business in Puerto Rico could qualify for su 
stantial income tax exemptions under Puerto Rican law. Puerto Rico’s 
incentives under its Industrial Incentives Act of 1978 include partial 
exemptions from income taxes (up to 90 percent of industrial develop 
ment income) as well as other benefits such as property tax exemption 
To qualify, corporations had to produce specified articles or provide 
specified services on a commercial scale. Exemptions were available 
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from 10 to 25 years, depending on the location of the corporation, with 
varying exemption ranges-90 percent for years l-5. and 75, 65, .7.5, and 
SO percent for year 6-10. 11-15, 16-20, and 21-25, respectively. Exemp- 
tions of up to 100 percent of income, provided under past legislation. 
were still in effect for some companies as well. 

Other Areas’ Tax Systems In 1983, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa income tax sys- 
tems were much like the U.S. system. By federal law, the Virgin Islands 
and Guam had to implement systems exactly as set forth in the U.S. tax 
Code-referred to as “mirroring” the Code. Essentially, wherever 
“United States” appeared in the Code, the name of the area was substi- 
tuted. Taxpayers used the same forms (1040, 1120, etc.) in the Virgin 
Islands and Guam as in the states. 

American Samoa’s system was required by Samoan law to-essentially 
“mirror” the Code, and U.S. tax forms or similar local forms were used. 
Nonetheless, taxpayers did not satisfy their obligation to file with the 
United States by filing with American Samoa. They paid taxes to the 
United States on U.S.-source income only, and paid taxes to American 
Samoa on Samoan-source income. But they received credit against their 
American Samoa tax liability for taxes paid to the United States. 

Virgin Islands The Virgin Islands was required to “mirror” the Code-it had to operate 
an income tax system that followed the Code precisely. Accordingly, for 
the purpose of the Virgin Islands income tax generally “resident” meant 
a resident of the Virgin Islands; “domestic corporation,” a corporation 
chartered in the Virgin Islands: and “foreign residents and corpora- 
tions,” all others including U.S. residents and corporations. 

The U.S. tax Code provided exceptions to the general requirement that 
taxes in the Virgin Islands had to reflect U.S. income tax rules. For 
example, under the Virgin Islands ‘mirror” of U.S. taxation, income not 
connected with Virgin Islands business would be subject to a flat 30- 
percent tax for both nonresident aliens and foreign corporations. But 
the U.S. Code specifically reduced the flat rate for U.S. residents atid 
corporations to 10 percent. 

In addition, while not extending section 936 credits to the Virgin Islands. 
the Code allowed the Virgin Islands to exempt from income taxes U.S. 
and Virgin Islands corporations that derived at least 80 percent of their 
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gross income from Virgin Island sources and 65 percent from active 
trade or business conducted in the Virgin Islands. 

Income tax rebates up to 90 percent, along with other benefits, were 
provided to qualifying corporations under the I’irgin Islands’ Industri; 
Incentives Program- established to promote economic development or 
the area. The program operating in 1983 was established in 1975 to 
promote the growth, development, and diversification of the economy. 
develop human and economic resources; create employment opportune 
ties; promote capital formation; and preserve the environment. To quh 
ify, a corporation had to meet investment. employment, and other 
criteria. Benefits, including the income tax exemptions, were avallable 
for 10 years, but could be extended to 20 years if benefits were 
decreased on a sliding scale down to 50 percent or extended for up to ; 
additional 10 years for corporations locating in economically depresse 
areas. 

The Virgin Islands was given authority by the U.S. Congress to impose 
lo-percent income surtax, but the director of the Virgin Islands Bureau 
of Internal Revenue told us the areas had never opted to impose one. 

Guam Like the Virgin Islands, Guam was required to “mirror” the Code-it 
had to operate an income tax system that followed the Code precisely. 
The U.S. Code allowed some differences, however, between the L7.S. an 
Guam systems. For example, the Code simplified treatment of L7.S. citt- 
zens in Guam by allowing them to pay taxes to Guam or the United 
States depending on where they lived on the last day of their tax J’ear. 
U.S.-source income was considered domestic for Guam income tax pur- 
poses. Pull credit was allowed for taxes paid to the United States with- 
out regard to the foreign tax credit limitation, and taxes withheld by tl- 
United States could be claimed on the Guam return. 

The United States forwarded to Guam’s treasury monies withheld from 
federal employees who were residents of Guam, including military per- 
sonnel based in Guam. This was a significant personal income tax reve- 
nue source to Guam, mostly due to the significant L1.S. military present 
in the area. The Lrnited States also withheld tax on pension payments to 
retired military and civil service employees who reside in Guam and on 
compensation paid to Guam residents in the U.S. armed services. 
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Just as it treated U.S. citizens as residents, Guam generally treated U.S. 
corporations as domestic for purpose of taxation of income not con- 
nected with a U.S. business. A Guam corporation was not foreign to the 
United States if less than 25 percent of its stock was owned directly or 
indirectly by foreign persons and the source of at least 20 percent of its 
gross income was Guam. 

Like Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, Guam also had an incentives 
program through which benefits were provided to businesses to 
encourage investment. Corporations organized in Guam or the Lr.S. could 
qualify for rebates for up to 75 percent of their Guam income taxes. To 
qualify, a corporation had to meet minimum investment and certain 
other requirements, such as increasing employment, replacing imports, 
or creating needed facilities. The rebates could be allowed for up to 10 
years and could be renewed. 

Guam was given authority by the U.S. Congress to impose a lo-percent 
surtax, but the director of Guam’s Department of Revenue and Taxation 
told us it never had done so. 

American Samoa In 1963, the American Samoan legislature adopted the U.S. Internal Rev- 
enue Code as its own tax system, but amended the Code to adapt it to 
local needs. While the American Samoan individual income tax rules and 
rates in 1983 were basically the same as in the United States, there were 
some differences that arose from American Samoa’s amendments and 
adjustments to its code. For example, American Samoa deleted the 
earned income tax credit provision contained in the Code and imposed a 
minimum tax of 2 percent of a filer’s adjusted gross income. The acting 
manager of American Samoa’s Tax Office told us the credit was repealed 
because it was too expensive. Moveover, American Samoa exempted the 
income of certain tuna boat workers. 

Likewise, the American Samoa corporate income tax basically “mir- 
rored” the U.S. tax Code, for the most part taxing corporations in the 
same way and at the same rates as the United States. Corporations 
doing business in American Samoa, however. could qualify for area tax 
exemptions. American Samoa provided tax incentives to corporations 
doing business there, allowing the governor to grant full or partial tax 
exemptions to corporations for up to 10 years. To qualify, a company 
had to attempt to employ residents of American Samoa to the extent of 
at least 75 percent of its total work force. 
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This appendix describes our methodology for estimating the costs of 
extending the SSI, AFDC, Medicaid, foster care, Child Support Enforce- 
ment, and Food Stamp programs to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, 
Guam, and American Samoa on the same basis as the programs operate 
in the 50 states and the District of Columbia. The cost of extending thes. 
programs will be affected primarily by their designs as mandated by 
federal law and, where authorized, as initiated and controlled by the 
areas. In addition to ,4merican Samoa’s having five of the six programs 
for the first time, fully extending the programs would have the effect 01 

l Replacing existing adult assistance programs with SSI in Puerto Rico, thl 
Virgin Islands, and Guam, thereby (1) increasing the number of eligible 
persons by replacing area-established eligibility criteria with uniform, 
federally established criteria; (2) increasing benefit payments by replac 
ing area benefit levels with uniform, higher federal benefits; (3) replac- 
ing the current fixed i5-percent adult assistance federal-sharing rate 
with W’S loo-percent federal-funding rate; and (3) eliminating the fed- 
eral financial ceiling currently applicable to areas’ combined adult assis 
tance. AFDC, and title IV-E foster care expenditures. 

l Eliminating the federal funding restrictions on AFDC in Puerto Rico. the 
Virgin Islands, and Guam by (1) converting the financing, which is cur- 
rently capped along with adult assistance and title IV-E foster care 
expenditures, into an openended authorization for appropriations, and 
(2) providing federal cost-sharing at Medicaid rates, which are based or 
per capita income, instead of the current i5percent rate. 

l Applying the same rules to the four areas’ Medicaid programs as are 
applied to state programs, including (1) generally limiting incomes of 
“medically needy” beneficiaries to 133 11:3 percent of the applicable 
UDC payment standard, instead of applying the less restrictive income 
requirements currently in place; (2) establishing federal sharing rates 
for Medicaid expenditures using the same formulas that apply to states 
instead of applying the current 50percent fixed federal rate: and ( 3 ! 
eliminating the current funding ceiling. In addition, the “freedom of 
choice” Medicaid provision, which allows beneficiaries to choose their 
medical service providers, would be available to the areas. Areas histor 
tally have been waived from this provision, which was required for all 
states until enactment of TEFRA in 198‘2. 

l Removing the federal funding ceiling on areas’ title IV-E foster care prc 
grams by (1) converting federal financing to an open-ended appropria- 
tion authorization and (2) reimbursing program costs at state-like 
Medicaid rates instead of the current fixed rate. 

l Reestablishing in Puerto Rico the Food Stamp Program, which wxs 
replaced by the Nutrition Assistance Block Grant Program in 1982. 
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thereby ( 1) removing the federal funding ceiling, (2) providing coupons 
instead of cash, and (3) applying eligibility criteria and benefit levels 
established by federal rules in place of those set by Puerto Rico. 

Changes anticipated by area policy-making officials reflect their overall 
perspectives on (1) the adequacy of existing programs and the need for 
program changes to better meet residents’ needs, (2) relevant economic 
conditions, (3) area budget constraints. and (4) political philosophies. 
For example, area budget conditions could affect the availability of 
funds for sharing purposes and directly affect the XFDC benefit levels in 
some areas, in turn influencing program participation and program 
costs. 

We assumed all areas would participate in all programs, despite indica- 
tions that most American Samoa officials did not want AFDC, foster care. 
Child Support Enforcement, or Food Stamps, and wanted Medicaid only 
in its present form. Additionally, while most officials favored SSI. the 
governor did not see a need for it. Puerto Rico officials also indicated 
that Puerto Rico would not participate in the title IV-E foster care pro- 
gram. Our intention in developing the estimates was to provide informa- 
tion on the probable costs if the six programs were fully extended to the 
four areas as they currently operate in the 50 states and the District of 
Columbia. 

Generally, our estimates were based on 1984 data or? where these were 
unavailable, earlier data projected to 1984, and reflect the views of insu- 
lar area officials at the time of our fieldwork. 

Data Limitations Our cost estimates were based on available data. Some Census Bureau 
data were available, but the type and amount varied by area. For exam- 
ple, population data by age, income, and marital status-key informa- 
tion for determining SSI program eligibility and benefits-were available 
for Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, but only partly available for the 
other areas, causing us to make some assumptions in developing our 
estimates. Additionally, we could not consider the effect of clients’ 
resources in determining eligibility because we could identify no useful 
client resource data-a key eligibility factor for the SSI, AFDC, and Food 
Stamp programs. Similarly, because the data we identified on disability 
and blindness in the areas was of little value in determining program 
eligibility, we assumed the ratios of blind or disabled program partici- 
pants to aged participants in the areas were the same as in the states. 
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In addition, census information on area population characteristics, orht 
than gross projections of the total population. is outdated. The latest 
data were generated during the 1980 census and reflect 1979 character 
istics. Unlike in the states, census income data for the insular areas are 
not updated through Current Population Surveys.’ With the exception 
our ssl cost estimate. whenever 1980 census data were used to arrive a 
an estimate. we applied the areas’ gross population projections to inflal 
the data to reflect 1984 circumstances. For our .%I estimate, we used t h 
changes in nationwide ssl participation in the states. 

Only limited data were available in the areas as well. Program data 
available in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam was of limited 
usefulness in estimating program costs because current program data ( 
not necessarily indicate participation under extended programs. klore- 
over, American Samoa has only Medicaid program data. We did use 
information available from insular area population surveys, ad hoc 
studies, and other programs. 

Cost-Estimating 
Methodology by 
Program and Area 

Because the type and amount of data for each area and program dif- 
fered, as did the circumstances of each area. the cost-estimating metho 
ology varied by program. and often by area. In addition, depending on 
the availability of data different assumptions were sometimes applied. 
Our estimating framework was: 

l Total program cost = Total benefits + 
administrative cost. 

. Total benefit cost = Kumber of program participants x 
benefits per participant (or case). 

. Total administrative cost = Training + 
general administrative + 
other administrative costs. 

. Federal share of program costs = (Total benefit costs x 
applicable federal financial participa 
tion rates) + 
(administrative costs x 
applicable federal financial participa 
tion rates). 

. Area share of program costs = Total program cost - 
federal share of program cost. 

‘Current PopularIon Surveys are Department of Labor-tinanced surveys camed WC b> rhe ~‘SLW- 
Bureau to update popularron mformaclon 
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l Change in total program cost = Estimated program cost - 
current program cost. 

. Change in federal share of program cost =Estimated federal program 
cost - current federal cost. 

l Change in area share of program cost =Estimated area cost - 
current area cost. 

Supplemental Security 
Income 

Estimating the cost of extending SSI entailed estimating the number of 
additional program participants, estimating and applying higher feder- 
ally established SSI benefits for existing and new participants. and 
applying the federal sharing rate of 100 percent for program benefits, 
with no funding ceiling. Available information needed to estimate the 
cost of extending SSI varied significantly among the areas. Consequently, 
we used somewhat different cost-estimating methods. although Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands were treated similarly. The methodology 
used to estimate administrative costs was the same for all of the areas. 

We used 1980 census data to estimate the number of area persons over 
age 65, by marital status.? with incomes below the maximum *I pay- 
ment level plus a $240 income disregard.3 We assumed that the percent- 
age of these income-eligible persons who would receive SSI benefits 
would be the same as the corresponding percentage in the rnited States 
(43 percent) based on actual numbers of SSI aged recipients.’ Because of 
a lack of income data on blind and disabled persons, we estimated the 
numbers of such persons who would receive SSI benefits in the areas b> 
assuming that the ratios of blind and disabled recipients in the areas 
would be the same as the ratios of such recipients in the L’nited States. 
We then projected the numoers of estimated recipients to 1984 using the 
respective changes in the same three categories of &%I recipients in [he 
United States.’ 

‘&med men were assumed to ha\e wives 5 years younger based on 1980 census dara ior person of 
Sparush ongin over age 6S 

‘We used the general c&regard because less than :! percent of aged %I reclplents have earned 
mcome. 

*We grouped bbnd and tiabled SSI reclplents over age 66 with aged SSI reclplenw. 

‘This proJection resulted m an estunate that disabled reclplents under age 65 would represent 48 
percent of all area SSI reclplents Llnder Puerto Rico’s 19& zwstance program. wch disabled per%)ns 
accounted for .56 percent of all reclplents To the extent chat Pueno RICO has a hIghher tncldenw m-ii 
dlsabtity than the L’mced States. our program cost estunate may be undersrated 
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Benefits for aged recipients initially were set equal to the difference 
between their incomes from the 1980 census and the maximum %I pay- 
ment standard.” To estimate blind and disabled benefits. we assumed 
that the ratios of the average area blind and disabled benefit levels to 
our estimated average aged benefit level would be the same as the corrr 
sponding ratios for actual SSI levels in the United States in 1979. X11 ber 
efit levels were projected to 1984 using the respective changes in 
average SSI levels for the three groups of recipients in the United State5 
Total estimated SSI benefits: for Puerto Rico in 1984 were obtained by 
multiplying the resulting benefit levels by the appropriate estimated 
numbers of recipients. 

The changes in federal and area costs were calculated by comparing 
existing adult assistance costs with total estimated SSI costs. Because 5~ 
is loo-percent federally funded, the federal cost would rise by an 
amount equal to program increases plus existing program costs. Area 
costs would decrease to zero, resulting in reduced costs equal to therr 
current share of adult assistance costs. 

Guam and American Samoa Census data on Guam and American Samoa were significantly less 
detailed than data available on Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. For 
example, data were not available on the marital status of aged persons 
by 5-year increments. For this reason, and considering that Guam’s am 
American Samoa’s economic, social, and population3 characteristics arc 
similar to those in the Northern Mariana Islands (a remote insular area 
in the Pacific that participates in the sst program), we based our esti- 
mates on (:tual SSI experience in the Northern Mariana Islands. Assum 
ing the same average benefit levels as in the Northern &Iariana Islands 
and adjusting for differences between that area and each of the other 
two areas in income among the aged and in overall population growth 
from 1979 to 1984. we estimated the number of SSI recipients and total 
benefits for 1984 in Guam and American Samoa. 

‘We assumed that persons wxh mcome were distnbuted evenly wlthm income ranges 

‘Estimated benefits were reduced for persons living m Medicad-approved faclliries or wlrh person 
provxhng noncash support. such as room and board, by assuming that the same percentage Iof WI- 
mated recipients would fall UI these categories as fell m them m the United States m 196-l--3.1 ana 
5.6 percent, respecnvely. 

%‘e used nAian populanon for Guam because of the large number of C S. active duty nullrap r~ 
smnel on the Island. most of whom would r.ot qualify for SSI benefits 
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We calculated the change in federal and Guam costs the same way we 
did for Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands-federal costs would Increase 
by the total program costs and Guam would save an amount equal to its 
current adult assistance program costs. With respect to American 
Samoa, only federal costs were affected because the area has no adult 
assistance program. 

SSI administrative costs were estimated by means of a methodology used 
by HHS’S Office of Financial Resources. The estimate reflects ( 1) the cost 
of determining initial eligibility for new participants’ from the average 
cost per case in all states and areas plus (2) recurring costs for existing 
participants related to periodic redetermination of eligibility and routine 
case maintenance. 

Aid to Families With 
Dependent Children 

Estimated costs of fully extending AFLK to the areas entailed determin- 
ing the number of additional participants expected under the higher eli- 
gibility/benefit levels envisioned by area policy-making officials, 
calculating the benefits for current and new participants, applying 
higher federal sharing rates for program costs on an open-ended appro- 
priation authorization basis, and adjusting costs for offsets expected 
through the areas’ Child Support Enforcement programs, Different 
methods were used to estimate AFDC costs among the areas, primarily 
because the type and extent of data available for the areas varied. 

The methodology for estimating AFDC administrative costs was similar 
for each area except American Samoa. For Puerto Rico, the l’irgin 
Islands, and Guam, we multiplied each area’s average cost of adminis- 
tration per participant in 1984 by the total estimated number of pro- 
gram participants under the prospective program changes. For 
American Samoa, we used Guam’s average administration cost per par- 
ticipant, and multiplied it by the estimated number of American Samoa 
participants. The administrative costs for all area were split on a 50 50 
basis between the area and federal government as are most administra- 
tive costs for the states. 

Puerto Rico We used census data on Puerto Rican family characteristics, including 
household composition, marital status, family size, age, and income. 

‘%I accordance wxh HHS’s suggestIon, we assumed that persons who parrlcipated III the adult ~SSIS- 
tance programs would automatically be eh@ble for SSI. thus ehmmating tti group’s cost associated 
with mitial SI eliglbihty deternunatlon. 
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virgin Islands 

With this data, we estimated the number of single-parent families that 
would have received AFDC in 1979 under the proposed higher payment 
standard,‘” taking reported income” and family size into account. W?e 
obtained a 1982 HHS study of actual 1979 AFVC recipient characteristick 
from which we estimated the proportion of cases at the existing pay- 
ment standard that were single-parent families. Assuming the same pro 
portion would hold at the higher standard and accounting for differenr 
family sizes among cases with no adult, one adult, and two adults pre- 
sent, we estimated the total number of families and children that would 
have received AFDC in 1979 under the new standard. We projected the\ 
numbers to 1984 assuming that Puerto Rico’s overall population 
increase from 1979 to 1984 applied equally to all subgroups. 

To estimate the area’s 1984 benefit costs under the new standard, \ve 
added the average 1984 AFDC benefit per actual recipient in Puerto Ric 
to the full increase in maximum benefits (the difference between the 
existing and new standards) and multiplied the result by the number (1 
actual recipients in 1984. To this amount, we added the cost of new 
recipients under the higher payment standard, assuming the same pro- 
portional increase in the number of recipients as we estimated for 197! 
and assuming that new recipients’ incomes would be halfway between 
the two payment standards. To estimate the federal and area cost. we 
applied an 83percent reimbursement rate-the maximum allowable- 
assuming Puerto Rico would opt to use the Medicaid reimbursement ra 
that would be applicable under fully extended treatment. We then sub 
tracted actual 1984 AFDC costs from estimated costs under the fully 
extended program to calculate the federal and area cost changes. 

We used census income data from 1979 to estimate the number of Vii-r: 
Islands families below the existing AFDC payment standard. 1Ve com- 
pared this with the number of familieslZ that actually received AFDC in 
1979, as reported in the 1982 HHS study. Based on the comparison. we 

“‘Puerto Rico officials told us they would ran theu payment standard from 50 to 11.1~ percent UI 
need standard. wtuch would remain unchanged. 

“No ac@xments for mcome tiregards were made because. accordmg to Puerto Rico oiflclals m- 
AFIX reclplents haye no mcome other than AFIX. as ~9 the case m the l’mted States accordtng tc 
March 1986 House Ways and Means Comrmttee print, “Background Matenal and Data on Program 
Wxl-un the Junsdictlon of the Committee on Ways and Means.” 

“We assumed that the numbers of fanulies wth mcome were evenly titnbuted uxhm tncome 
ranges. 
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Guam 

estimated that about 85 percent of the families who met the income cri- 
terion (some of who may not have been categorically eligible) had actu- 
ally received AFDC benefits. 

Assuming this ratio would hold for our estimated number of families 
with incomes below the proposed higher payment standard,lJ we 
obtained an estimated number of persons who would have received ben- 
efits in 1979 under higher standard. We compared this number to the 
number of actual 1979 AFDC recipients under the existing standard. The 
resulting proportion was multiplied by the number of actual AFDC recipi- 
ents in 1984 to produce an estimate of 1984 AFK recipients under the 
new payment standard. 

To the cost change we applied the Medicaid reimbursement rate that 
would be applicable under fully extended treatment-83 percent, the 
maximum allowable. AFDC 1984 costs were then subtracted from esti- 
mated costs to determine the Virgin Islands cost changes. 

To estimate the cost of fully extending AFDC to Guam, we used informa- 
tion provided by Guam from a 1984 study of the potential cost of 
extending the program there, with some significant adjustments. We 
expanded the potential number of eligibles to include mothers not in the 
labor force; assumed an average family size of 3.75, which was the size 
of the average AFDC Guam household in 1984; and used 100 percent of 
the proposed maximum need standard14 envisioned by Guam officials as 
our income eligibility cutoff. To adjust for differences between our esti- 
mate and the study estimate with respect to including women in the 
labor force, we estimated recipient rates for females in and out of the 
labor force by using actual 1984 AFDC recipient data and data from the 
1982 HHS study of 1979 AFDC recipient characteristics. Assuming these 
rates (17 percent for females in the labor force and 14 percent for 
females not in the labor force) would also apply at the higher need 
standard, we estimated the number of potential female recipients in 
Guam in 1984. 

%rgin Islands officials said they would double the need standard. but contmue to pay at the 
reduced rate of 82 percent. 

“In addition to the basic need standards. Guam alsO provides funds for special needs, up co a mayI- 
mum amount. The proposed need standards developed by Guam were calculated talang special needs 
into ad3munt. 
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American Samoa 

To estimate benefit costs for 1984 XFDC cases, we multiplied the number 
of families by the average 1984 AFDC payment plus the average benefit 
increase identified in Guam’s 1984 study. The cost of benefits for the 
new recipients was estimated by multiplying the number of new recipi- 
ents by the average benefit increase. To estimate federal and Guam 
costs, we applied the Medicaid reimbursement rate that would be appli- 
cable under fully extended treatment-83 percent. AFDC 198-I costs were 
subtracted from estimated costs to calculate the federal and area cost 
changes. 

Using census data on American Samoa’s general population characteris- 
tics, we identified the number of male and female heads of households 
with no spouse present and children under age 18. Because of the lack ot 
income data for these families, and in the absence of an existing AFDC 
program on which to base a recipient rate. we assumed that all of these 
families would be eligible for .-WDC. We estimated total AFDC costs by tak- 
ing data from a 1982 study of the cost of living in American Samoa: 
adjusting for inflation to 1984. using the U.S. Consumer Price Index; and 
assuming that 100 percent of this amount would be paid as AFDC bene- 
fitsI Federal and area costs were calculated using the maximum Nedi- 
caid sharing rate-83 percent. 

Our estimate would be overstated to the e-xtent participation is less than 
100 percent. Conversely, it is understated to the extent that no costs are 
included for eligible children living with relatives other than the parent. 
for which no information was available. 

Estimated AFIXZ costs for each area were adjusted to reflect offsets for 
collections through their Child Support Enforcement programs. As a 
condition of eligibility for AFDC. recipients must assign child support 
rights to the state or area. Collections from absent AFDC parents are used 
to offset AFDC costs, after first passing some collections to the caretaker 
(up to $50 per month in 1984). 

Estimated offsets for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, which 
already have Child Support Enforcement programs. were based on past 
experience. We multiplied the actual 1984 average AFDC collections per 
Child Support Enforcement case in each area by the estimated caseload 

“We could not obtam a consensus on the level of AFDC benefits that would be prud tn Amencan 
Samoa because there E no current AFDC program and pokymalang officmls were reltxtmt m -;p~.l 
late on the amount of benefits that would be pad under full extenson 
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increase to estimate total AFDC collections. iSee this appendix for our 
caseload methodology.) We identified the federal share by multiplymg 
the estimated cases by the actual 1984 average federal share of total 
.UDC collections in each area. We identified each area share by multiply- 
ing the estimated collections by the actual 1984 average area share 
(including incentive payments) of total AFDC collections for each area. 

For American Samoa, which does not have a Child Support Enforcement 
program, we estimated the AFDC offset using the same methodology, 
except that we applied Guam’s actual 1984 AFDC average collections per 
case. We multiplied it by the estimated AFDC Child Support Enforcement 
caseload in American Samoa. We estimated the federal and American 
Samoa share by applying Guam’s shares. We used Guam as a base for 
our estimate because of the demographic similarity between Guam and 
American Samoa. 

Medicaid Our Medicaid estimates for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and 
-American Samoa were based on the assumption that SSI and AJDC would 
be fully extended to all four areas as envisioned by area officials, thus 
making participants in these programs eligible for Medicaid services as 
“categorically needy” individuals. The number of “medically needy” 
individuals is predicated on the requirement that the four areas would 
be restricted by fully extended Medicaid income limitations-income of 
“medically needy” individuals generally may not exceed 133-l 3 per- 
cent of the areas’ maximum proposed AFDC payment standard for fami- 
lies of the same size. The number of “medically needy” individuals in 
Puerto Rico was estimated by using the 133-1 i3 percent of the new AFDC 
payment standard as the maximum income for eligibility for different 
size families. Because of the lack of income information for the i’irgin 
Islands, Guam, and American Samoa, we used the AFDC payment for the 
average family size to estimate the number of “medically needy” indi- 
viduals and applied the 133- 1 i’3 percent “medically needy” income eligi- 
bility criteria. 

We assumed that, under fully extended Medicaid, areas’ costs would 
approach states’ costs. which are substantially higher. The changes in 
areas’ costs would be affected by which of the numerous options they 
would adopt, not only with respect to who would be covered, but also b> 
the types and extent of services allowed and payment levels. Because 
the exact design of areas’ programs under fully extended Medicaid is 
unknown and in view of the areas’ relatively low current average Yedi- 
caid costs, we estimated the areas’ program cost using the average 1981 
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benefit cost per Medicaid recipient in West Virginia-the state wit? the 
lowest average cost. Specifically, we multiplied the estimated numoer of 
“categorically needy” .%I and AFIX individuals who received cash. “cate- 
gorically needy” AFDC eligibles who did not receive cash. and “medicall> 
needy” .m eligibles by the average cost of ser\rices for each of these 
groups of Medicaid beneficiaries in West Virginia in 1984. 

For “categorically needy” SSI persons who do not receive cash, we 
applied West Virginia’s 1984 average cost for SSI “medically needy” ser- 
vices- LII option suggested by an official in HHS’ Medicaid Statistics 
Branch of the Actuary Office. He suggested that we use this approach it 
we did not want to assume such persons would be in institutions. Many 
“categorically needy” noncash persons in the states receive skilled nurs- 
ing or intermediate care facility services-high-cost Medicaid benefits. 

We do not believe assuming such persons would be in institutions in the 
area is reasonable, partly because the areas’ capacity to provide such 
services is questionable. For example, Virgin Islands officials told us 
there were no nursing homes in the area. While Puerto Rico has nursmg 
homes, its reported Medicaid data provides no indication of its capacit) 
to provide such services because it does not seek federal Medicaid reim- 
bursement for required skilled nursing or optional intermediate care 
facility services. Also. we do not know whether the areas would elect to 
provide the full range of services to such people under fully extended 
Medicaid, especially in view of the potential high cost. 

To the extent the area would provide Medicaid services to SSI “categori- 
cally needy” noncash recipients at a level that would approximate costs 
in West Virginia or the states, our estimates could be understated sub- 
stantially. The average Medicaid cost for “categorically needy” noncash 
recipients is high- about $6,800 per recipient in West Virginia in 198-L 
in contrast with about $949 for “medically needy” ss~ recipients. The 
estimates may be understated also because they do not include the cost 
of serving such mandatory groups as pregnant women during the last -I 
months of pregnancy. Further, the number of participants would 
increase if the areas opted for higher AFIX payment standards or semen 
groups not currently covered by AFDC. 

Conversely, our estimates might be overstated. West Virginia current13 
offers certain services that the areas do not now provide and may not 
offer in the future, including podiatrist, psychologist, and inpatient ps) 
chiatric facility services. Also, the West Virginia cost reflects the aver- 
age cost per recipient, but is applied to the number of area residents 
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estimated to be eligible to participate in a fully extended Medicaid pro- 
gram. Because some eligibles may not require or receive Medicaid ser- 
vices, the average cost per recipient is higher than the average cost per 
eligible. A4dditionally, the areas’ average Medicaid costs would likely be 
decreased if the areas continue to provide Medicaid semices through 
public health providers by continuing waivers to the “freedom of 
choice” provision. 

The federal financial participation rates for each area were determined 
using per capita income data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis of 
the U.S. Department of Labor-the same source of information used to 
determine states’ Medicaid rates. The rates reflect each area’s per capita 
income as a ratio of the per capita income in all states.16 The resulting 
sharing rates were 83 percent for all areas. Federal and area cost 
changes for program benefits were calculated by multiplying applicable 
sharing rates by estimated program costs and subtracting current pro- 
gram benefit costs. 

Calculations of Medicaid administrative costs were based on the 
assumption that the average 1984 Medicaid administrative cost per 
recipient in Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands, and Guam would be the 
same under fully extended Medicaid. These average costs were multi- 
plied by the estimated.number of Medicaid beneficiaries. For American 
Samoa, we used the average 1984 administrative costs in Guam. Ameri- 
can Samoa was unable to provide us with Medicaid administrative costs 
for presumed Medicaid eligibles in 1984, and its current existing pro- 
gram is too different from fully extended Medicaid for comparison. 

Foster Care Foster care title IV-E benefit costs were calculated using the number of 
children from our AFDC recipient estimate. Only Guam provided informa- 
tion on the percentage of Am-eligible children that the government 
believes need foster care services. For the other areas, we assumed that 
the percentage of AFDC children in foster care in the United States in 
1984 (1.4 percent) would have been the same in the areas. We applied 
this rate to the estimated number of AFDC children in each area to iden- 
tify estimated numbers of AFLX children that would receive foster care. 

‘“The areas were excluded from the base for this calculation because applicable law requu-es the base 
to include only the conrmental Crated States 1,mc1ud111g AJaska, and Hawui. 
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For Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands. and Guam. we multiplied the resul 
by the average monthly maintenance payments under the areas’ pro- 
grams for 1984. For berican Samoa, we multiplied the estimated 
number of foster care cases by the payment that officials told us would 
be needed to cover the needs of foster care children. Our estimate is 
likely understated because Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands officials toi! 
us that foster care maintenance payments would increase under full 
extension, but did not specify by how much. Guam raised its mainte- 
nance payments in 1985. 

With respect to titles IV-B and XX, we assumed that Puerto Rico and r 
Virgin Islands would continue to spend the same amount of title IV-B 
funds for foster care as they spent in 1984; the areas spent no title S> 
funds on foster care. Guam consolidated title IV-B along with two othr 
programs under its title XX program and used some funds for foster 
care administrativre purposes in 1984; we assumed the area would con 
tinue to spend the same amount of title XX funds for foster care admi 
istrative purposes. For American Samoa, we assumed that the total 
number of children who would receive foster care under title Il.-B WOI 
be equal to (1) the actual average monthly number of children in fostt 
care homes in 1984 paid with area funds plus (2) the average month11 
number of child. abuse and neglect cases handled by the area’s Human 
Services clinic. From this, we subtracted the number of children we es 
mated would be eligible for title IV-E foster care. We assumed that the 
monthly.foster care payment for these children would be equal to the 
monthly foster care payment used in our title IV-E estimate. \Ve multi 
plied the average monthly payment by the estimated number of non- 
.UTX foster care children. 

Federal and area shares of benefits were calculated for all four areas 
applying the Medicaid reimbursement rate under fully extended treat 
ment-83 percent. 

Our method for estimating foster care administrative costs was the sa 
for all four areas. We assumed the ratio of benefit costs to administra 
tive costs in the areas would be the same as the ratio in the Vmced 
States in 1984. We used our estimated benefit costs to project adminis 
trative costs, as well as total title IV-E costs, for each of the areas. 

Administrative costs are shared at 50 percent, except training costs a 
shared at 75 percent. In 1984, the federal government paid 30..51 per- 
cent and states paid 49.49 percent of administrative and trammg c’ost 
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W’e applied these rates to our estimated title IV-E foster care administra- 
tive and training costs in each area to estimate federal and area costs. 

Child Support 
Enforcement 

Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam currently are treated like 
states for purposes of the Child Support Enforcement program. Our esti- 
mated Child Support Enforcement costs for each of these areas are 
equal to the actual 1984 costs, increased to rellect increases in .\FLX par- 
ticipants under fully extended AFDC. Areas’ AFDC caseload would 
increase because AFLK recipients must assign child support rights to the 
states or areas. 

To estimate the increased Child Support Enforcement costs, we first 
divided the number of actual 1984 Child Support Enforcement cases for 
each area by AFDC participants in each area to determine the ratio of 
AFDC Child Support Enforcement cases to AFDC participants in each area. 
Applying this ratio to the additional AFDC participants in each area esti- 
mated under fully extended AFDC, we identified the new area Child Sup- 
port Enforcement caseload. Multiplying each area’s new caseload by 
each area’s average cost per case (total Child Support Enforcement costs 
for each area divided by total cases for each area) yields each area’s 
increased Child Support Enforcement costs. We estimated the federal 
share of each area’s cost by multiplying the cost increase by the actual 
1984 ratio. which was derived by dividing the 1984 federal share of 
Child Support Enforcement costs in each area by the total cost in each 
area. The areas’ share of the cost increase was estimated the same way. 
Our Child Support Enforcement cost estimates for the areas do not 
reflect adjustments for any new AFDC participants that may have 
already received Child Support Enforcement services on a voluntary 
basis. 

We based our Child Support Enforcement cost estimate for American 
Samoa on our estimate of the number of potential AFDC recipients there. 
Using a ratio from a recent GAO report I7 for which a limited sample of 
AFDC cases was analyzed to determine the proportion of AFDC children 
who are also included in Child Support Enforcement caseloads in the 
states, we estimated the number of AFDC children in American Samoa 
who we believe also will require Child Support Enforcement semices. To 
this, we added the number of American Samoan divorce cases in lvhich 
support was awarded, assuming all would need Child Support Enforce- 
ment services. After identifying the number of potential AFDC and nvn- 

iTChild Support: Seed 10 lmprore Efforts to Idenrlfy Fathers ud Obtam Suppon 1G.40 HRD-57.3; 
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AFDC cases, we calculated the cost of operating a Child Support Enforce- 
ment office to administer the program in American Samoa. rsing infor- 
mation provided by HHS concerning the number and types of staff that 
would be needed to carry out a program of this size. and applying salary 
and operating cost information provided by American Samoa officials. 
we estimated the cost for 1984. 

Federal and American Samoa shares were calculated by applying the 
1984 federal reimbursement rates applicable to states-76 percent. The 
federal reimbursement rates were reduced to about 67 percent in 1986 
as a result of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 
1985. 

Food Stamp Program 

Puerto Rico 

American Samoa 

Guam and the Virgin Islands currently are treated like states under the 
Food Stamp Program. Consequently, our cost estimates for these areas 
are equal to their actual 1984 Food Stamp Program costs less offsets 
(discussed below) for increased SSI and AFDC income. Our estimating 
methods for Puerto Rico and American Samoa follow. 

Our Food Stamp Program estimate for Puerto Rico is based on a Depart- 
ment of Agriculture estimate of the federal cost of implementing the 
program in Puerto Rico in fiscal year 1986. We adjusted the estimate to 
1984 using the U.S. Consumer Price Index. We assumed that the number 
of persons eligible for Food Stamps, as well as the cost of administering 
the program, would be the same as in 1982 (adjusted for mflationj ivhen 
Puerto Rico most recently participated in it. Costs of special projects 
that are unique to Puerto Rico’s Nutrition .L\ssistance Program Lvere not 
included in our Food Stamp cost estimate. 

Using data from the 1980 census, we estimated the number of persons 
eligible for Food Stamp benefits from the number of persons whose 
income fell below the poverty level established by the Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget, adjusted to reflect the American Samoa population in 
1984. (No adjustments were made for persons ineligible because they 
did not meet asset criteria, as no data were available on assets of poten- 
tial American Samoan participants.) Average benefits for Food Stamp 
recipients were set at the average monthly Food Stamp benefit in Guam 
in 1984. We did this because of the demographic similarity between 
American Samoa and Guam. We multiplied the average benefits by our 
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estimated number of participants to estimate benefit costs. Program 
benefit costs would be loo-percent federally funded. 

Our estimate of administrative costs in American Samoa was developed 
by multiplying Guam’s average Food Stamp administrative cost per par- 
ticipant in 1984 by the estimated number of Food Stamp recipients in 
American Samoa. Administrative costs would be shared equally by the 
areas and the United States. 

Estimates for each area were adjusted to reflect offsets resulting from 
increased SSI and AFDC income, which is counted in determining the 
amounts of recipients’ Food Stamp benefits. According to Department of 
Agriculture officials. for each dollar of ,%I and UDC income received, 
1984 Food Stamp benefits were reduced 12.6 and 28.5 percent, respec- 
tively. Assuming all SSI and AFLX recipients also receive Food Stamp ben- 
efits, we multiplied the applicable factors to the increase in SSI and AFDC 
benefits in each area and subtracted the result from their Food Stamp 
costs. 
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-G&I 936 Tax Credit of the U.S. Internal 
Revenue Code: Effects of Its Repeal ‘for 
Puerto Rico 

Purpose X tax credit authorized by section 936 of the ITS. Code. allows certain 
U.S. companies to elect exemption from federal tax on income from 
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands. Guam, and American Samoa. Such tax 
provisions are intended to encourage U.S. corporations to engage in 
trade and business in these areas to promote industrial development an 
particularly employment-generating activities. This appendix ( 1) 
reviews the background of the section 936 tax credit and its influence OI 
the Puerto Rican economy and (2) examines the alternatives that tvould 
be available to corporations were the credit repealed for Puerto Rico. 

Our analysis in this appendix is limited to the credit as it affects Puerto 
Rico, as the greatest potential for revenue shifts under the prospective 
tax changes addressed in our study would come from U.S. corporations 
claiming the credit in that area. In tax year 1983, U.S. manufacturing 
corporations that operated in Puerto Rico received over 99 percent of 
section 936 tax benefits. Throughout the analysis, we make reference tr- 
various studies regarding Puerto Rico from which data and statistrcs ar 
cited. They are identified in appendix VI. 

The Department of the Treasury has suggested in its Fifth Report on cht 
Operations and Effect of the Possessions Corporation System of Taxa- 
tion that the credit provision affords tax benefits that are excessive in 
view of the number of jobs created by U.S. corporations in Puerto Rico. 
Treasury ha-s estimated that repealing the provision there would gener- 
ate tax revenues equal to amounts that U.S. corporations claimed as 
credits. Others have warned, however, that repealing the credit would 
adversely affect the Puerto Rican economy by aggravating its unem- 
ployment problem, likely would not produce large revenue gains for the 
U.S. Treasury, and could result in higher federal payments for Puerto 
Rican social programs. 

Differing views about repealing the credit stem largely from differing 
assumptions about potential corporate responses to its repeal and diffe! 
ing assessments of the possible effects of unfavorable business 
responses on Puerto Rico’s economy. 
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Historical Background Tax exemption provisions in the Code for U.S. corporations operacmg in 

of the Section 936 Tax 
U.S. possessions were first enacted in 192 1. These provisions ivere origl- 
nally adopted primarily to reduce the tax disadvantage of L1.S. compa- 

Credit nies operating in the Philippines and competing with foreign companies.’ 
They were applied to other U.S. insular areas, exempting qualifying cor- 
porations from federal taxes on all income derived from these areas. 

These federal tax provisions remained largely unchanged until recent 
years. with the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and TEFR.4 m 
1982. 

The 1976 act left intact the credit on income derived by U.S. corpora- 
tions from operations in possessions and exempted from taxation divi- 
dends repatriated by a qualifying corporation to its V.S. parent 
corporation. But. to prevent the avoidance of tax on income invested in 
foreign countries by such corporations, the Tax Reform Act eliminated 
the exemption for income derived outside the possessions. These 
changes were effected by removing these corporations from section 9.3 1 
of the Code (“Income from Sources within Possessions of the C-nlted 
States”) and placing them in a newly created section 936-“Puerto Rico 
and Possessions Tau Credit.” 

Amendments to section 936, as introduced by TEFRA in 1982. reflected 
concerns that corporations operating in the United States were shifting 
substantial income from such intangible assets as patents and trade- 
marks to their affiliates in Puerto Rico to increase the tax savings pro- 
vided under section 936.’ 

The 1982 act provided that, as a general rule, income from intangibles is 
taxable, but a qualifying corporation can “elect out” of the general rule 
if it shares the cost of developing the intangibles or splits the profit 
(income) from intangible assets equally with its parent company. The 
act also imposed stricter tests for these corporations to qualify for the 
section 936 tax credit. 

In 1983. to qualify for the section 936 credit, a corporation had to deri\ve 
80 percent or more of gross income from a U.S. area, and 65 percent or 

‘The foreign concerns were substantially free from paymg taxes to their governments on mcome [her. 
produced in C S. areas. 

‘For example. a pharmaceutical company rrught develop a patentable drug m KS L’ 5. laborator? Cand 
transfer the patent to its wholly owned subsrdary In one of the areas. The corporation would pr* 
duce LII whole or part the patented drug and claun the mcome from the patent as mcome subject ~$1 
the credit. 
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more of gross income had to come from the active conduct of a trade or 
business there.J Like other U.S. corporations, qualifying corporations 
were subject to federal tax on their worldwide income. The credit. how- 
ever, fully offsets the federal tax on income from a trade or business in 
U.S. possessions and from qualified investment income from these area 

Qualifying corporations were usually organized as subsidiaries of l-’ S. 
parent companies. The advantage was that in 1983, U.S. parent corpora 
tions could offset dividends received from the area subsidiaries with a 
loo-percent dividends-received deduction, which freed the dividend 
income from federal tax. 

In addition, certain qualifying corporations benefited from tax exemp- 
tions under Puerto Rican laws. Puerto Rican tax incentives for manufac 
curing and other specified business activities were first enacted in 1943 
when Puerto Rico adopted its Industrial Incentives Act. Under this and 
similar subsequent acts, Puerto Rico granted partial exemptions from it 
income and other taxes to approved businesses for specified periods of 
time (generally 10 to 25 years). Section 936 corporations normally held 
an exemption contract from the Puerto Rican government.’ 

Moreover, Puerto Rico imposes a “tollgate tax” on dividends paid out 01 
Puerto Rican-source earnings and profits to U.S. or foreign parent corps 
rations that receive industrial incentive exemptions. The tollgate tax 
was assessed at a rate of 10 percent on dividends paid out of income 
derived from manufacturing, hotel, or shipping businesses, compared 
with 25 percent for most other businesses. 

Essentially, section 936 tax credits in conjunction with the Puerto Ricar 
tax incentives allow qualifying U.S. firms operating in Puerto Rico to 
pay reduced or no tax on their Puerto Rican business income I including 

J~or to the 1982 act. III addition to the 80-percent gross mcome test. only 50 percent oi a Lorpora- 
tion’s gross mcome had to be from the active conduct of a trade or busmess III the areas The act 
rarsed the reqturemenr to 65 percent begmning m tax year 1985. Prewously the requlremenr wbs 
percerved as vulnerable to abuse, since theoretically It allowed certam corporations to qualify for rt 
tax benefits even when they derived up to half of their gross mcome from such passrve III\ estmenr: 
as bank deposus m the areas. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 further rarsed this requuement to 7.5 
percent. 

4For nonexempt corporations, Puerto Rico in 1993 taxed all Puerto Rican-source Income earned br 
I1.S and forergn corporatrons and taxed the worldwIde income of all Puerto Ryan corporarlons 
Puerto Rican corporate tax rates range from 22 percent for taxable mcome under F’S.~~llll to 4.7 rv’ 
cent for taxable mcome II-I excess oi %300.000. 
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qualifying interest income and part of their income from intangibles).; 
Also, a U.S. parent company can repatriate the earnings of its Puerto 
Rico subsidiaries almost tax-free. Such tax-free repatriation was partic- 
ularly attractive to high profit-margin operations that would have to 
pay the most taxes. Accordingly, these firms-mostly manufacturers- 
would gain the most tax savings from tax-free repatrration. It was also 
important to industries that invested large research and development 
expenditures that normally would be recouped only over a long period 
of time in the absence of tax incentives. 

Tax-free repatriation of profits enhanced the effective rate of return on 
operations of qualifying corporations. It also reduced the average effec- 
tive tax rates on the parent company’s overall earnings. As a tool of 
economic development, these tax incentives effectively lowered the 
pretax rate of return required to generate an after-tax rate of return 
deemed necessary by management to justify investments. thereby 
allowing more investments to be made. The latter, in turn, spurred area 
employment and output. 

Given federal and Puerto Rican tax incentives, most corporations claim- 
ing the credit engaged in manufacturing. Many were pharmaceutical 
companies, where operations involved high research and development 
spending. Others were in high-margin operations, producing hospital 
supplies and medical equipment. Still other corporations engaged in such 
industries as electronics and electrical equipment, food processing, and 
apparel. Most output of section 936 corporations was exported to the 
U.S. mainland or overseas. 

Section 936 Tax Credit Over the past 4 decades, the Puerto Rican economy has been trans- 

and Puerto Rican 
Economic 
Development 

formed from one that was agricultural to one that is manufacturmg and 
export-oriented. Because this development process has been complex. lt 
is difficult to determine the extent to which Puerto Rico’s economic 
progress is attributable to the section 936 tax credit and its antecedents. 
Tax incentives are but one of the factors influencing business invest- 
ments. Others might include location and market considerations, as well 
as national and international conditions. 

The importance of the tax exemption provisions, however. can be seen 
by comparing the Puerto Rican economy with those of its neighbors. 

‘these corporations pud III 1982. on average. only about 6 percent of chew mcome III tribes !I., Pwrw 
RICO 
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Like its island counterparts in the Caribbean, Puerto Rico is small with 
few natural resources. Yet Puerto Rico’s per capita gross national prod- 
uct is more than twice that of most of its neighbors. While manufactur- 
ing accounted for almost 60 percent of Puerto Rico’s net income. ic did 
not exceed 26 percent of that of any of the Central American countries. 
Jamaica, or the Dominican Republic. Like Puerto Rico. however. these 
countries trade heavily with the LJnited States. Most also benefit from 
U.S. economic aid, and, more recently, the Caribbean Basin Initiative.,, 
Also. the ITnited States has a military presence in some of these coun- 
tries. Yet only Puerto Rico has tax-free repatriation of profits to I’S 
firms. 

The federal tax benefits appear co have been critical to Puerto Rican 
industrial development to date. Nonetheless, the significance of the ras 
exemption provisions should not be overstated. Tax incentives do not 
operate in a vacuum; they can be strengthened or diluted by other eco- 
nomic factors. Over time, Puerto Rico’s development experiences have 
demonstrated just such a case. 

Puerto Rican economic development since 1950 can be roughly divided 
into two periods. During the 1950-72 period, there was a sustained rise 
in private investment in Puerto Rico resulting in a modern manufactur- 
ing sector with employment dominated by such labor-intensive indus- 
tries as food, tobacco, apparel, stone, clay, and glass. During this period. 
manufacturing employment almost tripled, from 55,000 to 142.000. 
Gross national product (in 1972 dollars) grew at an average annual rate 
of 6 percent. and real per capita gross national product rose by an aver- 
age annual rate of 5 percent. 

Since 1973, however, Puerto Rico’s economic progress has been slow. 
Private investment in plant and equipment as a percentage of gross 
national product fell steadily, from 10.3 percent in 1973 to 4.6 percent 
in 1983. In constant dollar terms, it actually declined in most years. so 
that in 1983 it was about 60 percent of the level of a decade earlier. 
Manufacturing employment has stagnated. (Nonetheless, there has been 
a shift from labor-intensive industries to high-technology ones, such as 
chemicals-in particular, pharmaceuticals-scientific instruments. elec- 
trical and electronic equipment. and machine industries.) In addition. 
real gross national product and real per capita gross national product 

“This program offers wade and tax measures to ad Canbbean Basm econonuc development It IL+ 
tures duty-free access for certam products shipped mto the L’ S. market. 
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largely changed little, while the unemployment rate surged from lo-l:! 
percent in the 195072 period to a high in 1985 of 23.5 percent. 

Aside from the tax incentives, the rapid growth in the manufacturing 
sector during the first period gained impetus from Puerto Rican wages. 
which were relatively low compared with those on the U.S. mainland. 
Puerto Rico also had the advantage relative to low-wage foreign coun- 
tries in that it was within the the U.S. tariff wall. 

Likewise, in recent years more than tax incentives have affected Puerto 
Rico’s industrial development. The decline in Puerto Rico’s economic 
performance has been much affected by U.S. economic conditions (such 
as the recessions of 197475 and 1981-82). In addition, changes in 
Puerto Rico’s competitive advantage have had an adverse impact. Spe- 
cifically, the rise in Puerto Rico’s wages (a result of the imposition of 
federal minimum wages), the lowering of U.S. trade barriers to foreign 
imports (a consequence of cuts in U.S. tariffs following multilateral 
trade talks), and the growth of industrial sites in the Far East (spurred 
by the technological development in newly industrialized countries,] 
have significantly eroded Puerto Rico’s labor cost, location, and market 
advantages. Facing such changes and shifts in market demand, it is not 
surprising that Puerto Rican corporations have moved away from labor- 
intensive industries to high-technology ones. 

Meanwhile, in the United States, the reduction in the effective corporate 
tax rates of manufacturing industries (resulting from more liberal 
depreciation allowances under the accelerated cost recovery system and 
the investment tax credit) reduced the potential tax savings for corpora- 
tions claiming section 936 tax credit. 

In short, while tax exemptions have represented a significant benefit to 
qualifying corporations, their investment decisions have been affected 
by a host of economic conditions. In the future, while tax exemptions 
are likely to remain a major inducement for foreign investments in 
Puerto Rico, the impact of tax incentives on development is less than 
certain. 
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U.S. Corporations U.S. corporations claiming section 936 tax credit can have diverse 

Claiming Section 936 effects on the Puerto Rican economy. Directly, they create income and 
employment through their industrial operations. Indirectly, they genet 

Tax Credit and the ate income and employment through backward and forward linkages. 

Puerto Rican Economy Backward linkages refer to “upstream” industries chat provide these 
corporations with such inputs as raw materials, intermediate goods, ar 
services. Forward linkages relate to “downstream” industries chat sell 
and distribute these corporations’ output. 

In addition, economic activities undertaken by such corporations and 
related industries stimulate demand for ocher goods and services (suet 
as wholesale and retail activities, finance, real estate, transportation. 
utilities. and others). In this way, they further stimulate employment 
and output in other industries in the private sector. Growth of the pri- 
vate sector, in turn, generates tax revenues and facilitates the expansll 
of public services. 

The simultaneous growth of employment in manufacturing, services. 
and the public sector has been evident in Puerto Rico. A precise estima- 
tion of such “multiplier” effects, however, is difficult to render. In the 
United States, the multiplier effect of U.S. industries on employment. 
according to estimates of the U.S. Department of Commerce, is around 
1.45. There is no reason why the multiplier effect for similar industries 
made up largely of U.S. firms in Puerto Rico should be significantly 
higher than chat in the United States. Some moderate adjustment to 
account far the relatively more labor-intensive Puerto Rican economy, 
however, may be appropriate. 

In addition to having a direct and indirect impact on the island’s output 
and employment, corporations qualifying for the 936 tax credit can con- 
tribute to the Puerto Rican economy through their financial resources. 
The financial assets these corporations hold provide a major source of 
capital for ocher corporations. which borrow for commercial and indus- 
trial purposes; for consumer mortgages; and for the government. The 
tax-exempt status of qualified investment income makes it advanta- 
geous for qualifying corporations to leave their financial assets in 
Puerto Rico, even though interest races there are lower. Some obsemers 
argue that, were no qualified investment income available in Puerto 
Rico, it would have to secure capital from external sources and at higher 
cost. 
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According co the U.S. Department of the Treasury, 447 out of 554 quali- 
fying corporations; in Puerto Rico in 1982 were engaged in manufaccur- 
ing. Their total net income for the year amounted to about $1.7 billion. 
Direct employment in these corporations was estimated to be around 
81,250, representing 60 percent of 1982 Puerto Rican manufacturing 
employment or 11 percent of its total employment. 

Pharmaceutical companies had the largest share (52 percent) of 1982 
net income from qualifying corporations engaged in manufacturing. 
They accounted for 15 percent of the 1982 employment of corporations 
claiming the credit. Electric and electronic companies employed the larg- 
est number of workers, estimated at 26,065. They accounted for 19 per- 
cent of the net income, the second largest share. 

The Treasury suggested that, since most of the manufactured output of 
these corporations was exported, the development of “downstream” 
industries stimulated by such corporations was less significant than 
otherwise might be the case. With regard to “upstream” industries, the 
Treasury recognized that locally owned electronics, metal products, and 
plastics industries were increasing their sales of materials co electronics 
corporations claiming the credit and that most apparel firms obtained 
their inputs from locally owned companies. Further, Treasury noted 
chat a substantial service sector in Puerto Rico provides banking, trans- 
portation, and utilities CO all manufacturing corporations claiming the 
credit. Nonetheless, Treasury did not offer in its Fifth Report estimates 
of secondary employment generated by such corporations. 

Treasury noted that, at the end of 1983, corporations claiming the sec- 
tion 936 credit held approximately $11 billion in Puerto Rican financial 
assets. Most of these funds were invested in bank deposits, repurchase 
agreements, mortgage securities, real estate loans, loans co ocher posses- 
sion corporations, and Puerto Rican government obligations. Ocher 
observers suggested chat the availability of qualified investment funds 
lowered the interest rate paid by commercial banks on section 936 
funds. The Puerto Rico Government Development Bank estimated that 
the interest race was lowered about 2 percentage points. saving the 
banks about $120 million in interest costs in 1985. 

‘Treasury data indicate that 524 of 622 corporations quahfying for the credit U-I tax year 1983 were 
manufactunng fun-s Data was not yet avakble on receipts or employment m 1983. 
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There was a consensus among obsenyers that section 936 corporation: 
have played a major role in the Puerto Rican economy. But there is di 
greement on the economic impact were federal tax incentives benefici 
these enterprises to be repealed. 

Effects of Repealing The effects on the Puerto Rican economy of repealing the section 936 

Section 936 Tax Credit 
tax credit would depend on corporate reactions. Other things being 
equal, the repeal would discourage new investment by U.S. corporatio 

for Puerto Rico in Puerto Rico. Nonetheless, as previously noted, Puerto Rico’s econon 
performance demonstrates that foreign investments on the island are 
affected by a host of economic factors, as well as tax provisions. To ct 
extent that ocher economic considerations might favor Puerto Rico as 
future investment site for U.S. corporations, U.S. investments in Puen 
Rico could continue, even in the absence of the credit.J 

As for such corporations currently operating in Puerto Rico, they wou 
have at least four choices: 

1. Remain in Puerto Rico as U.S. subsidiaries, but pay federal taxes on 
their Puerto Rican earnings. 

2. Relocate to foreign areas (such as Ireland, Mexico, Hong Kong. Tai- 
wan, and Singapore) chat offer tax incentives, low wages, and ocher 
market advantages. Being foreign corporations, they would pay no fed 
eral taxes until they repatriated their earnings. Foreign tax credits 
would also reduce their U.S. tax liabilities. 

3. Move back CO the United States and pay U.S. federal income taxes. 

4. Close. 

Which options they would choose would depend on the decisions of ind 
vidual firms and are difficult to predict precisely. It would be unrealis- 
tic, however, to assume that all such corporations would act similarly,. 
given their various business operations. Key considerations bearing on 
corporate decisions would include the nature of the industry, require- 
ments of operations, costs of relocation, and the availability and atcrac- 
tiveness of alternative foreign sites. 

‘For example, If procemonist measure9 were mtroduced in the United States to ward off forecgn 
unports. Puerto Rico once Agatha would eqjoy NS advantage over fomgn countne~ III berg wrhm rht 
U.S. tariff wall. In addition, a strong L’S economy and.;or other inducements Puerto RICO offers CO 
foregn uwestors would attract capA mvestment to Puerto RICO. 
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In the short term, given chat corporate decisions to relocate cake time to 
make, it is unlikely there would be a rapid exodus of these corporations 
from heK0 Rico. Over the long term, however, after corporations had 
time to react to the prospective repeal of the credit, the corporate 
response probably would be mixed. Corporations with low and moderate 
levels of capital investment would be most likely to shift their opera- 
tions co foreign sites, if it were advantageous for them to do so. Firms 
with substantial capital investments, however, would find it more diffi- 
cult to relocate and would be inclined to stay in Puerto Rico. 

Moreover, some firms chat derived their income from investment in 
physical assets (plant and equipment, etc.) probably would 
reincorporate in foreign jurisdictions. Through reincorporation, these 
companies would continue CO pay no federal income taxes until they 
repatriated their earnings. Firms that derived their income largely from 
intangibles, however, would be less likely CO do this because they would 
be precluded from beneficing from such tax savings. 

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 provides chat in the case of an other- 
wise tax-free transfer of intangible property from a U.S. person to a for- 
eign corporation, the transferor is treated as receiving payments over 
the useful life of the property on an annual basis. Such payments are 
deemed U.S.-source income. These tax provisions, which retain the L1.S. 
taxing authority over income from an intangible even if transferred co a 
foreign corporation, would make it not worthwhile for corporations that 
derive the bulk of their income from intangibles to reincorporate or relo- 
cate elsewhere and would encourage them CO stay in PLiertO Rico or 
return CO the U.S. mainland. 

A detailed analysis of the industrial composition in 1984 of corporations 
claiming the section 936 credit in Puerto Rico would shed light on proba- 
ble corporate responses co repealing the section 936 tax credit. What 
follow are some tentative observations. 

1. The apparel industry in Puerto Rico was labor-intensive, requiring lit- 
tle capital investment. Because of Puerto Rico’s wage rates, which are 
not competitive with low-wage areas in the Caribbean or the Far Eiist, 
very few firms were expanding their operations on the island, despite 
the section 936 tax credit. Some were considering shifting their produc- 
tion CO lower cost locations in Asia or the Caribbean. Repeal of the credit 
would hasten such departures. as low capital investments and available 
alternative sites would make relocations relatively easy. Few would 
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move back Co the United States because of high labor costs on the U.S. 
mainland. 

2. The electronic and electrical equipment industry was the most techrw 
logically dynamic and fastest growing segment of the manufacturing 
sector in Puerto Rico. The growth in U.S. and worldwide markets for 
electronics has boosted the development of the industry. The industry’s 
major products were computing equipment, terminals, printers, and cir- 
cuit boards, among others. A number of these firms having heavy fixed 
capital investments in Puerto Rico might continue their operations there 
regardless of the status of the credit. It is likely, however. chat repealing 
it would curtail their expansion. Over the long term, chose with lower 
capital investments might phase out their operations and relocate else- 
where, most likely, CO newly industrialized countries in Asia or to Ire- 
land, from which they could easily ship their products co the European 
markets. 

3. The pharmaceutical industry in Puerto Rico typically either produced 
bulk pharmaceutical products or performed fishing operations on bulk 
products produced outside the area. Bulk products manufactured in 
Puerto Rico generally were exported CO foreign affiliates for local finish- 
ing to satisfy “local content” requirements. The majority of products 
finished in Puerto Rico were sold on the U.S. mainland. 

Virtually every major U.S. pharmaceutical manufacturer had operations 
in Puerto Rico. The area was an attractive production site for U.S. firms 
to serve the U.S. pharmaceutical market because of the tax benefits. 
absence of tariffs, and minimal federal regulatory complications associ- 
ated with such activities. 

Such production processes were the most highly capital-intensive among 
manufacturing industries in Puerto Rico. In view of the industry’s 
strong profitability, the outlook for the industry was good. Repeal of the 
credit probably would curtail the expansion of the industry. Firms that 
have incurred high fixed investment are likely to stay. Current tax laws 
on intangible property incomes, as previously discussed, would provide 
few incentives for these corporations, which derived most of their 
income from intangibles (principally patents for drugs), to move 
overseas. 

4. In the food processing industry in hertO Rico, corporations claiming 
the credit were diverse. They manufactured a wide range of products. 
including soft drink concentrates, canned tuna and ocher food items. 
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powdered beverages, jam and jelly ingredients, and agricultural feed- 
stock. Firms producing soft drink concentrates performed capital- 
intensive mixing operations. Most other food processing firms were 
fairly labor-intensive. 

With repeal of the credit, the high-margin producers of soft drink con- 
centrates probably would have little incentive CO remain in Puerto Rico 
and would return to the US. mainland. Because of the relatively heavy 
capital investments of these firms, they probably would phase out their 
operations in Puerto Rico over a 3-or 4-year period. Likewise, canning 
and packaging processors would tend to shift their operations co the 
U.S. mainland, which has had substantial excess capacity. They likely 
would relocate over a year or 2 because of their low-capital investments. 

5. In the hospital supply and medical instrument industry in Puerto 
Rico, corporations claiming the credit were largely subsidiaries of highly 
diversified health care firms in the United States. They manufactured a 
wide range of high-margin products. Production processes varied con- 
siderably-some were labor-intensive, others, capital-intensive. With 
repeal of the credit, the attractiveness of Puerto Rico as a production 
and investment site would be sharply diminished. Most likely, firms 
having low levels of fixed investment would phase out many of their 
operations and relocate to such low-cost sites as Mexico or elsewhere in 
the Caribbean. Firms having heavy capital investments gradually would 
decline over the long term. 

6. The professional and scientific instrument industry in heK0 Rico 
manufactured such products as spectrometers, panel meters, chermo- 
static parts, and microfilm jackets, among others. Operations were mod- 
erately labor-intensive. The outlook of the industry was not good 
because of foreign competition in the US. market. Repeal of the credit 
would accelerate the decline. The low level of fixed investment in the 
industry would permit such corporations to relocate to Asia or else- 
where in the Caribbean without major financial losses. 

To the extent that firms left Puerto Rico, the island’s economy would 
contract, reducing output, employment, and availability of capital. Ail 
else being equal, such a situation could require higher federal payments 
to support Puerto Rico’s social programs, as well as augmented federal 
budgetary assistance. 

To the extent that firms returned co the United States or remained in 
Puerto Rico, overall Treasury receipts would grow only if the additional 
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tax revenues that resulted exceeded additional federal outlays needed I 
support Puerto Rico’s social programs. 

To the extent that corporations relocated overseas, Treasury receipts 
generally would be realized only when firms repatriated their earnings. 
Such receipts would be net of credits for taxes paid to overseas 
jurisdictions. 

Estimates of Probable The US. Treasury estimated from 1982 corporate tax return statistics 

Receipts From Puerto 
that, because of the section 936 credit, about $1.7 billion in tax revenue 
were foregone by the United States on earnings from corporations in 

Rico to Treasury Upon Puerto Rico. Estimates by various private organizations were much 

Repeal of the Section smaller; in particular, the Institute for Research on the Economics of 

936 Tax Credit 
Taxation concluded that Treasury receipts generated by repealing the 
credit would be minimal. 

The Treasury estimates were based on the assumption that, were the 
credit eliminated, most earnings of existing corporations claiming the 
credit would be taxed. Its argument was that, except for corporations 
that derive their income from investment in physical assets (plant and 
equipment, etc.), corporations claiming the credit that secured their 
income from intangible assets would have to pay federal income taxes 
on their earnings. This would be true whether they reincorporated in 
Puerto Rico or elsewhere or returned to the United States. About half 01 
the 1982 earnings of corporations claiming the credit in Puerto Rico 
were from intangibles, and the other such corporations probably would 
remain in Puerto Rico if granted a wage credit9 Thus, the Treasury con- 
cluded that repealing the credit would bring into the Treasury an 
amount equivalent to tax savings realized by U.S. corporations on their 
incomes in that year. Tax savings were calculated by subtracting from 
tax credits claimed by such corporations the amount of depreciation 
allowances and investment tax credits due them if they paid income 
taxes on their earnings. 

But the Institute for Research on the Economics of Taxation study main 
tained that, except for labor-intensive industries (in which the majority 
of these corporations were not engaged), a wage credit would not be a 
strong incentive for such corporations to continue to operate in Puerto 
Rico. In the event of the repeal, it argued, these corporations would be 
likely to relocate; few would return to the U.S. mainland. As a result, 

gTreasury officmls belleve the cumnt pomon of eammgs from tntaqbles IS h@her than 50 percent 
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little tax revenue would be generated for the Treasury. On the contrary, 
corporate transfers out of Puerto Rico would exacerbate the island’s 
unemployment situation, thereby requiring higher federal outlays for 
Puerto Rico’s social assistance programs. 

For the short term, the Treasury estimates might be valid, especially if 
the repeal were effected when corporations claiming the credit had little 
choice or time co relocate. Over the long term, however, the estimates 
may be overstated. This would be the case if such corporations gradu- 
ally sought alternative tax-saving possibilities or simply halted their 
operations. As they did. Treasury receipts would be diminished. 

While depicting the longer term adjustment process, the Institute for 
Research on the Economics of Taxation study ignored other factors that 
might induce such corporations to continue to operate in Puerto Rico. As 
a result, its estimates may be understated. The most plausible scenario 
would appear to be somewhere in between. 
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This appendix describes our methodology for estimating changes in U.S 
and areas’ tax revenues from fully extending U.S. income taxes to the 
areas. Our estimates were for both 1983 tax revenues. assuming no 
change in business activity, and longer term tax revenues. 

Personal and corporate income tax liability (the amount of taxes owed 
less any allowable credits) is derived the same in the four areas as m the 
United States. Gross income less allowable adjustments, exemptions. and 
deductions yields taxable income- the base figure to which tax rates 
are applied to compute tax liability. 

To estimate the revenue effects of the prospective tax changes. we used 
aggregate tax data for each area, adjusting for differences in the tax 
systems. Our methodology was different for each area because each had 
a unique tax relationship with the United States, and the type and 
amount of information available from which to estimate tax revenue 
varied. All estimates were based on data for the 1983 tax year, the lat- 
est full-year federal tax data available. 

Short-Term Estimate 

Puerto Rico Although Puerto Rico’s income tax system is similar in some respects to 
the U.S. system, there are substantial differences between the two. Con- 
sequently, to estimate the revenue effects of fully extending U.S. taxes, 
we adjusted income and other tax-related data to ascertain tax liability 
for Puerto Rico. Where the area tax data were unavailable or were not 
comparable with U.S. tax data. we made various assumptions to recon- 
cile the differences. 

Using personal income tax data from Tabulation de la Cinta Planillas 
Cuadradas-a tabulation of relevant personal income tax data prepared 
by the Puerto Rico Department of Treasury-we identified the number 
of taxpayers by filing status and income range. Puerto Rico has only 
three filing categories- married, head-of-household, and single; it does 
not recognize married filing separately as a separate category, as does 
the U.S. tax system.’ 

‘Our ultimate revenue es- w understated to the extent that Puerw Rican taxpayers who would 
be chssifkd as man-ted. filing separately, fall uxo one of Puem Rico’s emsting filing status catege 
ries. These imbiduala would pay h@her rates than reflazed in our esumate. Data were not ar akble 
to ldenafy the number of affected taxpayers. 
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Next, we estimated the deduction that would have been taken were 
Puerto Rican taxpayers taxed under the federal system. Because Puerto 
Rico’s system is substantially different than the U.S. system with 
respect to itemized deductions, we applied L1.S. experience to Puerto 
Rican taxpayers. assuming that the same percentage of Puerto Rican 
taxpayers, by filing status and income ranges, would take the same level 
of itemized deductions as their U.S. counterparts. We obtained informa- 
tion on U.S. taxpayers from the Individual Income Tax Returns, 1983: 
Tables Emphasizing Returns Filed, Sources of Income. Exemptions, Item- 
ized Deductions. and Tax Computations, published by the Statistics of 
Income Division of the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. This publication 
has relevant 1983 U.S. personal income tax data by income bracket and 
filing status, adjusted gross incomes, salaries and wages credits. and 
dependent information. We multiplied the number of Puerto Rican 
itemizers in each filing status and income bracket by the average excess 
itemized deduction-average U.S. itemized deduction amount less the 
zero-bracket amount-to estimate total excess itemized deductions. 

Personal exemptions were then calculated by adding all filers, spouses, 
children, and other dependents by filing status and income ranges. 
Because the United States allows additional exemptions for the aged. we 
increased total exemptions by 8 percent-the number of persons aged 
65 and over in Puerto, Rico according to available 1980 census data- 
and allocated the exemptions among filing status and income range. We 
did not make an adjustment for blind persons due to the lack of availa- 
ble data and because the number of blind persons is presumably small; 
U.S. filers taking the exemption for blindness amounted to .3 percent of 
total filers in 1983. 

To identify total taxable income by filing status and income range. we 
subtracted exemptions and excess itemized deductions from the 
adjusted gross income. We then divided total taxable income by the 
number of taxpayers in each filing status and income range to estimate 
the average taxable income. Applicable U.S. tax rates were multiplied 
by the number of filers in each status and income range to determine 
total taxes owed. 

Adjustments were then made to account for credits that would be 
allowed by the United States, but not by Puerto Rico. Most notably, 
adjustments were made for the earned-income credit, which Puerto Rico 
does not recognize. Using the data provided by the Puerto Rico Depart- 
ment of Treasury, we identified the number of taxpayers in Puerto Rico 
with dependents and adjusted gross income below % 10,000, along with 
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the average amount of earned income (salaries and wages! and the aver 
age adjusted gross income. We then multiplied the corresponding 
earned-income credit that would have been provided under the L’S. 
Code by the number of qualified filers to identify total earned-income 
credit.? 

To estimate adjustments for other tax credits, we assumed the percent- 
age of filers and the amount of credits taken in Puerto Rico would be at 
the same level as in the United States, excluding earned income credit. 
After calculating the percentage of filers and the average amount of 
credits in the United States, using tax data provided by the U.S. Interna 
Revenue Serv-ice. we applied these factors CO the total Puerto Rican 
filers. We subtracted these credits and the earned income credit from 
taxes owed to identify total personal income tax liability. 

The Puerto Rico Planning Board. which accumulates statistics on Puerto 
Rico business, provided information on corporate income, which we 
tried to use in estimating corporate tax liability. However. this did not 
provide corporate taxable income, needed as a tax base before a rate 
could be applied. The Puerto Rico Department of Treasury’s latest cor- 
porate income and tax data were for 198 1, and officials were unable to 
provide income information for all Puerto Rican business.) 

Accordingly, we used an alternative approach in developing a corporate 
tax estimate for Puerto Rico. Essentially, we summed estimates of tases 
to be obtained from companies claiming section 936 credits and firms 
not claiming this credit. 

To obtain estimated taxes from firms claiming the 936 credit, we used 
1983 credit data (corporations with tax years beginning July 1982 
through June 1983) from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. similar data 
published in Treasury’s Fifth Report on the Operations and Effect of the 
Possessions System of Taxation (1982), and data obtained from the 
Treasury official responsible for preparing the Fifth Report. As Trea- 
sury did for 1982 credits, we adjusted 1983 section 936 tax credits 
downward for tax-saving provisions (accelerated cost recovery system’ 
and investment tax credit) not available to firms electing to claim the 

‘Our estunate LS overstated to the extent that we allowed earned-mcome credit for taxpayers *lth 
dependents who were not ctuldren. We could not distwsh between types of dependents by ilhng 
status and mcome range wth the ava&ble mcome tax data 

3Data were avulable from the Puerto Rico Department of Treasury on taxes collected for lax year 
1983, and on net earrungs for corporations that received income tax exemptIons. but not filr other 
corporations. 
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benefits of section 936. We did not, however. adjust tax benefits docsn- 
ward for the foreign tax credit since (1 j this credit would not be availa- 
ble were PueKo Rico taxed like a state and (2) we assumed chat I’.S. 
taxes would replace Puerto Rico income taxes. Like Treasup, we 
assumed no tax benefits for nonmanufacturing firms claiming the 9:36 
credit. 

About 24 percent of the corporations claiming 936 credits in 1983 had 
accounting periods beginning before the effective date of the TEFRA pro- 
visions on intangibles. We did not adjust their credits for the impact of 
TEFRA because the available data provided no basis to do so and Trea- 

q officials provided no methodology for making this adjustment in 
their comments. To the extent that TEFFG caused the foregone L1.S. 
income tax to decrease or increase, our estimated revenue changes 
would have been over- or understated. 

To obtain estimated taxes from firms not claiming the section 936 credit. 
we used 1983 PueKo Rico tax collection data provided by the PueKo 
Rico Treasury Department and data on 1982 Puerto Rico tax collections 
from firms claiming the section 936 credit. Data on 1983 collections 
from section 936 companies were not available, but ( 1) total credits 
claimed were about the same in both years, (2) income was accordingly 
assumed to be about the same, and (3) corporate tax rates, which were 
nearly the same as U.S. rates, were not changed between 1982 and 1983. 
By deducting estimated collections of firms claiming section 936 from 
total collections, we obtained an estimate of collections from non-g:36 
companies. 

In this way, we estimated that firms electing section 936 would have 
yielded revenue of about $1.913 billion in 1983. Firms not claiming the 
credit would have provided an estimated $240 million. Thus, total reve- 
nue in 1983 from corporate taxes in Puerto Rico was estimated at about 
$2.153 billion. 

Virgin Islands Because the Virgin Islands “mirror” the U.S. tax Code, and taxpayers 
were taxed virtually identically to U.S. taxpayers, little adjustment of 
income and tax data was necessary to estimate potential revenue. 

Our estimate of 1983 personal income tax revenue from the Virgin 
Islands was based on aggregate collections data because detailed infor- 
mation on taxpayers’ income. deductions. exemptions. and credits lvas 
not readily available. We used collection and tax refund data from the 
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Virgin Islands Department of Finance’s 1983 Comprehensive Annual 
Financial Report. which shows the source and use of government oper- 
ating funds. 

Revenue from fully extending corporate income taxes also was based on 
collection data. To the collections, we added 1983 income tax rebates 
provided to certain corporations and individuals through the L’irgin 
Islands Industrial Development Program. Such rebates would not be 
allowed under the federal tax system. Rebate data were obtained from 
the Virgin Islands Bureau of Internal Revenue. 

GLlZUIl Because Guam “mirrored” the U.S. tax Code, and area taxpayers were 
taxed almost the same as U.S. taxpayers, few adjustments on income tax 
data were necessary to estimate tax revenue. 

We obtained aggregate tax data for tax year 1983 from Guam’s tax 
information system- a computerized data collection system.’ The fed- 
eral government withheld income taxes from federal employees residing 
in Guam, including active military personnel, and transferred such 
funds to Guam under federal law. We gathered data on tax revenues 
generated through this provision from the U.S. Treasury and Guam’s 
tax agency. Using aggregate tax liability reported through Guam’s infor- 
mation system, we added transfers from the federal government to cal- 
culate personal tax liability. 

We estimated corporate tax revenue from data reported in Guam’s tax 
information system. Total taxes included $3.3 million rebated to corpo- 
rations under Guam’s tax incentives program. 

American Samoa Because there were significant differences between the tax systems m 
American Samoa and the United States, we adjusted income and tax 
d;l;a to estimate revenue from fully extending federal taxes. Aggregate 
1983 tax liability data were obtained from American Samoa tax offi- 
cials. They also provided information on the area revenues generated 
from the minimum tax, the number of tuna workers exempt from -tieri- 
can Samoa income taxes, the number of filers who would be eligible for 
an earned income credit under the U.S. Code, and the estimated amount 
of investment credit on buildings. These items were treated differently 

‘We did not assess the reliability of informatlon generated through rhLs auromaced syswm 
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in Anerican Samoa, and therefore required aaustments to estimate rev- 
enue. as follows: 

9 Exempt tuna workers - As part of the tax incentives granted to tuna 
canneries, American Samoa exempted from income taxes employees sta- 
tioned on tuna boats. If income taxes were fully extended, this exemp- 
tion would not exist. Thus, the amount of the exemption was added to 
the actual area tax. This adjustment was equal to the number of 
exempted filers times the average tax liability per return. which we 
added to the area tax revenue. 

l Minimum tax - The Z-percent minimum tax collected by American 
Samoa represented 17 percent of the total personal tax liability. N’e sub- 
tracted this amount from the areas’ tax revenue. 

l Earned income credit - The number of American Samoa filers who would 
have been eligible for this credit was identified by American Samoa tax 
officials. We multiplied this number by the average earned-income credit 
claimed by U.S. households in 1983, to estimate total credit. We then 
subtracted this credit from area tax revenue. 

l Investment credit - American Samoa allowed this credit for buildings 
used in business, as well as machinery and equipment. -An adjustment 
was made by adding the estimated credit for buildings to the total tax 
revenue. 

Aso, American Samoa had amended its tax system to allow the govern- 
ment to grant full or partial tax exemptions to corporations as an incen- 
tive to promote economic development. These exemptions, which would 
not be allowed under the federal system, reduced the corporate tax rev- 
enue. Consequently, we added them to the aggregate area corporate 
tax.5 

Long-Term Estimate Our long-term estimate of federal revenue after businesses react to tax 
extension reflects only taxes from certain U.S. manufacturing firms 
operating in Puerto Rico in 1983 that historically had claimed section 
936 credits. If this credit were eliminated under full U.S. tax extension, 
we believe that certain firms in the pharmaceutical, electronics, and 
food-processing industries would continue to operate in Puerto Rico or 
relocate to the U.S. mainland. In either event, they would be fully taued. 
Together, these firms claimed about % 1.3 billion in section 936 credits in 

‘We did not a&us corporate tax habllity for other differences because I 1’1 the revenue effect would 
have been uwgmficant according to Amencan Samoan officmls or 1’2) msufficlent data were 
available. 
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1983, or about 67 percent of about $1.9 billion in section 936 credits 
taken in that year. Assuming their profits remained unchanged, we 
believe these corporations would generate about $1.3 billion in ta.. revs 
nues for the U.S. Treasury. 

Additional revenues may be received from other firms operating in 
Puerto Rico, from Puerto Rico personal income taxes, and from the othc 
areas. Nonetheless. revenues from these sources likely would be lower 
than we estimated for 1983, although there were too little data to quan. 
tify this reduction. For example, many Puerto Rico-based firms may prl 
vide supplies or services for manufacturing companies claiming section 
936 credits. The operations of supplier firms may be reduced or cur- 
tailed to the extent that their customers close or relocate to U.S. or for- 
eign sites. 

Fully extending U.S. income taxes could affect local corporations in 
other ways also, because we assume that U.S. income taxes would 
replace area income taxes. Thus, for example, the areas no longer woulc 
be able to give corporations rebates or exemptions from local income 
taxes. In calendar year 1983, Puerto Rico forgave $2.34 billion in Puertc 
Rican income taxes under its Industrial Incentive Program. This also 
could reduce or curtail operations for Puerto Rican firms. 

The likely business contraction would affect employment and, by e.xten- 
sion, personal tax revenues. An estimated 54,000 jobs would be lost 
from companies claiming section 936 credits but expected to close or 
relocate to foreign areas, thereby escaping federal taxation until profits 
were returned to and taxed by the United States. Assuming an employ- 
ment multiplier for major manufacturing industries in Puerto Rico at 
about 1.4-about the same as in the United States-Puerto Rico’s econ- 
omy would lose about 22,000 additional jobs. Given a 1982 labor force o 
about 918,000 (of whom 199,000 were unemployed), this contraction 
would have increased unemployment about 8.2 percent. As a result. per- 
sonal tax revenues likely would be lower over the long term than pro- 
jected for 1983. 

Area officials in the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa also 
foresaw adverse economic impacts from fully extending U.S. income 
taxes, especially due to the restriction of the areas’ capacity to continue 
local business incentives, To the extent that these areas’ economies 
would be affected by full tax extension, many of the same factors 
affecting potential taxes in Puerto Rico would tend to reduce tax reve- 
nues in these areas below our 1983 projections. 
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Issues Affecting U.S. Territory and Insular Policy. SSWD-~~-H. February 
7, 1985. 

Followup of Guam’s Administration of Its Income Tax Program, 
GGD-&11. October 26, 1983. 

Puerto Rico’s Political Status: A Divisive Issue With Many Dimensions. 
~~~-814. lMarch 2. 1981. 

Experience of Past Territories Can Assist Puerto Rico Status Delibera- 
tions. GcD80-26. March 7. 1980. 

The Government of Guam’s Administration of its Income Tax Program. 
~~~80-3. October 3. 1979. 

Studies Relating to 
Potential Effects of 

Booz-Allen and Hamilton Inc. Impact of Repeal of Section 936 on Puerto 
Rico’s Economv. Mav 1985. 

Changing Possession Citibank. Economic Challenges Facing Puerto Rico. March 1985. ICF. 

Tax Credit Incorporated. Benefit-Cost Analysis of Section 936. September 1985. 

ICF, Incorporated. Data and Assumptions Used, Benefit-Cost Analysis of 
Section 936. September 1985. 

ICF, Incorporated. The Twin Plant Concept in Caribbean Basin Develop- 
ment. September 1985. 

Puerto Rico Economic Development Administration. An -Analysis of the 
President’s Tax Proposal to Repeal the Possessions Tax Credit in Section 
936 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, by John R. Stewart, Jr., and The- 
odore Lane. February 1985. 

Puerto Rico Economic Development Administration. Analysis of Trea- 
sury Proposal to Repeal Section 936. May 1985. 

Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc. An Assessment of the Administra- 
tion’s Proposal to Substitute a Wage Credit for Section 936. June 1985. 

Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc. An Assessment of the Effectiveness of 
a Wage Credit in Puerto Rico: An UDdate. June 1985. 
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Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc. The Employment, Economic. and Fis- 
cal Impacts of Replacing 936 With a Wage Credit in Puerto Rico. October 
1985. 

Ture. Norman B. Measuring the Benefits and Costs of Section 936. Insti- 
tute for Research on the Economics of Taxation, 1985. 

Other Studies and 
Reports 

Income Taxation in the Virgin Islands, Guam, the Northern Mariana 
Islands and American Samoa. October 1979. 

U.S. Department of the Treasury. The Operations and Effect of the Pos- 
sessions Corporation System of Taxation, Fifth Annual Report. July 
1986. 
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%cents From the Governor of Puerto Rico 

COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
SAN JUAN. PUERTO RICO 00901 

June 30. 1387 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
Aaaiscant Comptroller General 
Human Resources DivisLon 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Waahington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

Thank you for giving ua the opportunity of reviewing and 
commenting on your Draft Report Welfare and Taxes: Extending 
Benefits and Taxes to Puerto Rico, Virgin Lrlands, Guam and 
American Samoa. Our detailed comments are enclosed. 

The fundamental flaw with the GAO Draft Report LS 
attributable to the nature of the Congressional inquiry. The 
fundamental quest ion should not be how the United stat29 
Treasury can extract additional revenues from an Island dhose 
per capita income Ls one-third that of the U.S. mainland, but 
how the United States can further the Long-established 

Congressional goal of promotrng economic grovch and fiscal 
autonomy in Puerto Rico. The proper and enlightened emphasis 
should be on the creation of new jobs, assuring the sense of 
dignity and vel L-be lng they foster, not the anxiety and 

misfortune of job destruct ion and greater dependence char 

would be the inevitable and predictable consequence ,Jf fully 
extending federal social welfare programs and fede rat 

corporate and income taxes to Puerto Rico and the U.S. 
territories. 

The body of the report makes clear that Eully extending 
Eederal income taxes co Puerto Rico would be an economic 
disaster for both Puerto Rico and the UnLted States. The 
$2.4 billion in additional taxes taken out of aur economy 
would exceed the SL billion net benefit of fullv extendLng 
velfare programs by S1.4 billion annually. Obviously, c he 
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people of Puerto Ri:o could not support ruch a regressive 
plan. Moreover, the addit ional tax revenue9 to the Unrtc. 
States would largely evaporate in time a9 Cirms left PuertJ 
Rico in response to the steep increase in taxation, taking 
thousands of job9 with them and leaving the economic of 
Puerto Rico in a shambles. 

The imposition of a net federal tax increase of more 
than a billion dollsrs, or almost 8z of GNP, on a developing 
economy with unemployment at nearly 17 percent, would 
inevitably result in even higher unemployment and economic 
stagnat ion. The hope of a better tomorrow Ear our children 
that energizes Puerto Rico today would be the first casualty 
oE such a misguided approach. 

The draft report does not follow through on the logical 
implications of its findings with a recommendat ion that 
Congress not tinker with a tax regime that ha9 been 90 
successful in developing the economy of Puerto Rico and 
creating thousands OP jobs. Instead, it makes the 
inconsistent suggest ion that, if Congress wishes to pay fo r 
extending vel Eare programs by imposing federal taxe9, tc 
should do 90 by gradually imposing Eederal corporate income 
taxes on businesses here. 

A policy of giadualism vill not vork. :t would 
immediately shut ,J f f new investment in Puerto Rico, and 
hasten de departure of existing firms. Enterprise9 would 
quickly see that tax incentives -- which the report agrees 
are “criticaL” to our industrial development -- would no 
longer be reliably svailable in Puerto Rico. 

Unfortunately, we have seen the dire efEects that merely 
prop09 ing to remove federal tax incentives can have on 
investment and jobs in Puerto Rico. When in November, 198L, 

the U.S. Treasury proposed the repeal of Sectron 936 and its 
replacement with a Car less effective jobs credit. New 
investment dried up. Firms that vere planning to build or 
enlarge factories in Puerto Rico shifted their investments to 
other areas. Some busines9es even left for tax advantaged 
areas with more stable and reliable tax incentives. 

Working with the Reagan Administration and the Congress, 
Puerto Rico helped devise a compromise that was ultimately 
enacted in the Tax Reform Act of 1996. Section 936 was 
retained with a few relatively minor modifications, and 
indeed broadened in arder to promote economic development in 
the entire Caribbean Basin. 
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The response tJ Administration and Congress Lana1 
assurances that Section 936 would indeed be a permanent coo L 
of economic development for Puerto Rico and the Caribbean has 
been extremely grat lfying. Since 1985 total employment Ln 
Puerto Rico has increased by more than 82,000. The 
unemployment rate, nearly 22 percent when L took office in 
January of 1985, has declined by more than 6 percentage 
points. 

But much remain9 t,z be done. IUnemployment still remains 
too high, at 16.6 percent. The labor force part icipat ion 
rate in Puerto Rico has not exceeded 452, compared to a 67.2: 
rate on the U.S. mainland. This Administration has placed 
the highest prlorlty on continuing the robust growth and job 
creating industrial development that tax incentive9 make 
possible. 

The imposition OC Eederal taxation -- or even the threat 
Of it -- would be truly catastrophic. It vould undo the 
impressive progress oE the past months and deny our future 
prosperity. Puerto Rico’9 economic grovth and its continued 
development requires the cant inuac ion of fiscal and tax 
pal icies supportive of private investment, The extension ,>f 
U.S. corporate and personal income taxes would grievously 
injure Puerto Rico’s growth potentLal and Eorce the Island 
down the destructive road of high taxe9 and spirit-deadening 
dependency. 

GAO should not again impose on Puerto Rico the costly 
uncertainty regarding the permanence oE sect ion 936. Only a 
few years ago, the 1982 TEFRA legislation was advertised as 
satisfying all of Treasury’s concerns about abuses of sect ion 
936, and a bringing much needed stability to the c ax 
environment in Puerto Rico. Only a Eev months ago, Congress 
again amended section 934, again indicating that the section 
would not be revisited in the near term. 

Instead of suggesting that Congress should again 
consider repealing sectLo” 936, vith the ink on the 1986 Tax 
Reform Act compromise hardly dry, GAO should remind Congress 
of the need to honor its commitment LO bring stability to the 
tax regime in Puerto Rico. Constant amendment to tax Laws 
relating to Puerto Rico undermines the confidence and 
stability that is critical co our ability to attract new 
investment and create aore jobs. 
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Please do not encourage further experimentat ion with the 
Puerto Rican economy and the welfare of thousands of Puerta 
Rican Eamil les. 

Enclosures 
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1  

COMf4ENTS OF THE GOVERNOR OF PUERTO RICO 
RAFAEL HERNANDEZ COLON 

ON THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO) DRAFT REPORT 
WELFARE AND TAXES: EXTENDING BENEFITS AND TAXES 

TO PUERTO RICO, VIRGIN ISLANDS, GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA. 

GAO has been asked to analyze the potent la1 efCects of 
simultaneously extendLng certain Eederal wel Eare program9 and 
Eederal iorporate and income taxes to Puerto Rico, as well as the 
Virgin tslandr, Guam and American Samoa. 

At least one recommendat ion to Congre99 is essential and 
indeed inescapable from the body of GAO’9 analysis: It would be 
self-deEeating for Congress -- and an economic tragedy Ear .Puerto 
Rico -- to attempt to finance an extension of federal welfare 
programs through the unprecedented imposition of Eederal 
corporate and income taxe9 on the Commonwealth’s businesses and 
resident9. 

According to the GAO’s estimates -- which the report admit9 
are highly speculative and unreliable -- the net q acroeconomLc 

effect of simultaneously extending full federal taxation and 
federal social programs to Puerto Rico would be regressive, 
draining 51.4 billion out of the Puerto Rican economy annually. 
While Puerto Rico would receive approximately Sl billion of 
additional Pederal spending, and 9ave $88 million in Local welfare 
expendrtures, it would suCEer an increased federal tax burden of 
52.4 brllion, and need to’ impore 51.2 billion in local taxes. 

The long-ertablished Congressional goal of promoting economic 
growth and fiscal autonomy in Puerto Rico would be undermined by 
the destruction of the thousands of jobs which GAO recognize9 
would result Erom the imposition of a net federal tax increase oE 
more than a billion dollar,, or almost 5% of GNP, on a developing 
economy with unemployment at nearly 17 percent. The loss of even 
one job is unacceptable. The people of Puerto Rico want CO work. 
Giving them the opportunicv i: the highe9t priority oE this 
administration. tt would b’e tragic il federal policy were co 
quash opportunity, and defeat our efforts at assuring economic 
growth and vitality, and providing a better comorrov Ear our 
chLldren. 
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Tax IncencLves Are “irierc.31” to Puerto RL~J 

The cconom ic development of Puerto RlCJ ha3 azen PJS 5 Lb 1% 
through enlightened federal and Puerto RLcan policy supportlre .~f 
private Investment. For over 65 years, Puerto Rtc~ has rellcd ,3n 
tax Lnienc Lves -- tts awn and those made avatlablc by the f+jeral 
government -- -- ta brrng industry and Jobs to an Lsland cnsc has 
few natural ec 3nomLi attract ions. Located far from flla,or 
markets, vith na mrneral resource3 and high energy costs, Pue cc3 
RI~J depends 3n these tax LncentLves i0r LCS eionomy viabLllty. 
Apart from the fiscal and tax autonomy, U . $ law accmJal Ly 
exacerbates Puerto Rico’s economically disadvantaged posltlsn. 
The federal government imposes higher costs on business in Puerto 
Rico than they would have to bear 1n neighboring Jurisdictions Ln 
the Caribbean or campecing economies in the Far East and elsewhere 
-- such as the U.S. mrnimum wage, environmental restrictions, and 
the requirement chat goods and raw macerlals shipped by se 3 
between the U.S. and Puerto Rico be transported on expensLvr II 5 
flag ships. 

The imposrtion of federal corporate and personal incsme C~KCS 
on I: he Commonveal th would descabil Ize our ent ire ec,~nomv, c hr 3~ 
nearly 102 of our workforce out of vork, and force #nany t3 

migrate. 

This radical change in federal policy would undermine Puerta 
Rico’s efforts to address its most crLc ical economic prsblcm-- a 
declining capacity to generate jobs sufficient to emplay the 

Commonwealth’s vorking age population. Our Administration ha3 
placed the highest priority on restoring robust growth. and 
increasing job treat ion on the island. Since ISB5 t 3t al 
employment has increased by more than 82,000, and the unemployment 
rate has fallen by more than 6 percentage points. But m,Jch 
remain0 to be done. Unemployment SCLLl remains CJO high, se 
16.6%, and the labor force particlprtion rate remarns below 45:. 

The imposition of federal taxation on our economy wo~ll3 be 
truly cateatrophic. It would not only undo c he impresslvc 
progress of these past two years, but threaten the possibilrty .JE 
future prosperity. Puerto Rico’s economic growth 1 and Lt s 
continued development requlrea the ionc inuat ion of fiscal and c ax 
policies eupportrve of private investment. The extension of U.S. 
corporate and personal income taxes would grievously injure cur 
growth potent ial and erroneously force the island down the 
destructive road of hLgh taxes and dependency. 

tt is not surprising that the draft GAO report concludes that 
“federal tax beneflcs appear to have been critical to PuertD Rican 
industrial development to date” !page 1$8) and “are ltkelp CJ 
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rema in a major rnducement f,)r forergn rnvestments Ln Puerto RL:,I” 
‘. pags 1501 . It La surprrsrng, t bough, that the draft GAO r+porc 
.ioea n5c counsel agaLnst this radl,:aI change Ln federnl p ,3 1 L ,. ;; 
which us “irLc ical”, indeed JLtal, to t he future ec3nomx 
prosperity oE the Commonwealth. 

Eionomic Cansequences of the Imposition of Federal iorporac? and 
income Taxes. 

The economic consequences of extending federal corporate and 
income taxes co the Commonwealth vould be disastrous. Based on a 
ietalled and complete model Lng of the dynamic effects on the 
Puerto Rican eionomy of a repeal of sect ion 936 and LCS 
replacement with a wage credit, the economists at ICF, tnc. , 
concluded that 61,000 Jobs, almost 92 of all private sector jobs 
rn Puerto Rico, would be lost. We urge that GAO give careful 
study to the ICF report, one of the most thoughtful and 
csmprehenslve studLeg ,3 E the impact of federal tax incentives Jn 
the Puerto Rican economy that has yet been done. 

The full imposition of federal corporate and tndividual 
Lncorne taxer in Puerto R ic ,3 would have an even more severe 
Lmpact ,since (1) all Lorporate aic ivity, whether of Puerto Rlzan 
3r foreign corporat iona, or 936 subsidiaries of U.S. E1rm9, 33 
well as (2) all personal income would be subject to federal 
caxat ion. 

Even under GAO’s admittedly more 1 imited assumpc ions, 1; A0 
estimated a lOSS Jf L’S ~ 700 d irece jobs. Job losses of thLs 
magnitude are clearly unacceptable, and would have devastating and 
regressive social effects, increasIng our unemployment race by 
more than 202. 

The Yychical Federal Revenue Increase 

The GAO study employs an admittedly limited methodology. It 
utilizes * static, accounting-type approach which Pails co analyze 
long-term, dynamic eEfect3. The draft report ‘lest imates” that 
federal revenues would be about $2.: billion higher if federal 
income taxes were extended to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, 
Guam and American Samoa. That number Ls subject to so many 
infirmities, uncettalnt ies and contingencies, more of them 
acknowledged in the draft report rtself, that it should not be 
dignified as a GAO estimate. The co1 loquial “guecst imate” might 
have been a better expression, but even char term connotes a more 
reasoned and reliable prediction than can be claimed fDr the $2.7 
billion figure. At most, GAO should have provided IJW and high 
estimacea, thereby clearly communicating the high degree sf error 
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Nowon pp. 133135. 

Now on p 3 

The “~sc LmatC” 13 based .3n I?83 tax rccurn .isca. 
alreadv four years ,>Ld. tc .iaes not fully reflect 
the effects Jf the 1982 TEFRA amendment 3, vhL.h 
were e3tLmated to generate more than Sl50 mnlll i>,l 3 
year ~rl additional revenue. 

The “eat Lmace” fails to reelect the substancLa1 
reduzc ions Ln :.>rpsrace and Ind LV idual tax rat25 
enacted a3 part Jf the hiscorLi Tax ReEorn A:t .>f 
1984, 

The ‘lest imate” fails to incorporate the amendment 3 
t5 sect Ion 936 effected by the Tax Reform ALC of 
1906, vhich was escimaLed co capture ‘nor+ t h d n 5 )I:# ‘3 
ml 1 Lion in addit ional revenue over fwe Jear3. 

The “591: tmate” doe3 not take aci 3Unt >i Lhc 
dramat LC decrease In soiial securIcy,, ?crs.>nal 
Income and corporsce tax revenue3 that v 0 ‘1 I ,i 
accompany the migrat Lan of hundred3 -of buslnrsszs 
and thousands of jobs from Puerto Rlc3 if federa! 
taxe3 were imposed. 

The ‘lest imace” does not cake d:iounc 3f c 7% 
reduction Ln federal revenues that WO~Jld r ? 9 I, : c 
from the deduction of Puerto Rlian Income ‘axe3 :n 
the Ecderal income tax rctllrns of lndividual3 si.1 
businesses Ln Puerto Rico. The as sumpc L 3n thsc 
Puerto Rico would simply :ed+ rnc2me r Pl( 
jurisdiction to the federal gave rnmcnt v 1 t ” 3 ‘A c 
avall ing itselC 3E income taxes which present 1.2 
represent 32: of the Government’ 3 tudgec, 
particularly when Lea residents can ,ieducc Sl,i h 
taxes on their federal returns, 19 3bsslrrteI:~ 
unreal Lst Lc. 

The draft reporc’3 industry-by-industry nnalysL3 1 paged 

156-159) forecast 3 ” d 1 ikely relocation D f firms t .3 ‘nor % 
tax-advantaged lscat ions .‘I It predicts that “annual federal CBI( 
revenue could dec 1 ine gignificancly over the long term primarll,: 
because some busLne33es likely would close, relscate, or riavn-sire 
aperations after tax incentives disappeared” (page LJ. The jraft 
report suggests chat “cot al annual federal revenue ,rsul i ie: 1 tne 
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CJ s2.1 billion or less” iemphasls added ’ Even rhts ‘I ‘i m t % r 
appear9 co be nochlng #“ore than a 9hot in the dark. 

Yeed co YaLncain Puerc,~ R~so’s Tax Base. 

?losc qunrealrst iz ~9 the assumption thdc Puerto RLCO co,~ld or 
would respond co the rmpo9rt ion of federal c3xat ion by abol tsh ing 
LC9 OYn taxes. Puerto RlCO iould f lOC absorb the concemplatzd 
revenue lass of more than 51.2 billLsn, uhlch acc~uncs Ear #sore 
than 32: Jf Local spendrng. .A 9 the GAO report makes : lcar, 
Increased federal 399Lstance vii 1 only drsplase 588 mrllion in 
local spending. 

The public sector employ9 more than 180,000 worker9 -- 10,000 
more than LII manufacturing -- and carries a heavy burden \,I 
responsibility, pare irularly in educat ran with 1t9 young+sr 
educac ~,on than the U.S. These essential 9ervi:es cannot be 
curt ai led, and these workers must not be added to the unemploved. 
Thus, Puerto RlCO VOUld inevitably have to maincatn the il 1 
billion in local revenues GAO assumes Puerto Rite could somehow ,3~ 
without. 

The alternative of a sale9 tax, supported bv si)mlc ‘; A,? 
incervLevee9, must be avolded Eo r LC9 regressive et feet 9. The 
.drafc report Eails co point out that Puerto Rico presently levlcs 
a 4.4: excise tax, which is hrgher than any state sales tax in the 
UnLted States, and a 13.8: excise tax on eleccrrzal producr. 9, 
automobile parts and certatn other Ltcms, and a tax CI~ automobiles 
which dwarfs that 3 e any state. An rncreaaed excise c 3x ,?r 9 
sales tax on cop of the current cxc ises is simply 3 II t ,3 f c hC 
question. and VOUld unconsc Lonab Ly burden Puerto Rtc,o’s 
lover-Lncome *roup9. 

Thus, Puerto Rico would forctbly have to retain its present 
corporate and income taxes. The csmblned etfecc of federal and 
local taxe9 would necessarily result in a c ax rncre39e for 31 I 
taxpayers, and have a regre9aive effect, further inireasrng ‘. he 
tax Load on our lower income groupr. Equity consLderarlsns aside. 
the combined federal and local tax burden would so wetgh 3ver the 
economy as to destroy the incent Lve struiture vital co grsuc5. 
The draft report falls woefully short in analyzing the economl’l 
effects on Puerto Rico of 1: 1 ) etther losing Its tax base, ,)r 12’ 
the extraordinarily high tax rates that would result from chc fl1LL 
imposition of federal and Puerto Rtco iorporace and income taxes. 

Social and Human Need9 oE Puerto Rico 
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Now on p 56 

In evalIlac Ing the deaLrabtltty of f ‘J 1 1 y cxcenlLnq ;,iial 
programs to Puerto Rlcs the GAO scmldy far13 ra dssess C he ‘07.: 9 c 

important c3n9 Lderat ~5” chat should gu~.ie ian&res513nal p .> I L I ;’ L ” 
thrs area-- whether cxlstlng federal pr.,grams C,J 1 1 Y iac ~5 i; t ,r 
most bar ir human needs ,Jf U.S. iit~zen9 Ln Puerca 3. L .: -3 t s ‘: 
idnorxng chLs fundamental ionslderacron, Congress vas deprr,:sd ’ 
an asse99menc 0 f the extent to uh tch the human needs ,>f I!. 
iitlrens in Puerto R~io are met. For axample, under presc 
federal PO1 LCV, the mare than I2 1 ,000 aged -3 r drsabled Pile rc 2 
Rican residents not now eligible for assistance under SSt re.zeLvs 
a coca1 federal iPonthly assistance .3f only J32 as ?omparsd -41th 
S31& in the I! s marnland. Clearly, increasIng this sssL9tanie 
present9 one 3f the more compel1 ing case9 for enhanced federal 
social spending. These determlnac Lens should be governed 
exclusively by a concern for providrng all 1: . s cLcLzen3 c he 
minimum 9tandard of living and assrstance that any U.S. rltL,sen 
should have. 

The Commonwealth Relationship 

The draft report erroneously coni ludes that the natUre ,f the 

Compact between the United States and Puerto RLC->, and whether 
Puerto Rico is a territory subject to the plenary auchorl:v or’ 
Csngrear “has not been resolved by the q:ourt 3 .‘I 1 page ‘3 1 
Numerou9 court dezlaiona have fully recognized that: 

-------------------- 

I Although GAO recommend9 that Cc3ngress SlJvly and 
simultaneou9ly increase federal tax co1 leer ions and 3.3 .: L 3 I 
spending, it fail9 to point out chat in recent years Congress has 
significantly increased federal tax revenue8 without an offsect lng 
increase in social spending. Through the c ax reform process 
Congress has already increased federal tax revenue attributable c.3 
Puerto Rico-9ource tncome. The TEPRA amendment9 were expected ~3 
lncrea9e federal tax revenue from companies doing business in 
Puerto Rico by nearly S352 million a year, and the 1984 rax 
Reform Act LS expected to increase federal revenue by more than 
s300 million over a five-year period. There has not been an 
inexorable linkage connection between federal taxeg and federal 
spending in Puerto Rico, given the nature of our economy, there 
cannot be. 
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Now on p 5 

L 

“(1 ,n 1952, Puerto Rico .reased berng 3 terrrcory I> f IhC 
I’n1ced states SdbJ?Ct CO the plenar:J powers ,f l:~ngrass is 
provided in c he federal ~:onsticutrsn. The 1 I, c h a? r L r ‘.’ 
exersLsed by the federal government emanated thereafter fr.>m 
the Compact Lcself. Under the Compact between the pe,,ple :f 
Pllerto RLZO and the United Scares, Congress Cannot *me t-14 c Tie 
Puerto RLCCI ConstltucLan unLlaterallv and tne gavernmcnt jr 
P,lerto Rlis LP no Longer a federal government 3 g c n : ‘.’ 
exec;Lsing delegated power.” 
l!nrted States v. m>uLnones, 756 F. 2d ~0 (1st ilr. 13851 

Sea also Posadas de Puerto Rico Assocrates v. T ,o u r L s m C ,o .I f 
Puerto -Ri-o, 105 5 .Cc. 29oa i 1984); Rodriguez v. Popular 
Iemo,zrat ii Party ;5? U.S. 1, 8 ( 1982); Examinrng Board ,f 
Engtneers Arqulte’cts and Surveyors v. FLJres de Otero, L24 U.S. 
, j - 2 , 59r. ! 1975); Calero-Toledo v. Pierson Yacht Leasing Co., ~14 
U.S. 443, i72-4!3 I 197~); Yora v. Yejiaa, 204 F.2d 377, 364-88 
ilst Cir. 1953’. 

Congress deserves a better sxpositlon of the signLfi:anc and 
sensitive issues involved in extending federal raxat ion to Puerto 
RICO. 

rONCLCS ION 

Although the draft report makes a iompel 1 ing case f3r nhJc 
t rnkering vieh federal tax incentive9 in Puerto Rico, the reader 
LS left somewhat bewllde*red by the report’s failure to stare the 
.obvioua recommendat Len co Congress: eliminat rng tax incent lve9 1s 
not the way to pay f.3r an increase in federal welfare beneflcs in 
Puerto Rico. 

The draft report’s suggest ion iac pp. 8-9, 10 I :I Chat Lf 
Congress wants to make changes rn the CdX structure it should 
ionalder doing so by partly reducing Seccron 934 benefits further 
confueer the issue because it LS rncons ascent with the report’ 3 
iogent warnings that tax Incent Lves are “or~tlcal” to Lndustrlal 
development in Puerto Rico and that their repeal or rrdusc ~3” 
could lead to massive relocations and job losses. tndced, even 
renewed pub1 ic debace 3ver this sect Len coot Jf cionomli 
development could be extremely harmful to Puerto Rico. Moreover, 
the Admlnistratlsn and Congress have given their assurance chat 
section 934, as recently modified by the Tax Reform Act of li?i, 
will be preserved as a tool for economic development Ln Puerts 
Rico and the Caribbean. 

Accordrng, neither a full nor a partial repeal of seoc ion 935 
is an option chat should be suggested f,or oonslderatlon. 
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June 2, 1987 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
Assistant Comptroller General 
US General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

I am satiseied and grateLu1 Ear the opportunity that you 
have given us to submit our comments to your preliminary 
report ‘Welfare and Taxes: Extending Benefits and Taxes to 
Puerto Rico, Virqin Islands, Guam and American Samoa’. They 
consist of two parts: this transmittal letter which 
summarizes my views and the analysis of the proposal based 
on our econometric model. 

This is a most important report in terms of the subject 
matters that it covers. As proof of how politically 
sensitive these themes are, I am enclosing a copy oE the 
headline the disclosure of the contents of the report made 
in the daily English newspaper San Juan Star, on April 26, 
1987. 

The two areas covered by the Report, being so closely 
related to the political status question in Puerto Rico, 
should be researched properly. comprehensively and 
professionally. Even though this previous advice were fully 
implemented, it may not be enough. 

Direct participation by the politically interested 
parties in Puerto Rico, since the very inception OC the 
study, is a most desirable element of the methodology to be 
applied. It is not enough that reactions be requested after 
the report has been drafted. It is not even enough that the 
information be collected in Puerto Rico during short or 
extensive visits. It is a matter 0E involving the 
representatives 0E the parties directly concerned in the 
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research so that they may be acquainted from the preliminary 
and planning stages. with the speciEic objectives to be 
pursued, the gathering and analysis of the data, the 
constraints inherent to the undertaking and the conclusions 
finally arrived at. 

If such procedure were followed, it would generate a 
sense of trust; its results would be recognized as free of 
any disguised intentions or biases distortinq the value of 
the whole effort. 

As these subjects are so intertwined to the status 
resolution of the United States-Puerto Rico relations, there 
are a considerable number of related issues and tie-ins 
which must be looked at simultaneously with the subject 
matters being researched. 

Keep in mind, for example, that Puerto Rico is presently 
one of the leading buyers in the United States mar<et. We 
are required to use the United States merchant marine in 
moving to or from Puerto Rico. We provide the United States 
the largest and most complete naval base in the Atlantiz 
coast. Puerto Ricans are recruited into the United States 
military forces as if we were a state. Thus, Puerto Rico’s 
contribution to the United States can not be looked at 
solely from the point of view of our tax contributions to 
the United States Treasury. 

My position is summarized in the following observations: 

1. I am gravely concerned and personally opposed to 
the report, even though it appears to assume a neutral 
position on the subjects covered. It discusses a proposal 
which our Administration is not presently pursuinq nor 
intends to pursue in the coming years. It is an unilateral 
undertaking that I do not endorse. 

2. It is being brought to public discussion in a most 
inopportune occasion. It injects an status oriented issue 
into our politically heated environment when our repeatedly 
stated policy has been to postpone any status oriented issue 
while we reconcile our divided families and rehabilitate the 
Commonwealth economy. 

3. It relates to a radical change in the United 
States-Puerto Rico relations, which will have a disastrous 
impact in our economy. It will aEfect the individual and 
corporate taxpayers and our collective lives as well. There 
has never been a natural, economic or social disaster of the 
nature and magnitude that this change may trigger. 
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4. It will mean the closing of those manufacturinq 
plants operating in Puerto Rico under Section 936 of the 
United States Internal Code providing the highest paid jobs. 

5. Most importantly, it would destroy the promotional 
effectiveness of the Economic Development Administration to 
induce new manufacturing plants to establish their 
operations in Puerto Rico. 

6. The chain reaction of this unfavored change will be 
everlasting and definitely negative. The elimination of the 
best paid manufacturing jobs means the loss of wages and 
salaries to the tune of close to 20% of our net income. 
This unexpected, undesired and catastrophic drawback will 
affect our purchasing capability of goods and services to 
feed, clothe and shelter our growing population. Larger 
members of our families will go into the Nutritional 
Assistance Program, the assistance to families with 
dependent children, and the supplemental security income. 
Rather than a developing economy, we would chanqe into a 
grossly dependent economy. 

7. Local banks would lose a sizeable part of their 
deposits, mainly those held by 936 manufacturing concerns. 
These deposits -close to 40% of the total deposits held in 
Puerto Rico- would be transEerred away from Puerto Rico. 
Such a sizeable loss in bank deposits would mean reduction 
in the number of bank employees with its consequent loss of 
a payroll that runs into the millions. 

8. Just as important would be the consequent effect 
over the lending activity in commercial, industrial, 
personal and real estate operations of the banks holding 
these deposits. The interest rate will inevitably go up. 

9. Our local government will lose a substantial amount 
oE funds badly needed for financinq our public services. 
Whatever income, which presently enters into our 
Commonwealth Treasury, is deviated to the Federal Treasury 
means children that must be left out of school; po 1 icemen 
that will not protect our families; newborn, children, 
young, adults, old aged, and handicapped members of our 
population that will not be cared in their health needs; 
roads that will not be built nor maintained, and, thus, we 
may add to the list of public services that will be sharply 
curtailed or eliminated. 
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10. There will not be any possibility of substituting 
the lost revenue with new taxes. When a recession oE this 
type is created, it is simply unjust -not to say an 
impossible political decision- to increase the tax burden to 
individuals and corporations who hardly can survive. 

Unless you could convey to the Congress the disastrous 
impact of extending the income tax code to the Puerto Rican 
taxpayer, I would advice you to postpone the submission of 
this report. In the meantime, you could delve in greater 
depth into the social and economic circumstances of present 
Puerto Rico in order to come to a more comprehensive and 
Eactual presentation oE this controversial matter. 

Miguel A.\ Hzrnandex .Agosto 

Enclosure 
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE 
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REWRT 

ON “WELFARE AND TAXES: EXTENDING BENEFITS 
AND TAXES TO PUERTO RICO, VIRGIN ISLANDS, 

GUAM AND AMERICAN SAMOA’ (REVISED) 

The General Accounting Office Report is an attempt to 

measure the benefits of extending to Puerto Rico certain 

welfare type programs to which all states of the Union are 

presently entitled. At the same, time the study measures 

the amounts of corporate and personal taxes that Puerto 

Rican residents would pay if the Federal Tax Code would be 

extended to Puerto Rico. According to the Report, the 

estimated additional transfer payments to be received by 

Puerto Rico would amount around 1 billion dollars. The 

estimated additional federal taxes to be paid by individuals 

and corporations would amount to 2.4 billions of dollars. 

In this analysis, we measure some of the economic 

impacts of the changes in the flow of Eunds between the 

economies of Puerto Rico and the United States, that results 

from the General Accounting Office study. For this purpose, 

we have used the Senate’s Econometric Model. We have 

emphasized the employment and Gross National Product impact 
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because these are the most critical variables in the 

economy. However, It should be emphasized out that the 

impacts of the increases in taxes and transeers imply a 

radical change in the economic structure oE Puerto Rico. 

According to the Report, the estimates of additional 

transfers and taxes are the following: 
. ltlonal Transfers Mm 

a. SSI 

b. AFDC 

C. Medicaid 

d. Foster Care 

e. Chi Id Support 

E. Food St amps 

1 Tw 

a. Corporations 

b. Individuals 

411.0 

72.3 

326.2 

3.1 

0.5 

188.0 

TOTAL 1001.1 

2080 

365 

2445 

The approach oE the report is that of ‘comparative 

statics’, which does not take into consideration the dynamic 

implications of the indicated changes. In fact, these 

impacts would be of such magnitude that the estimate oE 

taxes and transEers will be considerably different Erom the 

original calculations made by the General Accounting Office. 
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The economic policy reflected in the Report rmplres a 

radical departure E rom the economic strategy that 

transformed Puerto Rico during the last three and a half 

decades. The Puerto Rican development strategy has relied 

mainly on the manufacturing sector. This sector is the 

cornerstone of the Puerto Rican economy. Particularly 

important is the export sector of manufacturing, which is 

favored by the existing tax laws. In fact, the 

transEormation of Puerto Rico from the backward conditions 

of the late forties to the modern society of the eighties is 

mainly due to the role that the manufacturing sector has 

played in the economy. This sector employs about 150,000 

persons, which in turn generates another 140,000 indirect 

jobs. This means that 32% of the total Island’s employment 

depends on the manufacturing sector. 

We have estimated that, the portion of the manufacturing 

export sector that could be directly affected by the 

extension to Puerto Rico of the Federal Tax Laws, generates 

about 80,000 direct jobs and another 90,000 indirect jobs. 

However , the significance of manufacturing in the economy 

goes beyond the employment opportunities that have been 

created. This is the main productive sector of Puerto Rico 

and it is, in fact, the main training center for our labor 

force. The side effects related to the formation of a 

highly qualified labor force, including a sophisticated and 
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numerous managerial class has created some of the conditions 

for Eurther economic expansion in the Island. However, it 

should be pointed out that Puerto Rico is not a developed 

society, but one in transition from the take-oEE stage of 

economic development to that of a sustained growth stage. 

Our level of personal income per-capita is about one third 

of that OE the United States. 

It is our considerate opinion that, the changes 

described in the General Accounting Office document will 

imply a Eatal blow to the manufacturing sector of Puerto 

Rico and to the related business activities. IE all 

manuEacturing activity that has prospered under existing tax 

preferential treatment (936 code), were to migrate Erom 

Puerto Rico, total employment losses would be of the 

magnitude of 170,000 direct and indirect jobs, which means a 

reduction in total employment of about 20%, which could 

imply an unemployment rate of well over 35%. Even if only 

half of those plants were to migrate, the level oE 

unemployment could reach over 26%. It is not an exageration 

to conclude that the implementation of the Federal Tax Code 

in Puerto Rico could imply the eventual destruction of a 

large part of our industrial base. We must keep in mind 

that, at the present time, and due to the Eierce competition 

from the East-Asian countries, many of our industries are 

going through a most difficult situation. If Federal taxes 
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were imposed, these will develop a further determination rn 

the relative profit rates between Puerto Rico and the 

alternative most profitable country. 

AFTFR TAX OF P-0 RICQ 

SECTORS 

Food 

Apparel 

Pharmaceutical 

Electronics 

Instruments 

Source : Benefit cost 

Washington D.C. 1985. 

RATES DIFERENCE IN PROFIT 

(With Federal Taxes 1 

-6.33 

-8.6 

-5.8 

-11.8 

-13.2 

Analysis of Sect ion 936. ICF. 

As the experience of recent years indicates, industrial 

migration from Puerto Rico will be oriented toward other 

developinq countries and not to the United States. 

Consequently, the estimates of Treasury’s tax income of 2.4 

billions of dollars reflected in the General Accounting 

Office Report are grossly over-estimated. The Report 

indicates that if the adverse impacts are taken into 

consideration, tax income to the U.S. Treasury would be 2.1 
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billion dollars instead of 2.4 billions. It is obvious that 

a reduction of only 12.5% in tax income, due to the effects 

of industrial migration and other negative impacts, implies 

only a marginal change. However, all the evidence points 

out in the direction of a radical change in the economic 

structure of the Island. Unfortunately, the General 

Accounting Office Report does not explain the methodology 

used to compute such a small reduction in potential tax 

income. 

A recent study, carried out by a Washington firm, 

indicated that, if the present preferential tax treatment 

were to be eliminated and substituted by a massive wage 

subsidy program, direct employment losses could range from 

24,000 to 56,000. If we apply the employment multiplier of 

our model, this could mean a reduction of 43,000 to 100,000 

jobs, which means that even in this case the employment 

impacts could be very siqnificant. Given these reductions 

in employment, then output and income will be also reduced. 

This will induce a correspondinq reduction in tax revenues. 

An economic disaster of such magnitude will have very 

grave social consequences, including a massive migration to 

the United States, increases in crime rates and other druq 

related social problems. Puerto Rico has more than double 

the unemployment rate estimated for the United States. Our 

crime rate is also relatively high. We do not think we 

1 
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should aggravate the existing situation with an alternative 

that implies more welfare and less production. In fact, 

uhat we need is precisely the opposite. 

Given the deterioration in social conditions, the amount 

of Federal transfers to Puerto Rico would be more than the 

one estimated in the Report. Obviously, these transfers 

could mitigate part of the negative effect of the 

dismantling of the manufacturing sector. 

We have estimated that the employment effects of a 

billion dollars in Federal transfers would be about 49,000 

jobs. The problem is that there is a qualitative difference 

between this gain in employment and the employment losses in 

the manufacturing sector. The economy, instead of being 

fueled by exports of goods and services would be supported 

by Federal Transfers, creating a non-viable economic 

structure, depending on the fluctuations of the expenditures 

policy of the Federal Government. This is not the kind of 

society that the Puerto Rican people and its duly 

constituted government have defined for themselves. The 

road to progress is through economic development and self 

reliance and not through dependence and welfare. 

We have to recognize that the role of Federal Transfers 

is already very hiqh in this economy. According to our 

econometric mode 1, transfers generated 24% of the Gross 

National Product and 26% of the total employment during 
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1985. An increase 1x1 Federal transfers by 1 billion uould 

increase its role to about 30%. if other things stay equal. 

But, the substantial contraction in the manufacturing sector 

could expand the proportional role of Federal transEers, 

depending on the magnitude oE the manufacturing 

contraction. If half of the 936 manuEacturinq sector 

migrates, that could imply a reduction of about 20% in the 

Gross National Product of Puerto Rico. The reduction in 

G.N.P. is larger in percentage terms than the reduction in 

employment because the level oE output per man in the 

manufacturing section is larger than the average. On the 

other hand, the estimated increases in Federal transfers 

would increase Gross National Product by about 5%. So the 

net effect of these two variables (exports and transfers), 

in terms of Gross National Product, could be a reduction of 

about 15%. This is assuming a migration of half the 936 

manufaturing sector. 

Besides the neqative impacts in the manufacturing 

sector, we have to consider the negative effects on local 

corporations and individuals. The Report does not provide 

information related to the breakdown oL the 2.06 billions of 

dollars in additional corporate taxes. But, a substantial 

portion of these taxes will be paid by local businesses 

other than manufacturing. In order to measure the impact on 

local business of the possible increases in costs, related 
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to this additional tax burden, we would need more details of 

the methodology used in the Report. Total Corporate taxes 

in Puerto Rico amounted to 621.1 millions oE dollars in 

fiscal year 1986 and personal taxes in 1985 amounted to 727 

millions of dollars. An increase of 365 millions of dollars 

in personal taxes, implies a personal tax burden 50% higher 

than the one that existed in 1985. The implications, in 

terms of incentives to work and to invest, are very 

difficult to quantify, but undoubtedly, they could be 

disastrous to this economy. The same thing could be said 

with respect to a probable substantial increase in taxes to 

local firms. It the resulting tax burden is too high, the 

changes considered in the G.A.O. Report could then induce a 

reduction in local taxes and, consequently, in the level of 

qovernment activities and services. How much will be the 

reduction in this level of activity is very difficult to 

quantify with precision, because it will depend on the 

reduction of the tax burden considered appropiate to keep 

local business profitable. However, it is clear that the 

contraction could be a very large level of much needed 

public services in areas such as education, which receives 

the largest share from the present Government budget. 

Another aspect of the problem is how Federal transfers 

are used in Puerto Rico. Most of the programs related to 

these transfers were designed to satisfy the needs of a 
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developed society such as that of the United States in which 

many social problems have a marginal character. However , 

Puerto Rico is at a much lower level of development and our 

needs and priorities are significantly different. Federal 

proqrams provide many useful services, but such 

appropriations could be used better -in terms of our local 

reality- if only Congress could allow us the required 

flexibility in implementing them. An example in point is 

the food stamp program now operating as the Nutritional 

Assistance Program. If this program had been originally 

implemented as a local developmental program, the total 

amount of jobs created could have implied the reduction in 

almost 40% in the number of unemployed. At the present 

time, the program generates about 20,000 jobs in comparison 

with a figure of 90,000, estimated to be created through a 

local developmental program. 

TIVE EMPLOw IMPA- (1985) 

(thous. of jobs) 

Nutritional Assistance Program 20.0 

Food Stamps 14.9 

Developmental Employ. Program 90.0 

However there is no doubt that some of the programs 

included in the G.A.O. Report could imply substantial 

benefits to the Island social needs. This is the case of 
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Medicaid. An increase of 326 millions of dollars in Federal 

transfers related to Medicaid, cou Id have important 

implications for the quantity and quality of medical 

services offered in Puerto Rico. In fact, the increase in 

Medicaid benefits imply an increase of 37% in total medical 

expenditures in the Island. These expenditures amounted to 

930 millions of dollars in 1986. These services are very 

labor intensive and for this reason an increase of 326 

millions of dollars in these activities would have some 

important effects. 

YMENT IN THE HQ&TH SECTQR (1984) 

(thousands) 

Hospitals 

Laboratories 

Other Professionals 

35.6 

2.7 

42.9 

This level of direct emp loymen t generates a total 

employment of 62,628 jobs. It is estimated that an increase 

of 326 millions in these services would generate a total of 

28.5 thousands jobs. 

However, it is clear that the positive impacts of the 

increased benefits are not comparable with the economic 

damage that could be caused by the extension of Federal tax 

legislation to the Island. 
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Hon. Fortney Stark 
US House of Representatives 
1125 LHOB 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Congressman Stark: 

I appreciated very much getting a copy of the GAO draft report: 
"Welfare and Taxes: Extending Benefits and Taxes to Puerto Rico...". 

Even without studying it concientiously, it is easy to identify 
serious flaws in its contents which render it very misleading. A 
major difficulty with the draft report is that its statistics are 
outdated and do not take into account the effects of last year’s Tax 
Reform Act, which changed corporate taxes both in Puerto Rico and in 
the mainland significantly. The study also skews its main findings 
by not giving sufficient weight to countervailing factors that are 
acknowledged in other parts of the report. This is particularly true 
about the general finding that new federal income would be higher 
than new costs if the premises on which the study is based were to 
come about. 

The major flaw in the study's approach is its limited parameters 
and lack of in-depth analysis. For example, the study does not 
include all the basic federal assistance programs in which the 
insular jurisdictions participate inequitably. A prime example is 
Title I of the Primary and Secondary Education Act which provides 
students from the island much less help than the one received by 
those in the mainland. 

Moreover, the study does not explore important differences in the 
treatment of the various insular jurisdictions. For instance, it 
does not reflect upon the fact that federal per capita disbursements 
in Guam are as high as $5004.93 whereas in Puerto Rico, the amount is 
only sla34.87. 

Likewise, although the study recognizes that extending the whole 
federal fiscal system to Puerto Rico would seriously affect Puerto 
Rico’s economic situation, raise controversial legal problems and 
might even affect the political relationship between the island and 
the U.S., it does not explore these conclusions nor their 
implications in any adequate or extensive manner. 

Other major areas in which the report could be considerably 
improved are the following: 
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The study seems to assume that equal treatment for the 
insular jurlsdlctlonr under federal programs would compcnsatc 
for the multiple effects that would result from their loss of 
local flscsl autonomy. There Is no analysis of the 
significant social, aconomlc and political coats that would 
arise not only for Puerto Rico but for the U.S. as well. For 
example, what will happen to Puerto Rico's huge external debt 
is not touched upon at all. 

The study has a jaundiced view about the consequences of 
cllmlnatlng Section 936 of the IRS code since Its analysis Is 
very Incomplete. It assures that the negative impact on 
Puerto Rico’s Industrial posslbllltles should the tax 
incentives be terminated could be compensated by other 
advantages, without discussing at all whether Congress would 
In fact enact such other advantages. 

The study is silent regarding the causes and effects of the 
unreasonable application of some federal standards to Puerto 
Rico. It does not measure how the island's economic 
development has been hampered by federal action such as the 
imposition of the federal minimum wage, the indiscriminate 
application of environmental and immigration laws, etc. 

There are also technical aspects of the study which need to 
be verified, such as: 

The level of the estimated funds Puerto Rico would receive 
under federal assistance programs seems unduly low. For 
instance, under the Nutritional Assistance Program, Puerto 
Rico would be slated to receive $1159 M and not $1036 H, as 
GAO reports. 

Quotes ascribed to Puerto Rican government officials (pps. 50 
and 52) may not reflect the official Commonwealth government 
posltlon. 

The description as to how federal fiscal laws apply in Puerto 
Rico does not seem to be precise. 

This Is just a sample of some of the flaws we have found. I can 
assure you there are many others. In view of this, I would 
appreciate that you ask GAO to give ample t ime to representatives of 
the Comnonwealth of Puerto Rico so that they can present their views 
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unconstrained by rigid tlme limits. It would also help if you could 
ark GAO to review the document and do a more complete and profound 
analysis of the Issue. I would appreciate your assistance In this 
matter very much. 

Yours rlncerely, 

Ji!?? F&t&- . 
Member of Congress 
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Comments From the Governor of the Virgin 
Islands of the United States 

May 7, 1967 

Mr. Richard K. Fogel 
Assistant Comptroller General 
United States General Accounting Office 
441 G street, NW 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

Please accept my appreciation of your invitation to 
comment on a draft report by the GAO on extending welfare 
benefits and taxes to Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, and 
the Virgin Islands.. This letter is my official response, 
which I understand will be included in any final report of 
the GAO. 

The lengthy draft report (GAO/HRD-87-601 was made 
available to me for review in advance of publication. I 
understand it was prepared at the reguest of the Chairman 
and Ranking Member of the House Ways and Means Subconnnittee 
on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation. It 
analyzes a Congressional proposal to fully extend certain 
federal welfare programs to Puerto Rico and the terrltorles 
and to collect and retain in the U. S. Treasury federal ---- 
income taxes in these areas. 

Your report politely points out the devastation such a 
tax-retention scheme would have on these off-shore econo- 
mies. Rut for me, the consequences on the entire way of 
life of the people of the Virgin Islands would be so great 
that it is difficult to accept the idea realistically, much 
less calmly or politely. I am vehemently opposed to the 
tax-retention plan. 
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what would cause Representatives of the United States 
to propose siphoning off 60% of the annual revenues of the 
Treasury of the Virgin Islands? Is it the difficulty 
inherent in treating territories differently than states? 
Is it a goal of equalizing federal treatment of states and 
territories? The quid pro quo of this proposal seems to be: 
In exchange for the more generous stateside welfare pro- 
,grams, the federal government keeps territorial income 
taxes. 

I do not intend to get drawn into a discussion over 
whether dollar-for-dollar the Virgin Islands gains or loses 
under the exchange. I do not even intend to underscore or 
detail the obvious: that if you eliminate 60% of the operat- 
ing funds of this Government, there will be thousands more 
Virgin Islanders applying for those federal welfare pro- 
grams. Nor do I believe anything like 60% of our current 
revenues can be made up locally through new or increased 
taxes without the same result: thousands of people losing 
their jobs with nowhere to turn but welfare. 

What I do want to discuss is the relationship of the 
Virgin Islands to the United States, the frustrations 
involved in that relationship, and the effect of the current 
proposal on that relationship. While these matters were 
touched on in the draft GAO report, particularly through the 
remarks of local public figures in response to the U. S. 
retaining income taxes, they are basically brushed aside in 
favor of statistical data; i.e., how much would these 
programs cost, how much can be collected, etc. But isn't 
there a more important question involved7 Can the United 
States keep the income taxes of territorial citizens simply 
because Congress decides to do so? Are there no legal 
impediments to this proposal? 

I like to believe that most members of Congress strug- 
gle with the idea that the United States "possesses" another 
land and its people. Somehow it seems to run against the 
grain of democracy. But, nevertheless, that is what the 
Virgin Islands is: a possession of the United States, 
purchased from Denmark in 1917 for 525 million lin gold 
coin). 
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Of course, we are now United States citizens. But we 
are also Virgin Islanders. This duality LS not the same as, 
say, that of a resident of Texas who is both a II. S. citizen 
and a Texan; for as a Texan he is an important part of the 
union of states. What powers the states have not given to 
the Federal Government are retained by the states. Virgin 
Islanders have given the Federal Government no power, and 
they only have such power as is given them by the Federal 
Government. It is an important difference. The Federal 
Government may tax the citizens of the States because those 
citizens have consented to be taxed. Virgin Islanders have 
no way of giving consent or affectinq tax policy if they had - - - 
consented. 

Forgive me If these remarks seem elementary or at all 
patronizing. They may be so fundamental as to be taken for 
granted by a U. S. citizen who has never lived in a terri- 
tory. But the federalism you take for granted is sorely 
missed by those of us in the Virgin Islands who do not have 
it, particularly at times like these when we are faced with 
a proposal to retain all of our income taxes in the U. S. 
Treasury and no way to influence that proposal through our 
own vote in the Congress of the United States. 

It seems to me that if Congress desires to make welfare 
programs and taxes “more comparable” between the offshore 
areas and the states, then the basic difference between 
these areas and the states must be addressed. The Virgin 
Islands is an “unincorporated Territory”. By definition, 
the laws of the United States are not automatically extended 
to the Territory. “In adopting theevised Organic Act of 
the Virgin Islands in 1954, Congress made clear that al- 
though it was providing a detailed frame of government for 
the Islands this was not to be taken as an indication that 
it had destined the territory for statehood...“. Smith v. 
Government of the Virgin Islands, C.A. 3d 1967, 6 V. I. 136, 
375 F. 2d 714. 

If the desire of Congress is to make the burdens and 
benefits of the Federal Government applicable to the Terri- 
tories in the same manner as they are to the states, then 
the Territories must be given the same representation in the 
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Federal Government as the States. It's not that the Virgin 
Islands is ungrateful for the benefits; it's that we want to 
be fairly represented through our own vote on the amount of 
burdens. 

My response to the proposal that income taxes of the 
people of this Territory be retained in the Treasury of the 
United States is as vehement and indignant as those "Indi- 
ans" in Boston Harbor over 200 years ago: taxation without 
representation! As the Governor of an unincorported Terri- 
tory I may have no legal grounds to stop the greatest 
democracy on earth from imposing an income tax on the 
inhabitants of one of its possessions. But I shall continue 
to use every means I have to persuade the Congress that it 
is wrong. It is wrong because it will devastate our econo- 
my. And it is wrong because it is blatantly undemocratic. 

The Virgin Islands can and shall be a showpiece of 
democracy among Caribbean nations. Our relationship to the 
United States is very visible and often envied. We are 
economically and democratically advanced in the eyes of our 
"down island" neighbors. We represent local government by 
the consent of the governed. We are learning democracy 
through our close association with the United States. 
Perhaps nothing could be more damaging for U. S. relations 
In the Caribbean than Fe$ieral retention of income taxes 
imposed on the people of this Territory. Even if there were 
a miraculous cure for the immense economic ills of this 
proposal, it still flies in the face of government by the 
consent of the governed. Taxation without voting represen- 
tation 1s as repugnant now as it was to the drafters of the 
Declaration of Independence. 

Sincerely, 

Alexander A. Farrelly 
Governor 
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Comments From the Speaker of the 
Gum Legislature 

OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER 
~mcrecnth Guam Lc:rs~arure 

POST OFFICE lKJX CR.1 
TERRITORY OF CU.44 

U.S.A. 96910 

FRANKLIN J 4RCEO QUITUGL’A 
Speaker 

May 7. 1987 

Mr. Richard Fogel 
Asslstanat Comptroller General 
US. General Accounting Office 
Washington D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr Fogel: 

Hafa Adal from Guam, and Si Yuus Masse for extending to us in Guam the 

opportunity to comment on the draft report prepared by the General 

Accounting Office entitled WelfarenefBeneflts anQ 

ms to Puerto Rico. Vlroin Islands.m and Amencan Samoa, 

I am pleased that the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Public 

Assistance and Unemployment Compensation saw fit to address this very 

Important issue affectmg the Insular areas For many years those of us 

from the Islands have stressed the need for appropriate treatment with 

respect to taxation, and equitable treatment by social programs of the 

federal government. I trust this report. and the requested comments from 

the Islands, WIII be the basis for recommendations to estabkh clear 

policy goals on these issues. 

The report generally sums up the factual informatlon on Guam’s exlstrng 

state of affairs wtth respect to the issues of taxation and welfare 

benefits vis-a-vls the federal government. Specific comments on the 

1 
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presentation of this data IS presented In attachment ‘A’ (Ftgures used 

hereafter are those estimated by the GAO report even where those figures 

may not necessanly be agreed to) However, Guam’s unique historical and 

economic conditions seem to be slighted by lhe draft report These are 

base Issues which I feel need to be recognized. 

Guam’s social, economic. and polItIcal development since World War II has 

been established by Executive. Legislative. and admlnlstratlve liar at the 

federal level. The most slgnlfcant of the changes was the land use policy 

of the military forces. Federal land use at the end of WWII was over 40% 

of the Island of Guam. This land use policy ended our subsstence agrarian 

economy which had provided the Chamorro people self-sustenance since 

prehlstonc times. Our agranan economy was replaced by a monetary 

economy. canned goods, and other impons. 

Unfortunately, our dependence IS not an easy one to escape. Between 1944, 

and 1962, Guam was a “closed port”. Even though our economic base had 

been changed, we were at a loss to become a part of the new economic 

order. Even after 1962 - when Guam’s doors opened to the flood gate of 

Investment which continues to this day - federal land use policies, and far 

re8:hing federal legislation has stymied our growth. 

These changes in our socral and economic order were tn many cases 

beneficial. The benefits of Infrastructure. health, and education have been 

clearly evidenced. However, our dependence on outside sources of supply. 

and new standards for soctal development, have ended our 

self-suffictency. From our point of view then, our dependency - which IS 

an immediate result of changes engendered by federal policy - IS 

2 
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I 

compensated for by federal assstance 

In contrast to the statements II-I the ntroductron of the draft report, I 

would lrke to pornt out that we do not necessanly need federal assrstance 

because of our distance from world markets, or our limrted Investment 

capital, or our scant resources; but rather. because of lmpedrments to our 

growth as a result of federal policies. The Jones Act and the hke keep us 

from efficrently trading wrth our Asian neighbors; Commerce and 

Navrgatlon Treatres between the U.S and Japan prevent affirmatrve action 

In employmg our local people in Japanese ventures here; federal funding 

for manne and sea bed resources IS declinrng; and IneffIcient federal land 

use on mneteen (19) separate installatrons prohlbrt the potential 

utrlization of our lrmlted physical resources. 

Additionally, I must take exception to the statement in the introductron of 

the report which notes that “..the U S. has contributed to the social 

development of the areas by extending federal assistance programs. It has 

heavily supported schools, hospitals. housing and Infrastructure prolects ” 

Certainly federal funding for schools has been regular, but a perspective of 

the issue of federal funding for federally connected students (Deflclencles 

for Fm - attachment ‘6’) 

Illustrates federal dependence on the Government of Guam for the 

education of such transent students. The Government of Guam annually 

subsidizes the operations of our autonomous hospital. largely to 

compensate for bad debts of indigent patients - patrents who would have 

funding If Medicaid was fully extended to Guam. Federal support for 

Guam’s Infrastructure has been sporadic, and addressed on a piecemeal 

basis. Over half of the island still has regularly Interrupted power and 
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water service, further compounding health problems If Guam’s schools, 

hospital servlce. and Infrastructure have been ‘heavily supported” by 

federal assistance, the local government - with limlted resources and 

enormous restnctrons on development - has done more than its share to 

ease the social change brought on by federal policres toward Guam. 

I belleve that the report would be remiss if It did not recognize the very 

difficult condrtions which Guam has faced In the transtlon from an 

agrarian subsstence economy to a monetary economy. These changes 

were. after all. the result of federal policies toward Guam. Radical socal 

change, restrictions on access to the new social order, subsidies for the 

education of transient federally connected students, continuing 

Immigration and piecemeal federal support for lnfrastructural 

Improvements have generated an Immense snowball effect subvefling 

Guam’s ability to help Itself. Whtle federal assstance has In many ways 

Increased our dependence, we are powerless to meet the needs of our 

people without It. Certainly an enhanced level of fundrng for the social 

programs identified In the repoR would assist the government in meeting 

the many needs of our residents, and help to reduce our deficit by 

supplanting local subsdies for programs that would be better funded If 

full federal program benefits were extended. 

Even the full extension of benefits will not have the same fiscal Impact on 

recipients in Guam as they would on statesde rectplents. Our cost of 

living is exasperated by the cost of transpcrrting goods vts-a-vis our 

relatively small population. Ninety eight percent (98%) of our dally needs 

are Imported. and our power costs are some of the highest In the U.S 
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Adult Assistance under the Suoolemental program IS a 

program long overdue to Guam. The report’s estimate of a 700% Increase 

In benefits to Guam residents 11 the program was fully extended. IS In 

Itself indicative of our need. As our culture’s extended family system IS 

gradually being eroded, we are rncreaslngly dependent on fundlng to 

address the needs of the aged, blind and drsabled. Moreover, there IS a 

seething anger on Guam because this program IS not already In place - 

especially when such benefits are available to our neighbor Islands. the 

Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas. As a legtslator for the past 10 

years I have many times been at a loss to explain to the parents of 

handicapped Indivrduals, how they are to cope with the real costs, and 

absence of opportumty for their children. Of course these problems are 

doubly compounded when the parents themselves are dependent on various 

forms of social assrstance. In my experience, I have known families to 

leave Guam, for other destlnatrons In the US., just to qualrfy for these 

benefits. 

The extent to whrch the report notes Aid to Fv 

would increase is again illustrative of our social 

conditions, and the need for further assistance. Again the effects of 

social change are clearly evident in this area. High rates of teen 

pregnancres, and /or parents unable or unwilling to suppon their children. 

IS a phenomena known to Guam only in the past twenty years. This alone 

seems justification for full benefits. The projected increase in benefits 

of approximately 250?/0 if the program were to be fully extended, together 

with the projected increase In Child funding, would 

assist local measures which have placed a stiff legal (PL 18-l 7) mandate 

that child support be paid by the responsble parties. 
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We would, of course, welcome federal support for preventative programs 

armed at addressng the ongolng problems of social change which many 

youth are frustrated by Of course teen pregnancy IS not the only area that 

would be effected by better funded prevention programs. Attempted 

surcides for example numbered 238 recorded attempts In1985 However, 

addrtional emphasis on prevention. should assist In reducing long term 

costs of programs such as AFDC. and Child Support Enforcement. 

f!&j&& is a program that will affect almost SIX thousand (6.000) new 

participants If It were fully extended. This represents approxrmately 5% 

of the Island’s population Local support for the MedIcally Indigent 

Program IS over Two MIllron Dollars ($2.000,000) annually, and even this 

amount is acknowledged to be One Million Dollars ($l,OOO.OOO) below the 

low estimate of this program’s needed funding level. 

The Guam Memorial Hospital (GMH - an autonomous agency of the 

Government of Guam) has had, and is continuing. rate hikes which WIII 

raise the hospital’s rates nearly 100% in a eght year period. However, 

even this has not satisfied GMH’s revenue needs. Supplemental fundlng of 

GMH oocurs annually to the tune of around Five Million Dollars 

($5000.000). There are admitted problems of Internal mrsmanagement. 

but the cost of absorbing bad debts from indigent patrents, and self paying 

patients who are not categorically “indigent’. IS the most notable 

inadequacy of the hosprtals funding shortfall. ‘Self pay’ patients brlllngs 

are discounted 70%. and even Indgent billings are discounted 36% by the 

Guam Memonal Hosprtal. 
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As the primary motrvation for moving the food stamp program to a block 

grant is to give us the flexibllrty to promote local produce through federal 

assistance, the need to resolve federal land use InefficiencIes IS greater 

than ever. Through the transfer of the food stamp program we hope to 

stimulate a consistent agricultural Industry which provides employment, 

delivers fresh healthy foods, and reduces our dependence on outside 

sources. Inevitably the need to cultivate larger parcels of land will 

encroach on the existing land holdings of the federal government. Tens of 

thousands of acres of ‘needed’ land are unused. and several thousand acres 

of ‘excess property” Identified by the Department of Defense have not been 

returned. It is certarnly time for a Congressronal revrew of the federal 

governmenrs land needs on Guam. 

On the issue of our area Income tax becoming part of an extended federal 

income tax, I believe the early American colonists oblectlon to ‘taxation 

without representation” perfectly sums up Guam’s position. Guam 

residents are not allowed to vote In U.S. presidential electrons, and our 

Congressional delegate is without votrng powers on the floor of Congress. 

The track record of Guam’s civilian communrty in securing fundrng for the 

needs of the Island is not good. Simply put. Guam IS wlthout polltical 

clout in the nation’s capitol. The elected leaders of the federal Congress 

have their own constituency to care for first. Hence, we cannot rely on the 

powers that be to provide representation of the Island peoples Interests 

with any consistency. 

If the area tax were to be extended to the federal Income tax system, the 

disastrous effect on our economy, and the subsequent short fall In local 

revenues to meet local needs. would generate extensve social trauma. 
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This year the Department of Revenue and Taxation IS holding all mdiwdual 

tax refunds until a clearance of hospital bllllngs IS obtained by patients 

who owe the hospital. Garnenng payment from Indigent patients IS a 

difficult process, but the above example does demonstrate the level of 

local vlgllance Clearly, the projected Three Million Eight Hundred 

Thousand Dollars ($3.800.000) in additional benefits with the full 

extension of this program, would greatly assist GMH In funding operatlonal 

and capital Improvement costs. It would additionally reduce the exlstmg 

Government of Guam subsidy for hospital operations which is a contlnulng 

deficit expenditure. 

Increased federal support for Fostar and Child Fm 

programs with the removal of the AFDC ceiling, would be pursued by the 

Government of Guam. Additional federal funding, in support of our local 

laws on child support payments, would further the full implementation of 

our statutes. 

Guam’s participation in the Foad program again shows our 

dependence on federal assistance to meet the base needs of daily living. 

However, it IS one of my personal goals to see Guam’s Food Stamp program 

replaced by a block grant program which requires that a percentage of the 

amount was designated for the purchase of locally produced or 

manufactured foods. The Governor. the Director of Public Health and 

Social Services and myself recently met with USDA and food stamp 

program officials in Washington D.C. and San Francisco about our desires. 

We are now in the process of preparing our proposal for Region IX officials’ 

review. 
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Already Guam is forced to forego mrllrons of dollars In potential revenues 

due to: commrssary and base privileges subsidrzed by U.S. taxpayers, and 

abuse of these privileges because of the huge price differential of goods 

compared to the civilian sector: security restrictions on the development 

of private property; non-taxable defense actlvltles which are situated on 

property with immense development potentral; supplies and materials for 

military activities purchased In the US. mainland and shipped to Guam on 

military ships; and the list goes on. Moreover, the right of the Government 

of Guam to utilize Its area tax was established in Guam’s original Orgamc 

Act - as enacted by Congress. It is clear that any attempt to discontinue 

local redistribution of the taxes identified in Section 30 and 31 of Guam’s 

Organic Act. would have far reaching economrc. socral. and political 

repercussions. 

The Government of Guam’s right to grant local rebates as mcentlves for 

economic development’are important to our Island. While there have been 

abuses in the past, there IS no denying that the rebates have positive 

effects on attracting investors to Guam. Although the rebate program is 

suffering some pains of abuse, there are investgations underway, and the 

new administration seems sincere in redressing the use of the program. 

Guam is also working toward delinkage from the federal tax system as 

was provided for In the 1986 Tax Reform Act. While the 1986 

gubernatorial election, and the early 1987 efforts to address the 

Government of Guam’s deficit have moved planning for delinkage off the 

front burner, the Legislature is cognizant of, and generally supportive of 

the delinkage approach. 
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r 
Whrle my comments have responded generally to the issues of fully 

extending welfare programs and Guam’s need to redistnbute Its area 

ncome tax, these programs In themselves are not seen as an end all to 

needed federal assrstance. Indeed, there are many ways In whrch the 

welfare programs further dependency, and react. rather than solve socral 

problems. All the Insular areas cl&d In the report are Islands. and as such 

have different environment, and needs than lunsdrctlons In the marnland 

Unlted States. 

In most Instances. the exrstrng dependency on federal assrstance is a 

result of federal poky. This dependency would then be better addressed 

by federal assrstance which: (1) recognized the lrmrtations on 

self-sufficiency placed on the Islands by the federal government. and 

subsequent provisions for a comprehensrve infrastructure plan which 

would allow for consstency In plannrng and development of infrastructure 

needs; and, (2) allowed for Ihe maxlmum utilizatron of such assistance to 

further measures of self-sufficrency. by allowing for more local control 

over the use of assistance The Guam Legislature’s Federal, Foreign. and 

Legal Affairs Chairman has twtce thus year proposed to Congressronal 

oommrttees a comprehensrve plannrng approach as IS mentroned above in 

Item 1 In the case of the latter Item. the Office of Technology 

Assessment In Its report on [ 

forlnsular Area has proposed a ratlonale to allow for federal assrstance 

to be molded to surt the uniqueness of the island environment. I believe 

that combrnrng the two approaches would sgnrficantly boost the vlablllty 

of the local economy. and began to address the socral problems which have 

resulted from the dramatic social change and dependency which prevailed 

for many years. 
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I trust that Congress sees the w&am of assuring the people of Guam that 

Uncle Sam IS not Only on their Island, but that he IS also on their Side 

Sincerely, 

SPEAKER 
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Nowonp 10 

Now on p. 11 

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON DATA AND ASSERTIONS 

OF THE DRAFT REPORT 

Recognrzlng that the GAO IS confronted wrth a difficult task In making 

general comments about the conditions and history of the the Insular areas 

as a group, the report still falls shoR In takrng note of Guam’s unique 

development vis-a-m that of other msular areas If one specific example 

of differences In development could be Wed as making Guam dlstlnctly 

different than other areas It would be the presence of the U S. military 

forces. 

In Chapter 1 (Introductron) p. 14. references to inhlbrtlng factors of 

Insular development do not necessarily suit Guam. This IS referenced In 

the letter to Mr. Fogel. However, the report would be remiss If It did not 

additionally recognrze the federal land use policies and actrvltres as an 

inhrbrtrng factor to our Islands’ development. Land use Itself IS a huge 

barrier to our development. But military requirements and special cost 

treatment for utilities and telecommunrcatrons access and use, also 

negatively affects crvilian consumer and business development costs. (see 

f7elrvered -‘an Flectm UtMv From I& 

m the PrgSant Sixteenth Guam Legrslature, CommIttee on 

General Governmental Operations. 1982) 

References on p.15, to federal support for ‘schools. hosprtals. housmg, 

and other infrastructure prolects” IS In part addressed by attachment ‘6’. 

and by the cover letter. The assertion that ‘Long-standlng federal policy 

has armed at fostering the areas’ fiscal autonomy and economic 
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Nowonp. 12 

self-reliance” IS somethlng that federal policy has not dOne. unless the 

reference is only to specral treatment for our llmlted ability to garner 

taxes through the area tax privilege of Sectrons 30 and 31 of the Organic 

Act of Guam. However. even this ‘privilege’ does not represent federal 

policy aimed at “fostering fiscal autonomy” or ‘self-reliance” In the eyes 

of most residents. Not only IS it socially, economically. polltically (and 

geopolitically) necessary for Guam to redistribute Its own taxes, but there 

are many limitations on our ability to enhance our tax base due to federal 

land use activities. 

Table 1 .l on p.16, is one of the most flagrant flaws of the repotis 

presentation as It relates to Guam. The draft report even vindicates this 

point through several inconsistencies of its own. 

The inclusion of military salaries as a part of the per capita Income skews 

the real per capita income upwards, and reduces Guam’s percentage rate 

for funding eliglbrlity in ths AFDC program, which is a benchmark for other 

social programs. From a local perspective the mrlitary IS largely 

responsible for the changing social conditions of the Island. To Include 

military salary as part of the island’s per capita income fails to recognize 

the insulated and arttficial economy that military spending has generated. 

With military contingencies for Guam slated to bring In thousands of 

additional personnel, the per capita income would be skewed hgher still - 

again ignoring the problems of development the military Itself has placed 

on our private sector development. 

Recipients of military salaries are ‘imported’ labor, and as such use of 

their salaries should be excluded from Guam’s per capita income level. 
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NOW on p 58 

Now ,3n p 1 12 

Military salanes are part of an unstable economy whch local market 

factors have no control over 

The Department of Commerce has established (recently adjusted) per 

capita Income for the civllian sector In 1984 (Including civrlians pald by 

federal agencies) at $7.504 This figure would be more appropriate to use 

In reflecting Guam’s needs for socral programs. While many local 

residents joln the U.S. mllltary, their numbers do not match the number of 

active duty personnel on Guam. Moreover. one cannot be employed in the 

military on Guam per se, but rather one IS assigned to Guam by the 

milrtary. Therefore. use of mllltary employment as a factor of the Island’s 

unemployment rate is inappropriate. The fact that the rncluson of 

mrlitary salaries Increases Guam’s per capita Income illustrates the 

lethargy of our locally generated salanes. 

The report notes on p. 79 that “...the large mrlrtary presence would tend to 

stabilize personal tax revenues because mrlitary pay is not dependent on 

the Island’s economy...’ Illustrates the above mentloned points. 

The footnote (8) on p. 171 again shows how incluson of military salanes 

In Guam’s per capita income skews panrcipatton levels and reduces 

participation for local resdents. Although the reference IS to SSI 

benefits, the rationale can be easily applied to celling IImitatIons for 

Guam’s parttcrpation In the AFDC program. The footnote reads: ‘We used 

civilian population for Guam because of the large number of US active 

duty personnel on the island, most of whom would not qualify for SSI 

benefits” 

The reference to Guam’s per capita Income on p.176 clearly shows the 
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Nowonp 16. 

Now on p 50 

Impact of including military wages in Guam’s per capita Income as It 

applies to federal assistance ceilings. The report notes that Guam’s 

participation In Medicaid would be 2.41% below Puerto Rico, the Vlrgln 

Islands and American Samoa, because of Guam’s higher per capita Income. 

Since this higher per capital Income for Guam is actually the result of 

Including military pay - thereby increasing the per capita Income by $900 

- clearly the use of mUary pay reduces the benefits of the welfare 

programs available to those who are already subject to disadvantages 

vis-a-v6 the military. 

The report’s notation of the Department of Interiors. International and 

Territorial Affairs Office (ITAO) role with respect to the territories 

(p.22) is far too idealistic and should be reworded. It is hardly correct to 

say that the ITAO ‘presents and defends the areas’ budgets before 

Congress, and promotes the economic. social and political development 

of...Guam...” The International and Territorial Affairs Office IS very much a 

political office, and the officials in charge have little choice but to 

support the wishes of the appointing authority. Besdes the fact that the 

territories provide little or no input on ITAO’s budget presentation, 

Congress has (of late particularly) seen fit to substantially increase the 

budget amounts which ITAO has recommended. 

One last technical correction which should be made to the draft report is 

at the bottom of p.79. The reference to military personnel obtaining 

goods from civilian suppliers as a stabilizing affect on the economy, 

ignores the unfair competition Guam’s private sector retailers face from 

militaries subsidized stores. The Guam Chamber of Commerce has 

estimated that Navy’s commissary sales alone would generate an 
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addltlonal $20.000.000 N-I Gross Receipts Tax (4%) annually. While some 

military expenditure does occur in the civllian sector, basic goods are 

generally purchased on base where prices are sgnificantly lower I 
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American Samoa 

nay 21, 1907 Serial: 952 

Richard L. Fog.1 
Assistant Comptroller General 
United Strum General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Fogol: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft eeporc 
“WELPARP AND TAXES, Extending Benef itr and Taxes to Puerto 
Rico, Virgin rslrndr, Guam, and American Samoa,” prepared by 
the staff of the Unlted Strtar General Accounting Office for 
rubmission to the House Wry8 and bhrnr Comittee, 
Subcommittee on Public Aaairtanco and Unemployment 
Compensation. I wish to commend the staff who prepared chls 
report. It la a wall written document, but more Importantly 
it har been written with conridrrablr thought qivrn to tne 
economic, social, and cultural impaccr of extending benefit 
proqramr and federal income taxoa to the four arean. 

hy comments on thir report IS limited to the rcopo of work 
performed in American Samoa. To begin, I wish to Itace that 
the report ie correct, in that, of ehe six welfare program6 
rnvortigaeed (SSI, AFDC, MEDICAID, POSTER CARE, CHILD SUPPORT 
ENFORCEMiNT, FOOD STAHOS) , nodicrid in the only proqram 
available to the Torrltory. 

Aa indicated in the GAO report, Amarican Samoa participates 
in the Medicaid Program under unique circumstances; and 
therrfote, It is not perceived ar a welfare program, but a8 a 
revenue meaouxa for our health cnre dellvery system. Tho GAO 
report correctly asaeaaa8 the effrct on the Torrrtory of 
fully l xtrndlnq the Medicaid Program to American Samoa. I 
frrl that the prorent arrangement, whereby American Samoa is 
able to rrcmive the financial benrfitr of the Mrdlcrld 
Program without the burdensome admlnietrative and rrportinq 
requirrmenta and the necerrrity of idontifyinq Medicaid 
l lrglble persona individually, is in line with our needs for 
assistance in thir area. 
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There ia a preponderance of documented evidence to JUatify 
raising the lledicaid cap for American Samoa by a loart 
9400,000 annually. Our Health Cere Financing bdmlnirtration 
combined Modicaro/t4edicaid Coet roporto and annual Presumed 
EllglBLa Population Reports contain tha Information vhich 
jUrtlfier thir noed. The existing Medicaid cap prevontr 
American Samoa from being relmburred for the full amount of 
Fedora1 Medicaid funds for vhich the Territory vould 
otherwlae be eligible. 

The GAO report eotimatoa that if the velfare programs had 
neen fully oxtended in 1984, federal costs vould have 
increased $22.6 milllon and American Samoa’s coete would have 
decreased 6460,000. The programs would have provided 
sunrtantlal federal funding to the Territoy. I believe 
hovever that the Implementation of the proqrams and fundlng 
vould have come at a very high colt. A cost which would have 
destroyed the values of our culture, tradltiona, and extended 
family network. A  coat which would have created velfare 
dependency and work d~rlncentiver. A cost portraying 
American Samoa aa a velfare state vhich ia contrary to our 
derlrer and efforts to become losm dependent on the United 
Staten tax dollarr. 

The GAO report indrcatos that approximately 21,000 
participants in American Samoa vould be eligible for Food 
Stamps under the present foderal 8yrtem. This IS 
l pproxlmataly tvo thirds or sixty percent of our currant 
populatlon. What etate.or U.S. posrerrion nar two thirds of 
its population a6 welfare reclplentr? 

While it ir true that araa coat would decrease and mote 
benefrta vould bo, made available to more people vith the 
l xtenrlon of thorn benefit programs, it II not true that it 
uould eliminate our economic end l oclal problemr. One of the 
major concerns ie the influx of alien lrmnigrants to the 
Territory smoking to benefit from those velfaro programs. 
American Samoa is prerontly experiencing severe economic and 
social hardship8 with it6 allen population. Our schools lack 
adequate educational facllitier. Our sole horpltal has 
rlmllar physical problemr. Our prlron vhich wan conrtructed 
to accommodate fifty prisoners ir presently houslng 
eighty-seven vrth the majority being non-residents. our 
allen labor force has grown aubstantLal;y in the tart fev 
years. t fear that the availability of there velfare 
programs may increaro alien Ammigration and further compound 
Some our economl: and rocla 1 problems. 
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1 also believe the exteneion of federal income taxes to 
American Samoa may produce economic and social hardships. 
Prerently, 75 percent of indlvidualr pay the local 2 porcont 
minimum tax. The draft report estimated that American Samoa 
collected about 9633,000 more in perronal income taxes Ear 
1983 than the federal government vould have collected. 
In 1986, American Samoa collected an estlmated S2,228,861 
more in personal income taxes than the federal qovernmont 
vould have collscted. This is due to the changer in the tax 
laws over the last three years. With the Tax Reform Act of 
1986, ths future figures could be lover because of increased 
deductions for dependents and the incraasa in rho standard 
deductaon. 

Had Federal income taxas born fully extended to American 
Samoa cocgoratione In 1983, the revenues vould have been $9.7 
million instead of the $8.9 million as reported in the drrft 
report. For 1986 corporate revenues vould have been 57.4 
million. The decrease is due to one cannery not shoving a 
profit for the last three years. Corporate tax rates vsre 
also reduced in the 1986 Reform Act. This reduction vi11 
decrease actual revenues by an erttmated 5.5 million. 

The two canneries account for 906 of all corporate taxes In 
American Samoa. Both canneriee heve expreeeed opposltlon to 
extending federal income taxes to American Samoa. One 
cannery stated that if fedora1 taxes were extended to 
Amer lcsn Samoa, its management would be Eocced to reevaluate 
its pomition, and that there vould be a high probability of 
relocating to more favorablr economic locataons. 

Although the extension of Coderal tncome taxes in American 
Samoa would gain the federal government additional revenuer, 
it would, in the long run, be self defeating from a federal 
and local standpoint. The impoeitton of federal taxes would 
result in tha decrease of area tax revenues which would 
certainly undermine our efforts to become economically 
solf- rufficiont. The l liminatlon of tax credttr and local 
tax exemptions would make American Samoa leer attractive tO 
coporatione currently operating in the Territory and to 
outside investors. This, too, would undermine our economic 
development efforts. It ir fair to arrume that vlth the 
extension of fedora1 taxoe, bueinerr activity would reduce 
substantially, unemployment would rlao and ultimately Eederal 
tax revenue would decreare. If it 1s the lntent of Congress 
to increase foderal dollars by impoeinq federal income texee 
to American Samoa, I believe in the long run this ObJective 
would be defeated. In the same regard, it vould also defeat 
our obJect~ve9 to promote economic devslopement and to move 
towards a mors self ruscaznang state. 
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API=& W 
Cornmenu Fhm the Governor of 
Amcrlcul!3amoa 

I hope the memborr of Congrorr, QKiOr to taking any tlnrl 
actron on thr report, take into conrideratlon the fact8 
prrrented in the report and the viowm l xpeeared by the 
offlcisla of Puerto Rico, Virgin Ialandr, Guam, and American 
Samoa. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the report. 

Very truly yours, 

Governor 

APL/mt 1 
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ppendix XIII 

komments From the President of the Senate of 
American Samoa 

AMERICAN SAMOA GOVERNMENT 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE 

LEGISLATURE OF AMERICAN SAMOA 

LET~JLI TOLOA 
Pmlamt 

SerLat:Oj2-67 
LT/ mtv 

Tel 16641 633 4565 
633.5231 

Yay 7, 1987 

?lr. Richard L. Fogel 
Xssiscant Comptroller 
General Accounting Office 
Human Resources Division 
Washingcon, D.C. 20548 

Dear Yr. Fogel: 

This responds to your March 27 letter and draft 
report regarding the extension of certain federal coxes 
and welfare programs to the territories. Speaking, or: 
course, only for American Samoa, I concur Kich the 
reported responses or officials interviewed here whirh 
indicate spposltion to the extension of most of these 
programs to American Samoa. 

After revrewing the draft report and the proJected 
impact sn federal and Local costs of offering these 
programs, I wish to emphasize facts not thorsughly dealt 
with in the analvsls of our population. Out of the 
reported population of approximately 35,000, nearly sne 
half of the residents are under the age of Ld. ALso,ic 
-reported by Local authorities chat aliens constLcute 
nearly +O per cent or‘ the population. Obviously, there 
is an overlap between these two groups, though I do not 
know its extent. The point is that perhaps an unexpec- 
tedly large portion of our population may not qualify 
at all for any of these programs due to their status 3s 
aliens or cheer age of mInoricy. Moreover, the demo- 
graphic changes of the next 5 or 10 years may dramacic- 
3 1 1 :.’ alter the makeup of the target groups and the 
resulting costs of servicing them. Therefore, LC LS 
premature and risky co implement the programs ac thus 
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Appendix XILI 
Commcnu Prom the Resident of the Serute 
of American Samoa 

P3ge L 
Ye:; 7, 1987 
>I r . Richard L. Fogel 
General Accounting Office 
_---__--__--------_-------------------------------------- 

time until better data zan be gathered. 

As has been demonstrated in other areas. there LS A 

possibility ol serious fraud in the application process 
for some ceLfare programs Ln the territory. With the 
cultural adapcatlon oC extended family sicuatians, persons 
csn easily report absent spouses, numerous dependent 
children, Lack of household income, and can exaggerate 
.scher eligibility crLceria to gain the welfare beneiics. 
It is my apinion that this problem ;iouLd be dilrlculc to 
control at best and would be compounded by additional 
Lmmigrancs at borst. 

Regarding Labor statistLcs, American Samoans able 
ts dark are rarely “unemployed” in the cultural sense. 
Young and old, men and women, all have defined r,?Les Ln 
the Samoan society with much of cheer time spent doing 
domescLc non-paving tasks. These include plantation cul- 
tlvation, animal keeping, cooking, heaving mats, buLLdLng 
f3Les. etc. These sccupations are s:ery craditisnal and 
serve to support CamLLies, villages and :hiets 3s ;reLL 3s 
Jny cash paying lob ever could in terms 3f cultural 
accomplishments. ?loney for wealth LS onL.9 a r2cenc Lnno- 
vat ion in Samoa, where wealth is traditionally measured 
Ln terms Jther than material assets. 

Extending the c‘ull six welfare programs would 
reportedly be a cost s.avLngs co the Territory (of JnLb 
about $&OO,OOO per ‘vear. While ‘de appreciate eT.rery oppor- 
tunicy co save expenses, such an amount is not oLVer’dheLn- 
Lng and we are not fc all compelled LO opt for such gains 
in comparrsisn CG the rusk of much Larger disadvantages. 

What AiLL benerlt this t2rritsrl; far more than 
welfare programs is 3 more dil:ersLrLed economic base. In 
such a small economy. the Lmpact of new busLnesses LS felt 

quickly and the 2canomLi ;aLns do Ln fact ripple across 
the island. 

On the Lssue of extending federal income tax LO 
American Samoa, the draft report is accurate as CC the 
Likely adverse err‘ects of .eakening or removLng c2rcaLn 
tax incentives. The tuna -innerLes are our ecb>nomv 3nd 
there is no doubt chat thus island ,dxd be dev-lstited if 
they puLL2d ,JUC or substantLaLLg curcaLLed their produc- 
cL3n. I scrongt;< .Jppose an! change in the application 
;i federal -corporate ~a.< Law c3 the terricor;Vf whlih xould 
encourage the canneries to Leave or ,:ut back Cheer oper- 
3c ions, parcLcuLarLy SectLon 536 of the tax code. 
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Appendix XIII 
Gxnmenu From the Resident of the Setute 
of Amerhn Samoa 

Page 3 
May 7, 1987 
Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
General Accounting Office 
_---______--__--__------------------------------------- 

Perhaps the extension of additional business in- 
centives would be better. The long run effect of more 
tax generating firms would not only increase tax revenue 
but decrease the number of persons in need of welfare 
support. Simple economics works well in American Samoa. 

Although the income levels in dollar terms are 
comparatively low here, the wealth of our social and 
cultural system more than adequately provides all basic 
needs, with one major exception; medical care. Given 
our small population, we will always be strained finan- 
cially to support a modern hospital with current health 
care technology. Medicaide payments which assist in 
obtaining or providing health care services to medically 
needy persons will likely always be acceptable here. 
Already we refer a large number of residents off-island 
for medical services at the government’s expense. 
Monetary distributions directly to the medically needy 
may encourage them to seek private medical care and help 
them defray other costs of living related to their con- 
dition. 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your 
proposed report. If I can be of any further assistance, 
please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

k 
President of the Senate 
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GEents From the Department of Agriculture 

I... 

q@ Umted States Food and 3101 Park Center Drmve 
OeDanment of Nutrwon Alexandna. VA 22302 
Agriculture Serwce 

‘._V 

APC 2 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Assistant Comptroller General 
Resources, Community and 

Economic Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

This report responds to your letter of March 27, 1987 requesting 
comments on your report entitled m AND TAXES. . Exte ndinq 
mefits and Taxes to Puerto Rico. Virain Islands. Guam and 

erlcan Sam . 

My comments focus on those sections of the draft report related 
to the Food Stamp Program (FSP) and its counterpart in the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Nutrition Assistance Program 
MAP). Enclosed are detailed comments to clarify, refine and 
update particular points made in your draft report. 

I believe this descriptive report could be improved if it 
emphasized the significant current Federal commitment to 
providing assistance in these outlying areas. While assistance 
efforts are mentioned, the draft report tends to understate the 
extent of assistance that USDA continues to provide to low-income 
persons in the geographic areas discussed. In particular, the 
draft report acknowledges that Guam and the Virgin Islands 
participate fully in FSP; however, the report tends to downplay 
the significant role of Puerto Rico’s NAP. 

The Nutrition Assistance Program serves approximately one-half 
of Puerto Rico’s population. This single program provides over 
80 percent of the total Federal funds channeled to Puerto Rico 
and the other three areas throuqh the six assistance programs 
identified in your report. 

As mentioned in the draft report, the Food Stamp Program does not 
operate in American Samoa largely because officials there 
generally oppose Federal assistance programs. In sum, with the 
except ion of American Samoa, FSP and its NAP counterpart are 
currently assisting those in need who choose to participate. 
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Appendix XIV 
Comments From the Depamnent 
ofAgrIculture 

I Hr. J. Dexter Peach 2 

The report could also be improved by supplementing the Fiscal 
Year 1984 prograr and cost information currently contained in the 
report with more recent information. I understand that Fiscal 
Year 1984 is the most recent period for which information is 
available on all six assistance programs addressed. Aouever, 
various relevant changes in FSP and NPP have occurred since then. 
In particular, NAP funding is no lonqe- capped at $825.0 million. 
The Fiscal Year 1987 appropriation fo. :iAP is $852.8 million. 
Congress has authorized annual fundin; Lncreases for Fiscal 
Years 1987-1990. The draft report did not include the current 
authorization level nor was this Fiscal Year 1987 level 
incorporated into relevant cost estimates. Only a vague 
parenthetic reference to authorized increases appears in the 
text. 

I hope these comments as well as those which are attached will 
help you in more fully describinq the commitment vhich the 
Federal Government has to assist needy individuals in these 
outlying areas. 

Sincerely, 

S. ANNA KONDRATAS 
Acting Administrator 

Enclosure 
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Comments From the Department of 
the Treasury 

Now on p 3 

Now on pp 56-57 and 132.13 

Now on p. 136 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
IA,WIIOTOII 

MAY 1 1 1987 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

I am respondlnq on Secretary Baker’s behalf to your request for 
comments on the draft GAO report, WelEare and Taxes: Extendlnq 
Benefits and Taxes to Puerto Rico, the Vlrqrn Islands, Guam and 
American Samoa. The comments we have on your dlscusslon of taxes 
are: 

I:, 1P.e LCLererl~:c ‘L; “L-A jtd~ ,:,i!;” A., LIGL iledr . Ihe COL~JC~C~ 
tax data used pertain mainly to calendar year 1982 and do not 
reflect the Impact of the 1982 TEFRA 1eqLslatlon which 
applies to tax years beqlnnlnq after December 31, 1982. The 
estimates should therefore reflect adlustment for the Impact 
of TEFRA. 

I?! The assertions on the lonq run Increase in revenue from 
extending federal taxes KO the possessions are hiqhly 
speculative. 1 For example, the scacement on page 4 of the 
executive summary that “GAO believes annual federal tax 
revenue could decline srqnlflcantly over the long run 
[compared to the inrtlal. short run, lncreasel . ..“I They 
should be deemphaslzed and stated In a hlqhly quallfled 
manner. In addrtlon, there should be a fuller dlscusslon of 
the possible sources of error In the short run esKimates. 

The discussion on pages 77-79 and 156-160 of the lndustrles 
that would leave Puerto Rico and move out of the United 
States altogether of they had to pay full federal tax 1s not 
systematic enouqh to be of any merrt. The discussion does 
not consider the tax cost of Kransferrlnq rncanqrbles outside 
the United States. 

I 31 On page 160, the report states thaK “half of 1982 earninqs of 
corporations clalmlnq the credlr: In Puerto Rico were from 
Intangibles”. This presumably 1s based zn the Treasury’s 
Fourth Report on Possessions CorporaKlOnS. Our current vlev 
1s that this 1s probably an underestimate of the slqnificanre 
of intanqlbles. 

(4) The reference on page 151 Kg a possible indirect employment 
“multiplier” of 2. 35 should be deleted. The Treasury’s Fifth 
Report explains why this estimate IS spuclous; the 2.35 
esKimate has even been disowned by Puerto Rican 
staclsticians. 
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Appendix Xv 
Commenta Fhm the Department of 
the Tmmuy 

(5) It is not clear why the ceport does not adopt the state model 
and assume that possessions taxes arc maintarned but are 
deductible agarnst federal liability. Is there any reason 
for the speclflc assumptions adopted on local taxes? 

C. Eugene Steuerle 
Deputy Assistant Secretary 

I Tax Analysis) 

Mr. Xilliam J. Anderson 
Assistant Comptroller benera 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 
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Appendix XVI 

Comments From the Department of the Interior 

United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. ‘Y’2ul 

MAY 13 1987 

?Ir. J. Dexter Peach 
Assistant Comptroller General 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear I’Ir. Peach: 

On behalf of the Secretary of the Interior, this letter is in 
response to tne U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report 
on extending welfare Denefits and taxes to Puerto Rico, the Virgin 
Islands, Guam and American Samoa, 

The Department of the Interior, through the Office of Territorial 
and International Affairs, has administratrve responsipiliey for 
coordinating Federal policy ln American Samoa, Guam, the Northern 
Mariana Islands, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and 
the U.S. Virgin Islands. The mandate of this office is to promote 
economic, social and political development in these territories. 

The Office of Territorial and International Affairs is adamantly 
opposed to fully extending Supplementary Security Income (SSII, 
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), Medicaid, Foster 
Care, Child Support Enforcement and Food Stamps, as well as 
Federal income taxes to the aforementioned areas. It would oe 
difficult, rf not impossible, for the territorial governments to 
meet the matching requirements of these programs. In addition, 
the bureaucracy that would be created to administer tnese programs 
would bankrupt the islands’ fiscally as well as morally. 

In addition to consideration of the economic impact of tnese 
programs on the island governments, we must also look at potential 
damage to the culture. The Federal government must not be a party 
to the deterioration of a traditional and tremendously successful 
extended family concept still adhered to in tne territories oy 
offering relief under far less effective and efficient welfare 
programs. 
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Appendix XVI 
Cammentn From the Department of 
the Interior 

The Office of Territorial and International Affairs 1s leading an 
effort towards self-government for the territories and the dctiire 
participation of their residents in the determination of thelK own 
future. Additional Federal programs would be an intrusion upon 
these objectives. 

SinceHly yours, , 

Assistant Secretary--Territorial 
and International Affairs 
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ppendix XVII 

komments From the Department of Health and 
Human Services 

DWARTMENT OF HEALTH h HUMAN SERVICES OfflCl Of In,o.ClOr ci~n*ral 

Nasnqlon DC 20201 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
4ssistant Comptroller General 
U.S. General Accountinq Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for the 
Department'9 comments on your draft reoort, "Welfare And Taxes: 
Extendins Benefit9 And Taxes To Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, 
Guam, and American Samoa." The enclosed comments represent the 
tentative position of the Department and are sub]ect to 
roevaluation when the final version of this report is received. 

'We aopreciate the ooportunity to comment on this draft report 
before Its wbllcation. 

,+yyre,,Yy yours. 

Richard P. Kusserow 
Ingpector General 

Enclosure 
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Commenu From the Deputmenr: of Health 
and Haman !Semlcea 

r 
C-S OF THE DEPABTHFNT OPBEALTNAND 

BmAN SCRVIC REPORT. 
‘w’m.FANE AND TAXES: UtTQ4DING BENEFITS ANDTAXES TO PUERTO RICO, 

VIRGIN ISLANDS, GUAM, AND ApaRICAN SAMOA," GAO/B-87-60 

General Comments 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft report. We 
find the report to be a fair and accurate description of the 
operation of the Department's programs in the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico and the territories and of the consequences of fully 
extending the Department's programs to these areas. 

The report does not provide any recommendations. However-- 
because of uncertainties about the impact of extension of these 
programs and U.S. tax laws--GAO cautions Congress to consider an 
experimental approach rather than outright extension. We agree 
with GAO’s concerns and suggest the report provide two additional 
caveats-- 

0 First, there are a number of welfare reform proposals 
being considered by Congress that would substantially 
alter the programs addressed in the report. These 
include an Administration proposal to allow states, on a 
demonstration basis, to exercise broad latitude in 
determining benefits, eligibility, and program structure 
for these and many other welfare-related programs. 

The report should indicate that the extension of the 
welfare programs to Puerto Rico and the territories 
should be addressed as a part of, or subsequent to, 
congressional consideration of those legislative 
proposals. 

0 Second, GAO should be explicit in recoqniring that the 
extension discussed in the report is only one 
approach to reforming the administration of these 
programs. There are other program design options that-- 
because of the concerns and uncertainties cited by GAO-- 
are worth congressional consideration. These include 
such options as block grants, program waivers, and other 
approaches that would increase flexrbility in 
determining eliglbllity and benefit levels. There is 
precedent for such treatment since there have been a 
number of instances in which Federal legislation has 
taken account of the unique circumstances of Puerto RLCO 
and the territories. These include: 

-- replacement of the Food Stamp program in Puerto 
Rico by the Nutritional Assistance program: 
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and Finmsn !k-vlcee 

-- the extension of the Medicaid program to American 
Samoa: and 

-- the enactment of the program consolidation 
provisions of Public Law 95-134. 

In each of these cases, it was recognized that Federal 
programs designed for state operation are frequently not 
appropriate for Puerto Rico and the territories. Thus, ln 
any consideration of program extension or modification, 
Congress should examine a full range of options. An 
important principle in assessing those options should be that 
Federal agencies, Puerto Rico, and the territories should 
have broad Latitude to design and administer benefits and 
services in a manner that best meets the needs of the 
citizens of those jurisdictions. 

(IIWI) 
-U.S. i.P.0. 198?- lRl-Z?5:6009ir 
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